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·· C IT TA D EL VAT°iC ANO
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.
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...

.

R. ?9 - Venerdi, 15 !ebbraio .1985
SOJUU.BIO - Le Udienze
- !llocuzione ai Dirigenti dell'"J.aerican
Jewish Committee"

Le Udienze
Giovanni Paolo II ha ricevuto questa mattina in udienza:
il Car4iuale Alfonso Lopez 'lru.jillo, Arciveacovo cli Medellin, ni viaita •a~ Limine•;
Kons •. Barth~le111 Jiguyen Son L~Veacovo di 'l)alat
(Vietnam);

i seguenti Presuli dell• Conte

Brasile, in visita •ad Limina•:

Epiacopale del
·

Mons. rrederico Didonet, Vescovo di Rio Grande;
Hons. Aloisio S. Bohn, Veacovo di Novo Baaburgoi
Mons. Laurindo Guizzardi, Veacove di Bag6.
'

....

Giovailni .Paolo II ba ricevuto il Rev. Boger Schutz, ·
Priore di Taiz,.
Allocuzione ·ai Dirigenti dell- "American Jewish
Committee"
Bella tarda mattinata il Santo Padre ha ricevuto i Dirigenti dell' "American Jewish CoJDllittee" ai. quali ha rivolto le
aeguente allocuzione:
"Dear· l'rieAda,

I·t is a. great pleasu-re for me to receive this

importa~t

.delegation. o..f the American Jewish Committee, beaded' by. . your
President,
.
;
and. I aJil gratef,ul to you for tb'is visit.

You are most ·weioome in

tbis house, which, as you know, is always- open to members of the
Jewish people.

You have come here to celebrate the twentieth' anniversary of
the,.;Conciliar Dec.).aration Nostra Aetate, on the relation of the
(segue)
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Church with non-Christian religions ,
deals ·at

length wi_th the Church's

fourth section of which

r~aition
l

/

.Y

wi

tn Judaisl'D.

•

During my recent pastoral vis~t to ·Venezuela, I received soroe
.

.

v

representatives of the Jewish c~~nity there, in an encounter which
has now become a normal feature/ bf so many of my pastoral visi·t s
around the world.

or

addtess

On that ocpasion, in response to the greeting

Dbdi"Tl1ft'e""C~rt'; "~&aid · t.-hat>

•r .wish to confirm, with

utmost conviction, that the teaching of the Church proclaimed during
the Second Vatican Council in the Declaration Nostra Aetate ••• remains
alwayssfQi_E~, for the Catholic Church,

for the Pope, a

tea~hing

for the Episcopate ••• and

which must be followed - a teaching which

it is necessary to accept not merely as something fitting, but much
more as an expression of the faith, as an inspiration of the Holy
Spirit, as a word of the Divine Wisdom~· (lif2!uroa~ti~RO!!!na,
29. Janya ~

"I

J

as f JM.

willingly repeat those words to you who are commemorating

the twentieth anniversary of the Declaration,

They

express the

®mlDDlitmen.t of the Bol"y See, and of the vhole Catholic Church, to

:::", ·:·. ..-

..
:: :···.:-~ ·-~ .-;oC ~~
•• •·: ,..: · ;

•

·•.• J\' :.'

~.: -

• '

·...

..
.Decluat..lon. unde.r:li-ning, so to speak, its

• ••

··\~r-i·a~•. :. ~.·. ··
.

.

;

';

:

.. :.: ~: ... '•

.~.:

·

.. ...: .

ha••

''~ <t~ -~•; tbe te~.; ·:of· ~ ·~ar:~ion
·not pan
. .oU. · .%t: t• -,e ,,.. ·~• .Qi.ea-r -than ~-e h<w setund tbe Deel.er atiQft• s
.

tbeoloqical

fovrt~ion

is and vhat a solid basis it. provides for

a .r@•lly fruitful J~iab/Christ.i.an dialogue. On the one hand, it
.... ..
places the.'motivation of such a dialogue in the very mystery of

the Church herself, and on tbe other hand it clearly maintains the
~dentity

of each

reli9i~n,

closely linking one to the other.

,,
During these twenty years, an enormous amount of work bas been
(segue)

/

\
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You are well aware of . it, since your organization is deeply

committed to Jewish/Christian relation~:~ on the basis of the Declaration,
on both the national and the international !eve.ls, and particularly .
in connection with the Holy See's Commission for Religious Relations
with Judaism.

\\ I ain con'iTinced, and I am happy. to state it on this occasion,

that the relationships between Jews and Christians have radica1ly
improved in these years.

Where there was distrust and perhaps fear,

there is now confidence.

Where there was ignorance -and therefore

prejudice and stereotypes, there is now growing mutual knowledge,
appreciation and respect.· There is above all, love between us,
that kind of love,

I

mean, which is foe both of us a fundamental

injunction of. o_ur religious traditions and which the New Testament;
t(

has received from the Old (cf. Mk 12:28-34; Lev· 19:18).

Le¥,e i:Rvaiear

UR4;~s..taridi,ng_t,t._;..,al.so-i.rwe>1.v.e,s.,.,.f.~W!l~~.s:""~~t,he'-"*,.!..f~~.9l!l-t..O,.~d.i.s.agtF'0e

ll.

· There is no doubt that much remains to be done.

Theological

reflection is still needed, notwithstanding the amount of work already
done and the results achieved thus far.

Our Biblical scholars and

theologians are constantly c hallenged by the word of God that we·
bold in common.
\.\ Education should more accurately take into account the new
insigh~s

~he

and directives

~pened

up .b y the _council and .&·p elt out 'in

subsequent nt;uidelines and Suggestions ·for the I·mplementation

of_Nostra Aetate n . d•,

which _ ~emain

in force.

Education for dialogue,

love and respect for ot hers, and openness towards·all people are
urgent needs

i~

our pluralistic societies, where everybody is a

neighbor to everybody else.
\\

.. ..

,

-

Antisemi tism, which is unfortunately still a pr_o blem in certain
(segue)

.·
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places, nas been repeatedly condemned by the Catholic tradition

as incompatible with Christ's

teach~ng

and with the respect due

to the dignity of men and women created in the image and likeness
of God.· I once again express the Catholic Church's repudiation of
all oppression and persecution, and of all discrimination against
people - from whatever side it may come - "in law or in fact, on
account of their race, origin, color, culture, sex or religion•
(Octogesima Advenienst 23).
\.\

In close connection with the preceding, there is the large

field of cooperation open to us as Christians and Jews, in favor
of all humanity where the image of God shines through in every man,
woman and child, especially in the destitute and those in need.

I am well aware o·f how closely tbe American Jewish Committee
has collaborated with some of our Catholic agenc ies in alleviating
hunger in Ethiopia and in the Sahel,

i~

tryi ng to call the attention

of the proper authorities to this terrible plight, still sadly not
solved, and which is therefore a constant challenge to all those
who believe in the one true God, who is the Lord of history and
the loving Father of all.
'' 1I. .e.ow

bly ·1;,aftd.

also your eo.~cern foe tha peact! ~nd s~i-ty of the
Kay the -Lord give t'O that land, and to all the peoples ·

and nations in that part of the world, the blessings contained in
-t he woro "sbalomA, so that, in the expression of the Psalmist,

•
justice and peace may kiss (cf. Ps 85:11).
~ The Secona· vatican Council and subsequent documents truly
have this aim:

that the sons and daughters of Abraham - Jews,

Christians and Muslims (cf. Nostra Aetate, 3) - may live together
and prosper in peace • . And may ~11 of us love the Lord our God with
all Oltt heart, and with all our soul, and with all our strength
Shaloml 11
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CATHOUC.jEWISH RELATIONS

1965-1985
THE SECOND VATICAN COUNCIL ANO THE STATEMENT ON THE JEWS: AN INTRODUCTION
What ls a Council?
In order to understand Vatican Council II, it will be useful to discuss the
idea of counclls In general and the background of Vatican Council II in particul~r.
According to Catholic tradition, there have been. 21 ecumenical councils
in the history of the church. The word "ecumenical" means universal. An "ecumenical council" is one that has binding significance for the universal church.
All of the leaders of the church need not be present, nor ls the designation
"ecumenical" given in consequence of geographic or numerical ·r epresentation. It
refers to the authority of such a council. An ecumenical council represents the
highest authority in the church. In the Catholic view, th~ Hdly Spirit is
present at ~n ecumenic~! council, guiding the deliberations of the ·counGil
fathers. Pope John Paul II, while bishop of Cracow, attended the Council and
wrote of his belief that it was guided by the ~oly Spirit:
Through the whole experience of the Council, we have contracted a debt
towards the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Christ which speaks to the
churches (cf. Revelations 2:7). During the Council and by way of it, .
the word of the Spirit ber.~me particularly expressive and decisive for
the Church.1
It is clear that the declarations df the Second Vatican Council, such as ·Nostra
Aetate, are regarded by the Church as inspired and of the h.ighest authority.

Church Councils and the Jews
.
Throughout history, councils have often had a significant impact on the
Catholics' relation · to the Jews. The first council - the model for all others met in Jerusalem under the direct.ion of Peter before Chrlst.lanlty separated from
Judaism.
The apostles, including Paul, convened to discuss the question of
whether it was necessary for gentile believers in Jesus to keep Jewish law.
Apparently·, some members of the Jerusalem church who were Pharisees (cf. Acts
15:5) taught that all Christians must follow th.e current rabbinic interpretat.Lon
of the Torah. The apostles decided not to insist on this maximalist version of
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observance, but instead agreed upon a minimum standard. They ruled that gentile
Christians must not eat non-kosher meats, especially those taken from animals
sacrificed to idols. Furthermore, Christians must avoid adultery and other
unchaste sexual relations. Thus, the very first council was devoted to deflni~g
the relationship between the emerging Christian movement and the Jewish tradition. The Council of Jerusalem set Christianity on a d.i ff erent track from
Judaism by discarding the rtgorous observance of the ceremonial law for gentile
converts - who were soon to become the dominant force in the church. Functionally, the first council brought the church to a new level of self-definition
through its collective resolution of problems; in this case, the problematic
relationship of the church to its Jewish roots.
Of course, the problem presented by the ongoing co-existence of Christian
and Jew was not as central to the subsequent councils of the church as it was to
the first council. As formative Catholic teachlng asserted that the :Jews were
rejected by God and th at the church was the "new Israel," Judaism was stripped
of any abiding theological value for Christianity. At most, the Jews remained
as a threat to Christian truth; a perennial "return of the repressed." Ancient
and medieval Christians feared that some heresies were caused by the perverse
desire to imitate Judaism. Many writings against Judaism were intended, in
fact, to discourage Christians from h·av.ing interest ln Judai'sm. One of the most
anti-Jewish of the Church Fathers, John Chrysostom, fulminated against :Jewish
religion because so many of his fellow Christians in fourth century Antioch
(Syria) attended synagogues to hear Jewish sermons! Given the concern for
safeguarding Christian orthodoxy, church councils often enacted measures to
minimize Christian contacts and exchanges with Jews.
As the :Jewish situation in Europe declined during the Crusades, and as the
Church felt threatened by Islam and by new heresies within, the severity of
these legal measures increased. A leading example of this phenomenon is
provided by the Fourth Lateran Council (1215), called by Pope Innocent III. This
council was to have decisive and disasterous implications for medieval Jewish
life. Christendom was troubled by heresy in the South of France, the Albigenses, and by the Muslim reconquest of the Holy Land. The Fourth Lateran
Councll was called to repudiate the Alblgenses, held to be influenced by Jews,
and to call for a new crusade. Against this background of preoccupation with
the enemies of Christendom, the Council promulgated decrees against the Jews.
Innocent III introduced new measures to isolate and discriminate against the
Jewish "enemy," including distinctive clothing, a special badge and restrictions
of their basic rights. The Fourth Lateran Council spurred the process of
excluding the Jew from medieval society. In the first council, Christian ties
with Judaism were weakened, and in the Fourth Lateran Council, Judaism was
legally suppressed. The issue of the church and the Jews was to surface again
in the 20th century and be treated in an entirely new way at the Second Vatican
Council .
·
How did the

Secon~

Vatican Council come about?

The great issue which moved the pope to call for a council was how the
church should understand herself in relation to the modern world, A world
ravaged by two world wars and threatened with nuclear destruction confronted the
Catholic church with unprecedented challenges. What should be the role of the
church in this world and how should it meet its challenges?
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Three months after his coronation, John XXIII had a captivating
thought. In a discussion with his secretary of state· about the great problems
of modernity, the words "ecumenical council" suddenly came to his mind. He
wrote in his diary, "Without ever having thought of it before ••• the term
"Ecumenical Council" (was) contrary to all my suppositions or imaginations on
the subject. The first to be amazed by this proposal of mine was I myself,
without anyone's ever having given me a hint of it."2 The date of his inspiration was January 20, 1959. John referred to the idea as "a little holy madness."
Why should the idea of a council have been so rad.teal as to be deemed
madness? The answer is to be found, in part, in the fact that less than one
hundred years had elapsed since the last ecumenical council, Vatican I. That
council had set the Cathollc church on a course of resistance to modernity.
Before the c9uncil met in 1869, the Vatican had promulgated a "Syllabus of
Errors" in which it condemned such modern conceptions as religious toleration,
socialism, the theory of evolution and polltlcal liberalism, The Vatican took a
defiant stand against many of the leading intellectual currents of the day.
Branding them as heresies, it reserved the full truth for itself, At the First
Vat .l ean Council, the church strengthened .its defenses even fur"ther by promulgating the doctrine of papal infallibility. Although ~he bishop of Rome had
special authority in matters of faith and practice from ancient times, it was
also believed that an ecumenical council was invested with equally high or
greater authority. After the First Vatican Council, the pope alone was to be
considered supreme and any CathoUc who did not acknowledge his authority when
he spoke ex cathedra would be anathematlzed, With this decision, it was widely
thought that the age of councils had come to a close, given the superior·
authority of the pope.
The policies of the first Vatican Council had the advantage of tightening
the discipline of the Church in a threatening age, but they had the disadvantage
of truncating creative, intellectual dialogue with the world. A contemporary
Protestant student of Vatican I wrote, "We do not conde-mn Catholicism for
failure to adjust to the spirit of the age. Fidelity to ancient truth in the
face of modern tempt at ion has often been its strength. But we lament lost
opportunities to engage the contemporary world. In a time of perilous opportunity the First Vatlcan CouncU had made a decision that cut off conversation
with other Christians and marked the Roman Catholic Church as outmoded in the
eyes of many perceptive and honest men."3
The desire to renew an open dialogue with the world, to initiate a new
conversation with the "many perceptive and honest men" was Pope John's fervent
hope. He believed that in order for the Church to serve the world, it must be
in dialogue with the world. In order for the Church to give of itself to the
world, it must live w.ithin i t and not despite it. The accent was to shift from
being a triumphal church to being a pilgrim church; from confrontation to
conversation with other faith communities ~ The call was for dialogue with the
world and especially a dialogue with other Christians. Pope John Paul II
situated this concern for dialogue at the heart of the Council. He referred to
the large sections of contemporary humanity with whom the church wishes to be in
conversation as "circles of dialogue:"

·..
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It would be possible to separate ourselves from these men and these
circles by giving our own personal answer to God through faith in
the Church, but the Council has adopted a different position. If in
the past there was a tendency to use the method of separation to
preserve the purity of the faith, Vatican II has indicated a
different way of enriching it.4
Thus, one of the chief tasks of the council would be to enrich Catholic faith
and to renew Catholic theology by a reorientation towards non-Catholic humanity.
With an ecumenical orientation of this kind, it was natural for the Church to
consider anew its relationship with the Jewish people. John XXIII summed up the
goal of his "holy madness" in a homey phrase, what was needed he said was "a
gust of fresh air in the Church because we need to emerge from our ghetto." Did
he know that he had initiated a process whereby the Jews would soon emerge from
a theological ghetto of contempt and irrelevance to which the Church had long
ago consigned them?
How did Nostra Aetate, number IV.: The "Jewish statement" come about?

The st'atement on the Jews does not stand alone, i t ls point number IV in a
document entitled, "Declaration on the Relation of the Church to Non-Christian
Religions." This document is generally known by its Lattn· title, Nostra Aetate
("In our age ••• "). The Church's rel at ion to the Jews ts treated in the context
of its relations to members of other world religions. How did the statement
originate, and how did it arrive at this literary and theological location?
After John XXIII expressed his desire to convene an ecumenical council, he
establ'ished a preparatory commission which sol lei ted suggestions from the
Catholic hierarchy regarding the agenda of the· proposed council . A number of
respondents asked that the issue of anti-.Semltism - so terrible and constant in
this century - be on the agenda. Much of the impetus for this desire came from
the recognition that the devastation of the Holocaust was related to centuries
of Christian hostility to and contempt for Jews. One of the leaders in bringing
this "teaching of contempt" before the eyes of the Church was the French- Jewish
historian Jules Isaac •. Isaac's powerful writings on Christianity and antiSemitism came to the attention of John XXIII, who invited him to the Vatican. As
a result of an audience with Isaac on June 13, 1960, the pope came to believe
deeply in the necessity of eliminating all traces of anti-Semitism from church
life and doctrine. Henceforth, Pope John -and his successor, Pope Paul VI, would
take a personal interest in the issue of Catholic-Jewish relations.
In the second stage of preparation for the council, the pope established
several commissions and secretariats charged with the task of formulating the
suggestions into proposals and principles of discussion. The German biblical
scholar, Augustin Cardinal Bea, was appointed to direct the Secretariat for the
Promotion of Christian Unity. After the meeting with Jules Isaac, the pope
directed Cardinal Bea to prepare a statement on the Jews. As Cardinal Bea's
off ice was to formulate the new approach to ecumenism in general, it seemed to
be the appropriate place under which the problem of Catholic-Jewish relations
and ant i-Semit.ism should fall.
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Immediately, however, two pro bl ems with th is arrangement called forth
criticism from both Catholics and Jews. The first problem was the inclusion of
Catholic-Jewish relations in the .framework of the problem of Christian unity.
Should the Jews be included in the framework of ecumenism? Does the oecumene
(the "household" of faith in Greek) include those of other faiths? Previous
usage had limited "ecumen.lsm" to intra-Christian relations. For this part, Jews
were understandably disturbed by the impliclt suggestion that they be included
in a grand design for Christian unity. Some reasoned that the proper setting for
a discussion of anti-Semitism was under the rubric of social problems or of
religious freedom. Yet others felt that to limit the Church's discussion of
Judaism to "the Jewish problem" avoided the basic issue, that ls whether Judaism
- contrary to traditional Christian teaching - has enduring worth as a religion.
To treat the Jews only as a problem would be demeaning. A repudiation of
anti-Semitism would indeed be valuable, but could not the Church also say
something positive about Jewish existence? Thus the second problem following on
the first was that of the scope and goal of any statement. Many felt that the
council should affirm the value of Judaism in addition to repudiating antiSemitism.
·
\.

The original statement drafted by Cardinal Bea's Secretariat did in fact
address the positive and the negative and it was pl.a ced in a document on
Christian unity, the Schema on Ecumenism. As is well known, an intense controversy over the document during the fou~ sessions of the Council altered and
weakened the statement. The protracted attempt to subvert the statement by
conservative prelates, convinced anti-Semites, and the representatives of Arab
states both subjected the statement to four revisions and removed it from the
Schema on Ecumenism. The statement was eventually developed into an ·independent
document on the relation of the Church to non-Christian religions, "Nostra
Aetate." . The long peregrination of the statement evoked much disappointment and
cynicism among both Jews and Catholics during the three years of the Council.
During that uncertain period, the AJC played a major role in helping to shape
public opinion in support of a statement.

The AJC and the Council
That .the statement did pass was due in no small measure to the act.lvism of
the American bishops and to the pioneering efforts in Catholic-Jewish relations
made by the American Jewish Committee. As bishops in the country where the
largest number of Jews reside, the American prel~tes were keenly aware of the
need for a full and honest confrontation with the issue of anti-Semitism. During
the course of the Council, while conservative forces sought to eliminate .or
eviscerate the statement, the American bishops spearheaded the effort to adopt a
strong, explicit text.
In addition, the .gains made by the AJC in the preceding
decade to advance·Cathollc-Jewish relations in the U.S. helped to create the
climate for the bishops' activism.
Well before the convening of the Council, the Amer.lean Jewish Committee had
assembled a body of major research documenting the extent of negative and
distorted images of Jews and Judaism in Christian religious teaching materials.
This information, derived from self-studies of reilgion textbooks initiated by
the AJC and carried out at Protestant and Catholic universities in the late
1950s and 1960s was eventually used by Cardinal Bea in his preparation of the
Statement.

..,..,
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During the Council, leaders of · the AJC such as John Slawson, Executive Vice
President, David Danzig, Associate Director, Zachariah Shuster, Director of the
European off ice, and Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, Director of Interreligious Affairs,
played crucial roles in commu"lcating Jewish concerns and perspectives to the
Vatican. The door for such interaction was opened by Cardinal Bea, not forced as some critics alleged -by the Jewish leaders themselves. Cardinal Bea asked
for memoranda from Jewish agencies in the preparatory stages of the council. The
AJC responded in 1960 and again in 1961 by submitting the research coordinated
by Judith Hershcopf Bankl on the lmage of the Jew in Catholic textbooks and on
anti-Jewish passages in Catholic liturgy. These studies were to provide Bea's
Secretariat with important desiderata for the future statement.
The original memorandum was supplemented by documentation, requested by
Cardinal Bea and provided by AJC offices abroad, regarding Catholic textbooks
used in Europe and South America, which a1so revealed that teachings of contempt
were widespread.
The "Jewish issue" was not discussed at the first session of the Council
(October - December, 1962). Between the first and second sessions however, the
AJC devote.d much )effort to insure that the Jewish issue not be lost at the
Council. One key effort was a meeting at AJC headquarters in New Yo~k between
Cardinal Bea and Jewish civic and religious leaders from the several Jewish
denominations . Bea was able to hear the diversity of Jewish concerns and propose
his thoughts on a statement to living dialogue partners. The discussion helped
to define the content of the statement.
In the arduous period of controversy and opposition to the statement on the
Jews during the second, third, and fourth sessions, the AJC pursued a two-front
strategy . AJC 1 eaders such as Or. John Slawson met with Pope Paul to clarify
ongoing Jewish concerns for him. Zachariah Shuster arranged a dramatic meeting
between the pope and Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel on the opening day of the
third session (September 14, 1964) . Heschel and Shuster left the meeting
reassured at a time when much apprehension about the future of the statement had
developed.
On the domestic front, Rabbi Tanenbaum worked indefatigably to defend
legitimate Jewish concern for the passage of the statement against those Jewish
critics who accused the AJC and -other agencies of undignified meddling in
Catholic affairs. For these critics, it was illegitimate for Jews to become
involved in what appeared to be a purely internal affair of the church. The AJC
however recognized from the beginning that the Council provided a unique
opportunity for the improvement of Catholic-Jewish relations - a matter of
obvious and legitimate concern to Jews. History would appear to vindicate this
perception.
The American bishops, although independently committed to a
statement on the Jews, were undoubtedly strengthened in their resolve by the
support of the AJC.5
Conclusion

Twenty years after the promulgation of conciliar decree Nostra Aetate it is
difficult to appreciate the intensity of the controversy which surrounded the
statement on the Jews and the role of diplomacy and crisis management played by
the AJC. The deep tensions between progressives, moderates and conservatives in

•
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the Church were revealed by the controversy, as was a persistent residue of
classical Christlan anti-Semitism. Divisions wlthin the Jewish world were also
revealed: those who saw lnterrellglous relations as a legitimate and productive
field of Jewish endeavor were opposed by those favoring insularity. But the
future seemed to belong with the former group.
Nearly two millenia of
"official" Cathollc antagonism was coming to an end. Two decades later, what is
of final importance ls not the controversy or intrigue, but the fact that a
Declaration was adopted which ushered ln a new era. Nostra Aetate initiated a
process of critical reflection within the church. In the twenty years since its
adoption, Catholics and Jews have learned g~eater mutual respect and understanding than had been possible in the past two thousand years. Although not
without blrthpangs, a new age had begun.
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CATllOUCjEWISll REl.ATIONS

1965-1985
THE DECLARATION ON THE RELATION OF THE CHURCH
(Nostra Aetate):

ro· NON-CHRISTIAN RELIGIONS

A Synopsis and Commentary

I. Synopsis·: Nostra Aetate begins with· the recogni·tion that humanity ls
being drawn together in our· tiine. The world has grown smaller, the fathers seem
to say. The Church recognizes· the co111110n interests of humanity and wishes to
work within it to foster fraternal relations among all peoples and faiths. To
this ·end, the. Declaration will explore and emphasize what all persons have In
common.
Commentary:

* The point of departure is felicitous. In former times, the
Church bemoaned the gredt diversity of religions and emphasized
those factors which distinguish Catholics from all others. The
value of diversity lay only in the opportunity it presented the
Church for mission. The Declaration's emphasis on the oneness of
the human community under God - wt)ile yet preserving the Church's
own sense of election -reinstates a more Biblical perspective. It
returns to the Hebraic concept of a humanity made in God's image
(Gen. 1:26). All of human life ls sacred. Subsequent documents,
which developed out of Nostra Aetate, such as the German Bishops'
Declaration (1980) express gratltute to Judaism for its· discovery
of this profound insight. Pope John gave primary consideration to
the solidarity of humankind throughout his pontificate.

The Declaration affirms that a deep universal bond exists between all persons
not only on account of their origins, but also on account of their destiny. The
end of all human beings ls God.
*The Declaration gives new· prominence to the universalism of the
Hebrew prophets. As in Zechariah's vision (Zech.9:22), all men
will come to the Holy City to worship the Lord. The p_rophetic
e~phasis on a universal return to God balances the classical and
much misunderstood Catholic doctrine· of "no salvation outside of
the Church." After the Council, Catholic theologians Karl Rahner
and Hans Kung developed this emphasis into a positive theology of
salvation for those who are outside of the Church.
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The common elements of the world religions are described in the form of questions about the ultimate nature -0f 11 fe. The ·religions answer the "unsolved
riddles of the hl.Uftan condition," which Astir the hearts of men."

* The world religions are characterized as arising from human
needs. Responding to a restlessness in men, they offer answers to
life's eternal questions. This view reflects the famous expression of St. Augustine: "Our hearts are restless and they will not
rest until they come to rest in Thee." Although there is undoubtedly truth in this, notice that the Declaration avoids
ascribing a supernatural source to the non-Christian religions.
They are human projects rooted in man's searching nature. One
might conclude that the search comes to an end in the Church whose
faith alone is supernaturally disclosed. In its specific treatment of the world religions (nos. II and Ill), the Declaration is
consistent in interpreting them only as products of human insight
and activity. It is important to realize however that it acknowledges the divine origins of Judaism and in this way marks Judaism
off from the others, drawing it into a special relation with the
Church.
II & III. In these sections, Nostra Aetate speaks of the tribal religions,
and of Hinduism, Buddhism and Islc1111. The Declaration acknowledges that in all
of these faiths human beings have been moved to contemplate Cod and to perform
godly acts. The text shows sensitivity and knowledge of the distinctive
features of each . re11gioas path; Hinduism ls praised, for its philosophical
acumen, Buddhism for its insight into the ephemeral nature of reality and Islam
for its 1Ronotheistlc faith and ·practl-ce. The ' Church declares her esteem and
reverence for all that is ·•true and·holy in these religions." She urges her
sons to enter into dialogue with,· the pract-ltion.e rs· ,of .these faiths and to
further moral cooperation with them·." Addi.tionally, it calls Christians and
Muslims to forget· their troubled past and· work together·· for a peaceful, human
future.

* The Declaration makes clear that while these faiths often do
reflect a ray of truth, the Church is bound to proclaim its truth
which t finally, holds forth the "fullness of religious life." The
Church indeed acknowledges truth outside of her own - an important
step forward - but ranks that truth below her own. She thus
·reserves the right to witness to the nations, but confesses that
she must do so in a truly humble and open way. She declares
herself . to be open to learning the truths of the other faiths and
earnestly wishes to enter into dialogue with their adherents.
This openness should not be construed as a devious new strategy
for proselytizatlon - precisely the opposite is intendedt but
neither should it be assumed that the Church has renounced
witnessing to others.

IV. Section number IV, the statement on the Jews, ls a dense and in places
a difficult document. Some of· its complexity stems from the fact that it has
so much negative teaching to overcome but cannot do so ·all at once. It ls
therefore a product of many compromises.
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It begins with the Church's rediscovery of Judaism in her own origins.
Since the Council ' s basic .mission is to come to a Rew understanding of the
Church, this rediscovery is ·crucial. · In searching for herself, the Church finds
the Jewish people.

* John XXIII urged that the Council explore the meaning of the
Church in terms of Biblical categories rather than in terms of the
technical expressions of canon law. Hence, the documents of the
Council refer to the Church as "the people of God" or as "the
people of the New Covenant." The Jews are referred to as
"Abraham's stock." These concrete, Biblical images of the Church
already reflect the leavening influence of a return to Hebraic
roots.
Since the Church be·11e~es herself to have been formed by Cod (s~e has
sometimes called herself the "mystical ·body of Christ•) her origins are not only
in history, but in a •mystery• as. well. Thus, she looks into her own supernatural origins and .discovers · a mystical· relation, a •spiritual bond" with the
Jews. The Church acknowledges that· her own beginnings.. are linked in a mysterious (and not simply historical) way with Israel's · beginnings. Accordingly,
the Church cannot forget· that· she received the revelation of t"e Old Testament
through the people of .the Covenant,. nor can she forget that she draws sustenance
from the Jews, whom the apostle Paul likened to the root of an olive tree on to
which the Church, like wild branches,. has been grafted. Furthermore, as Paul
reminds her, the Jews are stHl beloved by Cod and are heirs of divine promises.
Jest:Js was born a Jew.
·

* The Declaration says that the Church has both a

spi~itual and a
temporal, historical relatedness to Judaism. It reminds all that
Jesus and the disciples were Jews and that these facts must ever
be borne in mind. Although this may not seem controversial or
startling to us, we must remember that traditionally the Church
minimized the importance of these Jewish origins . There have
always been movements in Chrlstian theology which tr.led to
"gentilize" Jesus. In the background of the Church's affirmation
of his Jewishness, lies the memory of groups such as Nazi
Germany's "Deutsche Christen," who taught that Jesus was an
"Aryan." The Council means to put an end to these heresies
forever.

The Declaration also speaks about the spiritual relatedness of the
Church, "the people of the New Covenant" to "Abraham's stock."
Much of this text derives from the complex theology of the apostle
Paul.
Paul agonized aboµt the relation of the gentiles who
believed in Jesus to his own kinsmen who did not. He was convinced that these new believers shared in Israel's ancient
promises because he was convinced that God had acted through Jesus
to save His creation . But he was also convinced that Jewish
existence had continuing value and he was greatly troubled and
concerned for his people. Paul conceptualized the relationship
between the Jews and the gentile Christians in several ways. In
one figure, he called the Christians "Abraham 1 s children according
to the spirit." The Jews were Abraham's children according to the
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flesh {Gal.3:7-9, Rom.4:13ff). In another figure of speech, the
Church ls the wild olive branch which God has grafted on to the
Jewish root.
The ancient church fathers read Paul to mean that the spiritual
children of Abraham displaced and supplanted his physical
children, the "spiritual" being more greatly valued than the
"physical" in the late Hellenistic world. A doctrine of the Jew's
rejection by God, based on a distorted reading of Paul, took hold.
Today a growing number of scholars recognize that Paul did not say
this. He holds the relation of the Jews to the Church in tension;
he does not resolve it in favor of the Church! Rather, Paul
believes that Jews and Christians are meant by God to coexist
until the end of days, when God will wed them together. Mysteriously, God will be "all in all" (I Cor. 15:28). The resolution of
the Jewish-Christian tension will occur in the "fullness of time,"
which Paul expected in his lifetime. Unlike the classical
Christian tradition, modern scholarship emphasizes that Paul
continued to love his people and give them· a role in the
mysterious schema of salvation.
The Declaration anticipates this interpretation of Paul to a
certain extent. In that the Church "draws sustenance from the
root" (present tense)' the council fathers acknowledge the
on-going value of Judaism and not merely its historical value.
There are, however, problems. The Declaration considers Judaism
primarily under its aspect as a prologue to Christianity. Biblical
history ls understood as a foreshadowing of the Gospei. Thus, the
deliverance from Egypt anticipates typologically the deliverance
mediated by the cross. Abraham ' becomes something of a protoChristian. In this respect, the Declaration fails to confront
directly certain aspects of ancient tradition: "Old Testament" as
a prelude to "New Testament," the Hebrew prophet!?' words as
fulfil led in Jesus' career, etc. What ls new is the t 'one of
respect and esteem for Judaism. We could say that the Council did
not live up to the full potential of Paul's thought, but in all
fairness the new exploration of Paul, although indicated in
certain preconcillar scholars such as Jean Danielou and Jacques
Maritain, only began in earnest after the Council. Perhaps the
new search into Paul was inspired by the prominence the Declaration gave to the key Pauline passage, Romans 9-11. Subsequent
documents are, thankfully, much more explicit in spelling out the
contemporary value and divine significance of Judaism, continuing
the renewal of Catholic thou9ht definitively and irreversibly
begun. by the Council.

Thus the Church ls bound to the Jewish people for historical and spiritual
reasons. Her faith derives externally from ancient Judaism and internally from
the Cod who gave the Jews the revelation of Torah. This bond is of enduring
value. Given this affirmation of Judaism, the Declaration now raises two
difficult issues which have troubled relations over the centuries and all but
obscured the existence of the bond. Following each issue, the Declaration
mandates "remedial action."
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1. The Jews did not accept the Gospel and even opposed its dissemination.
Yet despite the Jewish anoa to Jesus, God still holds the Jews most dear "for
the sak,e of their fathers." (An earlier draft expressed hope for the conversion
of the Jews at this point. The final version wisely leaves that out, implying
instead that God alone knows ·the day - which the Church awaits - when all men
will serve him awlth one accord.n)
Due to the richness and ·complexity of the spiritual bond between the Church
and the Jews which endu·res despite their. opposition to the Gospel, the Council
calls for brotherly dialogue·s · and joint scholarly undertakings. The fruit of
these will be enhanced -understanding and mutual respect.
2. The Jewish leaders .and other Jews pressed for ·Jesus' death. However,
what happened in Jesus' ·passion· cannot · be charged to the Jews in a collective
sense. Neither all of :the Jews alive at that time (c. 33C.E.) or subsequently
can be blamed. The commonly · held but false teaching that the Jews as a people
are eternally guilty for their crime l~ decisively rejected. Although the
Church is indeed the "new people of Cod," the Jews must not be presented in a
pejorative or degraded manner in any Catholic teaching o~ preaching. The
traditional manner of representing Jews as rejected and accursed ls .repudiated.
fuf'.thermore, no one can henceforth use the Bible as a basis for this. "teaching
of .' contempt. n The false presentation· of the Jews does not follow from Holy
Scripture.
·

* The inclusion of these two negative statements aroused much
controversy and misunderstanding. The first statement, "Jerusalem
did not recognize the time. of her visitation ••• 11 seemed to many to
introduce ·a discordant and unwelcome intrusion of precisely ~he
theology that ought to be overcome. It was the second statement
however, that all Jews without distinction ought not to be blamed
for the crucifixion, that evoked the strongest criticism. This
text was widely misunderstood as a pardon; the Church, many
thought, was forgiving the Jews for their alleged crime. Many
Jews were outraged. They need not be forgiven for a crime they
did not commit! It is clear however that the text says no such
thing. First, it is not add.ressed to Je·ws but to Christians.
Second, its point is not to forgive anyone but to lay down an
authoritative teaching and to repudiate a false one. The statement repudiates the pseudo-theology that the Jews are collectively .
guilty of "deicide11 and doomed to wander and suffer for their sin.
Earlier· drafts of this statement were stronger in their repudiation of the false teaching. The term "gullty of deicide" - the
ancient accusation again~t the Jews - was used. Much to the
disappointment of many Catholics and Jews, the phrase was deleted
in the final version because some fathers thought it was ambiguous. Critics of the decision discerned the influence of Arab
governmenis in this weakening of the Declaration.
These two negative issues do introduce discordant notes into the
Declaration's harmonious overture, but it is appropriate, after
all, that the document faces these problems squarely. Silence on
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the fldshpoints of the historical Jewish-Christian confrontation
would have been unsettling. What many Jews and Christians would
have liked to see at this point was a confession that Church
teaching led to anti-Semitism and even a request by the Church for
forgiveness. far from having done so however, the document cites
those alleged actions of the Jews which have given Christians
offense.
The Declaration ls less than thorough in its treatment of past
wrongs but that is balanced by a very positive orientation toward
the future. By this Declaration, the Church made a commitment to
improving the image of Jews and Judaism in her teaching and
preaching. It is a commitment which has been ignored in some
parts of the world but pursued with sincerity and vigor in others.
As a direct result of the call for dialogue and the rejection of
any negative teaching, the Church initiated text book studies and
reforms, revisions of liturgy, joint projects of study and social
action, the establishment of national commissions to further
Catholic-Jewish relations, and an International Vatican-Jewish
Liaison Committee. The provisions of the Declaration have been
realized in innumerable, tangible programs over the past twenty
years. (See the chronology in the kit on AJC's post~conciliar
initiatives, e.g.}
In final section of· the stat·e ment on the Jews, the text explicitly repudiates
anti-Semitism. following Pope John's wish that· the council not engage in
condemnations, the Stat·ement decries (reprobat) -anti:..Semitism, .rather than
condemns it (da11nat). Ant-1-Sen1itism at any time, by anyone, ls flnnly repudiated as incompatible with the Gospel. The true ~hristian teaching is that Jesus
went· to the cross freely to atone for the sins of all. HOiian sin per se, not
the specific guilt of any one .· group, led to the crucifixion. The Church's duty
is to proclaim God's love and glft of ·reconciliation offered by the cross.

* Al though critics have charged that the forceful word "condemn"
should have been used to reject anti-·Semitism, the Declaration
could hardly have been more forthright. Anti-Semitism will no
longer find shelter in the Church. And in fact the 1975 Vatican
Guidelines did use the word "condemn." This means not only that
the Church will no longer tolerate popular anti-Semitism in her
midst, but that nothing in the Christian tradition, for example
the Scriptures, shall be used to support anti-Semitism. The
Church has agreed upon a powerful criterion here to delegitimize
Christian anti-Semitism. By repudiating the anti-Semitism of the
past in addition to that of the present (" ••• at any time and by
anyone.") the Church implicitly rejects centuries of antagonism to
Jews. Subsequent statements of the Church explicitly reject
anti-Semitism and acknowledge past injustices to the Jews. The
tragic canons of the Fourth Lateran Council, mentioned above, are
here rejected even though they have long ago fallen into
desuetude.
The last teaching of the Declaration reiterates the underlying
theme of Nostra Aetate as a whole; the commonality and solidarity
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of the entire human community. Although it does so now in an
inverted way. All persons are sinners and for their salvation
Jesus died. The positive implication of this teaching is that the
Jews are not greater sinners than anyone else. Alth9ugh this
doctrine was fully enunciated at the Council of Trent (1566), it
was insufficiently stressed in the long eras of fervent antisemitism. This new emphasis underscores the Church's commitment
to correct its teaching on the Jews.

V. The final section ·of: Nostra Aetate draws one great conclusion from the
foregoing essay on human solidarity; no foundation resaalns for any theory or
practice that sanctl fies discriminat"ion, prejudice aAd racial hatred. The
Christian faithful are. exhorted to· live in peace with all persons and religious
groups, for only by so· doing can they truly enjoy -the Fatherhood _o f God.

* This conclusion was apparently added to broaden the context of
the rejection of anti-Semitism lest someone conclude that the
Church decries this form of hatred more strongly than other
forms.
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THE AlC ANO VATICAN ·couNCil II:

A CHRONOLOGY OF THE AGENCY'S INVOLVEMENT

The AJC was the leader among Jewish organizations in working for the approval of
Nostra Aetate (T he Declaration on the Relation of the Church to N~n-Christian
Religions). Under the direction of Or . John Slawson, AJC executive vicepresident, the i n itiatives undertaken by the agency helped both to· shape the
content of the Declaration and to secure its eventual adoption and promulgation .
What fol Lows is an annotated chronology of the AJC' s involvement with the
Council as well as some pioneering activities in Jewish - Christian relations
which set the stage. (Note: "Declaration" is used here to refer to the final,
promulgated text known as Nostra Aetate, "statement" refers to the many drafts
of a text on the Jews which was embodied in the final declaration.) ·
1947

Zachariah Shuster, European director of the AJC, helped to
organize the Seellsburg (Switzerland) conference on the
persistence of anti-Semitism in Europe. This conference
sounded the themes of a new agenda for Jewish-Christian
relations. It called for a repudiation of anti~Semitism, a
theological recognition of the enduring worth and validity of
Judaism, an end to the pernicious accusation of deicide and a
cleansing of anti-Jewish bias from Christian teaching
materials.

1950s

Throughout the decade, building upon initiatives undertaken
as early as 1932, the AJC initiated Protestant and Catholic
"self-study" investigatioris of prejudice in teaching materials. The Catholic study, funded by AJC and a private
found~tion and executed by a team of Catholic social scien. tists at St. Louis University, documen~ed the problem of
anti-Jewish bias in Catholic religion textbooks.
The
religion textbook study, undertaken by Sr. Rose Thering,
O.P.~ was edited and condensed by Judith Hershcopf Banki at
the AJC, and circulated to· Catholic educators throughout the
country. This critical self-examination by Catholics was to
play a major role in the eventual formulation of the Con- ·
ciliar Declaration.
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July 1961

Augustin Cardinal Bea, appointed to head the Vatican Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity, which was charged with
preparing the Jewish statement, met with AJC representatives
in Rome; he requested that the Committee submit a memorandum
on anti-Jewish elements in Catholic textbooks as well as
another on anti-Jewish passages in Catholic liturgy.

Autumn 1961

Judith Hershcopf Banki of the Interreligious Affairs Department drafted a memorandum on the image of the Jew in
Catholic teaching which was submitted to Bea's Secretariat.
The other memorandum, prepared by Dr. Eric Werner of Hebrew
Union College, on liturgy, was filed in November.
Cardinal
Bea requested information regarding Catholic teaching
materials outside the U.S. AJC staff in Europe and South
America provided documentation of negative and hostile
teachings in many countries and languages, demonstrating the
problem is universal.

November 1961

Rabbi Abraham Joshua

1962

Throughout the year, the issues of anti-Semitism, Catholic-Jewish relations, and the upcoming Council are discussed
in the international press. AJC's French language publicatlon, Evidences, devoted several issues to a symposium in
which Christian scholars set forth their views on Christian
teaching about Judaism. It was the first discussion of its
kind ln any European periodical .
Other AJC continuing
activities included ongoing communication with Cardinal Bea.
In January, AJC representatives were invited to the Vatican
to participate in a major interreligious· convocation, where
AJC was t ·he only Jewish organization to address the gathering.

May 1962

Rabbi Heschel and the AJC's Director of the Interreligious
Aff al rs Department, Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum drafted and
submitted a third memorandum to Cardinal Bea's Secretariat
entitled, On Improving Catholic-Jewish Relations. More a
passionate and eloquent theological statement than a memo·randum, it urged that the Council recognize the "integrity
and permanent preciousness" of Jews as Jews - not as poten·tial converts to Christianity. It called on Catholics· to
affirm that those of other faiths ought to be respected as
equal.s. The first session of the Council began in· September,
1962.

Winter 1963

AJC sent several delegations to Rome to consult with Cardinal
Bea. When the Cardinal came to the U.S. in March, he met
with Rabbi Heschel and Rabbi Tanenbaum privately in Boston.

Heschel and Zachariah Shuster met with
Cardinal Bea at the Vatican to discuss the inclusion of
positive elements in the statement that would affirm the
enduring validity of Judaism. Heschel made an enormous
impression on Bea, who invited him to prepare a memorandum.
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March 31, 1963 -

Cardinal Bea attended an unprecedented off-the-record meeting
at the AJC, coordinated by the Interreligious Affairs Department. Bea met with a broad spectrum of Jewish religious and
civic leaders to share ideas on the proposed Jewish state·ment. The meeting was of historic Importance. Bea had written
answers to pre-submitted questions, which were subsequently
elaborated in the give and take. His answers were to form
the essential content of the future statement.

September 1963 -

As the second session of the Council opened, conservative and
Arab opposition to the statement, which would be discussed at
this session, grew. AJC contacted Church authorities on
three continents to underscore the importance of a strong
statement. The draft statement faced stiff opposition in the
Council for political and theological reasons.

November 1963 -

In consultation with Rabbi Tanenbaum, Rabbi Heschel wrote to
Cardinal Bea of his concern that the statement would be
weakened or distorted. Heschel then traveled to Rome to·
communicate his views to the Vatican.

April JO, 1964 -

Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York, the dean of the
American cardinals, addressed the AJC Annual Meeting. His
speech was a landmark statement on Catholic-Jewish relations
which was widely disseminated and discussed in the U.S.,
Europe and South America. Following consultation with Rabbi
Tanenbaum, Cardinal Spellman m·ade a direct intervention :with
the Pope urging a strong, positive statement.

May JO, 1964

AJC leaders had an audience with Pope Paul VI. The Pope goes
on record in denouncing anti-Semitism, rejecting the charge
of deicide and acknowledging an intimate link between Christi an i ty and Judaism. His statement was published by the
official Vati~an organ and was widely reported in the international press, giving some support to the proponents of the .
Jewish statement. The Pope said that he read Cardinal
Spellman's speech and that the Cardinal had expressed his own
sentiments.
Nonetheless, persistent reports that the conservative opposition was eviscerating the statement led to increased AJC
activity during the months prior to the opening of the third
session. Rabbi Tanenbaum addressed more than 400 members of
·the American Catholic Press Association in May. Editorials
appeared in every major diocesan paper in the country calling
for t~e approval of the statement.
·

September 1964 -

On the eve of the
statement appeared in
the Church anticipated
Christianity. Anger

third session, the latest draft of ·the
the press. The statement implied that
the eventual conversion of the Jews to
spread throug~out the Jewish world.
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Differences of opinion in the American Jewish convnunity over
the legitimacy of Jewish interest in and advpcacy of the
statement sharpened. Believing that public Jewish dissension
would weaken the hand of the liberal bishops who were about
to fight for the statement in the third session, the AJC
created a consensus among 14 Jewish groups affirming Jewish
interest in Jewish-Catholic relations. The joint Jewish
statement was warmly received by Cardinal Bea.
Nonetheless, concern remained over the converslonary implications of the statement. The day before the opening of the
third session, Rabbi Heschel met with Pope Paul VI at an
audience arranged by the AJC. Heschel strongly criticized
the inclusion of the controversial text in a document
intended to improve Catholi9-Jewish relations. The third
session was to see the tentative approval of a strong
statement, closely resembling Bea's original effort.

·'

1965

In the months leading up to the final session of the Council,
there was great uncertainty about the future of the Jewish
statement. Persistent rumo.rs of a conservative . effort to
permanently table the statement moved AJC leaders to hold
numerous meetings with pr-ominent American prelates to voic.e ·
their concern. In Vatican City, Shuster and Tanenbaum
mobilized the support of Bishops from throughout the world.

October 14, 1965

At the fourth and final session, the entire Declaration of
which. the statement on the Jews is a part was approved. The
AJC calls it an "act of justice long overdue" and anticipates
"new opportunities for improved interrellgious understanding
and cooperation throughout the world." The AJC also voiced
regret however concerning the weakened passages in the
document which co"u ld give rise to misunderstanding.

October 28, 1965

The final text was approved by the Council 2,221 to 88. Pope
Paul VI promulgates the Declaration as official church teaching, binding on all Catholics.

[Sources:

The Second Vatican Council's Declaration on the Jews, a Background
Report, AJC Internal Memorandum, November 1965. "Heschel and
Vatican II -Jewish-Christian Relations," Marc H. Tanenbaum,
unpublished manuscript, 19~3]
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LANDMARK STATEMENTS IN CATHOLIC-JEWISH RELATIONS
Conciliar Declaration Nostra ' Aetate inaugurated a new era in CatholicJewish relations. During the next two decades, many national hierarchies,
re.g lonal synods and local dioceses in Europe and America issued statements which
interpreted and applied the Declaration. These statements, reflecting the new
atmosphere of dialogue and collegiality between Catholics and Jews, often
reflect a greater enthusiasm and openness than do the restrained formulations of
Nostra Aetate. They testify to the progress of .the vital and positive encounter
between members of the two religious communities initlated by the Second Vatican
Council. Furthermore, they build a tradition of normativ~ Catholic interpretation of Nostra Aetate. These authoritative documents make explicit the lmpl.lcit
promise of Nostra Aetate.
·
Some ~f the statemen~s are highly theologlcal, others are more practical in
nature. All offer specific guidelines and programmatic suggestions for the
implementation of Nostra Aetate. In addition to the national and regiona~
statements, there have also been two study papers and an important set of
guidelines emanating from the Vatican. In all, these· documents form an impressive body of scholarly and actlon-oriented interpretation of Nostra Aetate. They
are a testimony to its historical infl~ence and to the deep. process of renewal
that it initiated in the 11 fe of the Church.
A chronological list of some leading documents follows with selections from
their texts. Two complete docum~nts, the Vatican Guidelines (1975) and the
Statement of the American bishops {1975), as well as two addresses by Pope John
Paul II ar~ also appended. Sources for these· documents can be found in the
BibliogFaphy.
1967 - - The newly· established "Sub-committee (now called, "Secretariat") for
Catholic-Jewish Relations" of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops
(U.S.A.) issues Guidelines for Catholic-Jewish Relations.
Its purpose is "to assist all le~els of the Church to ~ut the Council's
directives into action." Among its many provisions, tt called for "a
frank and honest treatment of Christian anti-Semitism in our history
books, cou~ses and curricula" and "an acknowledgement of the living and
complex reality of Judaism after Christ and the permanent election of
Israel." (Not lee how much more expJl. lclt th is ls than was Nostra
Aetate.)
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1968 - Latin American Bishops' and Jewish Leaders' Joint Statement. This brief
document emphasized the need to init iate practical, cooperative work to
eliminate prejudice and promote greater mutual knowledge and respect.
1969 - Vatican study paper: "Reflections and Suggestions for the Application of
the Directives of Nostra Aetate, Iv.•
Unlike Nostra Aetate, this document addresses the problems posed for
Catholics by the existence of the State of Israel. It does so in a very
positive fashion. "Fidelity to the covenant was linked to the gift of
the land, which in the Jewish soul has endured as the object of an
aspiration that Christians should strive to understand." "The existence
of the State of Israel should not be separated from this perspective •• • "
The document applies the directive of Nostra Aetate that nothing should
be taught about the Jews which does not conform to the truth of scripture
with new precision and sensitivity: "With respect to Bible readings,
much care should be taken in the homily with respect to right interpretations, especially of those texts which seem to put the Jewish people in
an unfavorable light."
The document also teaches that Jesus was a Jew - a point on which Hostra
Aetate did not dwell - and draws an important lesson from that fact:
"Jesus, as also His disciples, was a Jew." "The points on which He took
issue with the Judaism of His time are fewer than those in wh~ch He found
Himself in agreement with it. Whenever He opposed it, this was always
from within the Jewish people, just as did the prophets before Him." This
ls a very powerful and radical statement which curtails the ancient
practice of severing Jesus from his Jewish milieu and seeing nothing but
conflict and opposition between him and his countrymen.
1970 - •Pastoral Recommendations": the statement of the Dutch Bishops. The
statement speaks of the duties of Catholics, including: "The Church has
the duty to reflect on the entire history of the Jewish people before and
after Christ and on their self-understanding." It makes clear that
Christian scripture - and consequently, Christian self-understanding -can
become fully intelligible only in dialogue with Jews. "A thorough
knowledge and correct understanding of the Bible ••• cannot be fully
attained without familiarity with Jewish awareness of God and Jewish
understanding of biblical terms."
1973 - •Eighteen Theological Theses," a study paper of the National Catholic
Commission .for Relations with the Jews, Belgium. This very substantial
and progressive analysis of the meaning of Jewish existence combined new
theological insights with corrections of ancient teachings~ Here are
three theses:
(10) "To insist that the Church has taken the place of the Jewish people
as salvific institution, ls a facile interpretation ••• The Church may
call hers elf 'people of the covenant' only to the extent that she
lives ••• according to the message of Jesus. She will not be that people
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fully until the end of tlme." (This effectively overturns the entire
theological traditlon in which the church claimed to have displaced the
Jews in God's plan.)
(13) "The Jewish people ls the true relative of the Church, not her
rival or a minority to be assimilated." (The church affirms. the divinely
ordained permanence of Jewish existence and embraces a pluralistic
co-existence.)
(18) "To the extent that Christianity rediscovers ln Judaism the roots
of her own faith and no longer considers Judaism an errant or obsolete
religion, the mtss lonary wi.tness of the Church will no more attempt a
'conversion of the Jews' ln the current sense of the term, that ls,
annexation or proselytism."

1973 - "Pastoral Orientations on the Attitude of Christians to Judalsia" a

statement by the French Bishops' Connlttee for Relations with Jews. The
statement explores the profound spiritual meaning of ongoing Jewish
existence for the Church and also calls Christians to reform their views
of Jews.
"It ls most urgent that Christians cease to represent the Jews according
to cllches forged by the hostility of centuries. Let us eliminate once
and for all and combat under any circumstances those caricatures unworthy
of an honest man and more so of a Christian ••• We strongly. denounce and
condemn these defamatory designations which are still, alas, current
among us, openly or in disguise." (Full text included in kit.) '

1974 - The Swiss Bishops asserted the need for sensitive and informed preaching
and teaching about Judaism in a statement issued by the Synod of Basel.
"Reviewing the past, we must confirm with regret than an often. faulty and
hard-hearted presentation of Judaism led to a wrong. attitude of Christians towards Jews. Hence great care must be taken ln religious instruct ion, liturgical services, adult education and theological training, to
offer a correct interpretation of Jewish self-understanding. The exposition of conflicts, as they present themselves in the New Testament, must
conform to recent developments of our insight."
rhe tenth anniversary of Nostra Aetate, 1975, witnessed a number of
significant dev~lopments •

.

1975 - The Vatican's newly established Commission fo~ Religious Relations with
the Jews !~sues, "Guidelines and Suggestions for l11plementing the
Conciliar Declaration Hostra Aetate." This benchmark document "condemns"
anti-Semitism as a heresy. (Full text included in kit.)
The American Bishops issue an expanded treatment ~f their 1967 paper.
nstatement on Catholic-Jewish Relationsa commemorates the tenth anniversary of the Council and the leading role the American hierarchy played in
working for the ratification of Nostra Aetate. (Full text included in
kit.)

-:. .
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German Bishops' Statement: A Change of Attitude Towards. the Jewish
People's History of Faith."
This brief but moving document confesses
responsibility and guilt" for the Holocaust and affirms the special burden
of the German church to work for improved relations with the Jews.
"Our country's recent political history is darkened by the systematic
attempt to wipe out the Jewish people. Apart from some admirable efforts
by individuals and groups, most of us during the time of National
Soc1al Ism formed a church community preoccupied with the threat to our
own institutions. We turned our backs to this persecuted Jewish people
and were s Uent about the cr'tmes perpetrated on Jews and Judaism •• • The
honesty of 9ur intention to renew ourselves depends on the admission of
this guilt ••• On our church falls the special obligation of improving the
tainted relationship between the Church as a whole and the Jewish people
and its religion."
1977 - Second Vatican study paper by Prof. Thomasso Frederic! renounced prose-

lytization and spelled out the church's commitment to dialogue.
1980 - Second statement of the Cer111an Bishops: "On the Relation of the Church
to Judaism.w This statement ls perhaps the most elaborate and ramified
theological analysis of any of the "official" documents. The bishops
consider all of the classical Christian arguments against Judaism and
gather evidence for entirely new perspectives.
"The posit Ive assert ions of the New Testament about the Jews and their
salvation must be considered more strongly in Christian preaching and
theology than they have been in the p~st. The second Vatican Council
explicitly accepted this mission."
Pope John Paul II addresses the Jewish community of Mainz, Germany (Full
text included in kit.)
1982 - Pope John Paul II addresses representatives of Catholic Bishops' conferences from around the world assembled in Rome on the importance of
Jewish-Christian dialogue and continuing to improve Catholic teaching on
Jews and Judaism on all levels. (Full text included in kit.)
1983 - The Hat ion al Conference ef Brazilian Bishops publishes a statement,
·•orientations for Catholic-Jewish Dialogue," after two years of study •.
This statement .ls especially noteworthy given the fact that Brazil is the
world's most populous Catholic country. The document amplifies the basic
insights of Nostra Aetate but ai-so makes explicit the Jewish right to a
secure and peaceful existence in the State of Israel. (Full text
Included in kit.)
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DOCUMENTATION

I.
II.

Nostra Aetate
Statement of the French Bishops

III. Vatican Guidelines for implementing Nostra Aetate
IV.

Statement of the U.S. Bishops

v• .

Statement of the Brazilian Bishops

VI.

Addresses by Pope John Paul II ·

[These and other documents can be found in:
SIDIC (Service International de Documentation Judeo-Chretienne)
English Edition, and in 'Seminary Education and Christian-Jewish Relations,
Eugene J. Fisher, National Catholic Educational Associat'ioll and the AJC, 1983.]
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RESOURCE KIT
VATICAN COllNCll. II
&
CATHOUC.jEWISH REl.ATIONS

1965-1985
MODELS FOR CATHOLIC-JEWISH
CONFERENCES
I.

Small Conference model
time:

afternoon-evening, preferably Sunday

location:

Church, synagogue or university setting

sponsors:

AJC in conjunction with CRC, Board of Rabbis and (Arch}
Diocese

Conveners:

either the Bishop (or his designate) and a leading Rabbi or
two prominent laypersons

Resource
persons:

two keynote speakers (one Catholic, one Jewish)
two respondents (one Catholic, one Jewish)

THEME:
Format:

"Twenty years after Nostra Aetate:
what remains to be done?"
I.

What has been done,

Welcome and Invocation by host pastor (if appropriate)
Introduction by co-conveners

10min.

Catholic Keynote speaker

30min.

Jewish Keynote speaker

30min.

Break

10min.

Two. responses

20min.

VII.

Question and Answer, Discussion session

20min.

VII.

Conclusion and Benediction (if appropriate}
5m1n.
approx. 2 hrs.

II.
III.
IV•

v.
VI.
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Notes:

The theme is broad and could be handled in several ways, emphasizing either tangible results of Nostra Aetate or more
intangible results.
Tangible re s ults include:
changes in
teaching materials, 11 turgies, homiletics; establishment of
dialogue groups and formal structures for Jewish-Catholic
cooperation. Intangible results include: changes in attitudes,
new theologies of Judaism and Jewish responses to a renewed
Catholic church, the shift from mission to dialogue and reflections on the future of Jewish-Catholic co-existence.
The keynote speakers should cover the same or closely overlapping
themes so that the audience gets the impression of complementarity. They should put the second Vatican Council in perspective for Catholics and Jews.
The respondents should give brief interpretations, not more than
10 to 15 minutes each. These responses should, ideally, present
local reports on the progress described by the keynote speakers
whose perspective will be more global. Thus a respondent could
describe the activities in the Diocese and in the Jewish community during the past twenty years relevant to the topic.
Another format could be to have a response after each keynote
address. If the respondents will follow the above suggestion,
then Catholic following Catholic and Jew following Jew would be
the most appropriate. If the respondents wish to offer something
more interpretive then Jew can follow Catholi.c ,. etc. The
respondents should be local persons, the keyn~ters should be
persons of some national stature.
·
People could be asked to indicate on a form whether they would be
interested in becoming involved in a dialogue and to submit their
names and addresses. The sponsors could go on to develop new
programs with this network.
This model was developed from a successful one-day symposium in
Fairfield county, Connecticut that was sponsored by the AJC and
the Roman Catholic Diocese of Bridgeport.

II.

Teacher's Conference on Catholic- Jewish Relations
tiine:

morning-afternoon, weekday

location:

Church, synago'gue or university with auditorium for plenary
sessions and classrooms for workshops

sponsors:

AJC and Board of Rabbis and/or Jewish Education (Arch)
Diocese, Catholic Educators As sociation, Institute for
Catholic-Jewish Education

Conveners:

leading educators from each community
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Resource
persons:

two keynote speakers ·(one Catholic, one Jewish)
two educators (one Catholic, one Jewish)

THEME:

Format:

"Twenty years of progress: Catholic-Jewish Education in the
80's a teacher's conference assessing the influence of
Vatican II on education
I.
II.

III.

VI.

v.
VI.

VII.
VIII.

Purpose:

Registration, coffee and cake

8:30-9: 15

Welcome and Introduction to the Conference

9:15-9:30

Catholic Keynote speaker
Concurrent workshops
Lunch
Jewish Keynote speaker
Concurrent workshops
Plenary Discussion: Where do we go from here?
Conclusion

9:30-10:30
10:30-12:00
12:00-1:00
1:00-2:00
. 2:00-3:00
3:00-3:30

Both NQstra Aetate (1965) and the Vatican Guidelines for its
implementation (1975) emphasized the necessity of correct
teaching about Jews and Judaism. This seminar will focus on
the many efforts which been made - and which still must be made
- to fulfil~ these provlsions. Its purpose therefore is:

* to inform Catholic and Jewish educators lllOre fully about "t he
trends set in motion by the above documents

* to reflect upon their significance and assess their effects
on local curricula

*
Notes:

to look critically at contemporary educational practice and
facilitate professional sharing on these topics.

The following are suggested topics for the two keynote addresses
and for eight workshop sessions.
1. Opening Keynoter:
"The State of Catholic teaching about Jews and Judaism on
the elementary and secondary levels" or,
"What are they saying about Judaism: applications of ·
contemporary Catholic scholarship for elementary and
secondary education."
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2.

.3.

Morning workshop sessions:
a)

teaching about Jesus and his age: approaches to first
century Judaism
resource person: Jewish keynoter

b)

teaching about the Church and the Synagogue throughout
the ages
resource person: Catholic keynoter

c}

teaching about Jewish religion
resource person: Jewish educator

d)

teaching about Christianity
resource pel'son: Catholic educator

Afternoon keynoter:
"Approaches to teaching Judaism and Jewish history"

4.

Afternoon workshop sessions:
a)

textbook and lesson plan sharing and evaluation
(participants bring their own current materials)
resource persons: Jewish and Catholic edcuators

b)

how we teach about each other - an open discussion
·resource persons: Jewish and Catholic keynote speake~s

(These two workshops could be broken down into four
sections if size demanded it.)
The seminar has two distin·c t thrusts. The first ls to inform
participants of the most up-to - date thinking on substantive
topics such as first century Judaism and the theology of the
Jewish-Christian relationship. The second ls to facilitate
exchange on "how-to" issues: how Catholics can present Jewish
history: how Jews. can give an adequate lesson on Christianity,
etc.
The keynote speakers must be prepared to serve as resource
persons at two workshops. Two additional persons must be found
to lead workshops who have both competence as educators and
some expertise in the field of Catholic-Jewish studies and
relations.
Names of participants can be used to develop a hetwork for
subsequent programming. Ideally, a working group can be formed
in the final session that could serve as a community-wide
resource for guest teaching and curriculum review.
Educational book publishers who have produced model materials
can be invited to set up a book display.

4

·-
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III. Seminar Retreat for Priests and Rabbis
time:

evening- morning-afternoon, one overnight

location:

retreat center with lodging facilities

sponsors:

AJC, Board of Rabbis and (Arch)Diocese, NADEO

conveners:

Rabbi and Priest from local dialogue-group if available or
AJC staff

Resource
person:

one outstanding scholar, Jewish or
paper and lead discussion sessions

Chri~tian,

to deliver a

participants:

not more than 20 pre-registered clergy, Jewish and Catholic

THEME:.

"The :Jewish-Christian Reality:
theology"

Format:

I.

Registration and introduction of participants

5:30-6:30

Dinner

6:~0-7:30

III .

Lecture ( part 1) and discussion

7: 30-9: 30

IV.

Free time, social get-together

9:30-----

Breakfast

8:00-9:00

II.

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX .
Notes:

a challenge for pastoral

lecture (part 2)
Study groups
Lunch
Plenary Discussion and Conclusion

9:00-10:30
10:30-12:00
12:00-1 :00
1:00- 2:00

The focus for the seminar will be t he scholarly paper. The
lecturer should offer a substantial theological reflection on
the meaning of Jewish-Christian coexistence from either a
Catholic or a Jewish point of view. The first part should be
historical, methodological and critical, examining both the
tragic past and the leading examples of modern theological
revisionlng. This will provide the informational background
and conc.e ptual framework for discussion. The second part of
the paper should consist of the author's own theological
analysis.
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The study groups should be tied direc tly to the topics treated
in the s econd half of the paper. Thus, if the scholar discussed themes such as "covenant," "election," "incarnation" a
study group could be held on each of these. A high level of
coordination is therefore necessary. The scholar should submit
an outline or precls or proposal to the seminar organizers so
that 3 or 4 study groups can be prearranged and listed on the
program. The lecturer might also provide discussion questions,
Biblical references, etc. for each study group. Group leaders
selected in advance by the organizers would also be helpful.
This seminar could provide the nucleus for forming an on- going
Priest-Rabbi dialogue group. Cf . programming suggestion, I . b.
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RESOURCE KIT
VATICAN COl INCll. II
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CATllOUC.jEWISH REtATIONS

'1965-1985
ISSUES IN THE JEWISH-CHRISTIAN DIALOGUE:
A Syllabus for Adult Education
Purpose
Jews and Christi.ans are rel~ted to one another . For Christians, the people
Israel are, in the words of the Apostle .Paul, the rich ol~ve tree onto which
they have been grafted as a wild .branch. Christian~ty grew out of the historical soil of Judaism and preserves "in its ·rituals, practices and doctrines a
Jewish heritage. In the theological sense, Christians are those who have been
brought to the worship of the God of Israel by following a Jew from Nazareth.
It is natural t .herefore for Christians to have an abiding interest in Judaism
and the Jewish people. This interest has ~ntensified in the .two decades
following the second Vatican Council.
Jews have always recognized in Christianity a version of their own faith
and teaching "through a glass darkly." The sages of antiquity and of the ,
Middle Ages understood the Jewish roots of Christianity. However perplexed
- and, indeed, persecuted - Jews were by the institutional church, they did not
doubt the monotheistic, Biblical core of the Christian message. Having seen
some light in the other faith and having known much darkness in their experience
of it as well, Jews are curious about the religion that is both familiar and
strange. In a free and pluralistic country where few traces of religious
coercion exist, this curiosity is maturing.
This course will put the relationship between the two great traditions into
perspective. Our purpose is to understand the new relationship of respect that
is supplanting the old relationship of contempt and, frankly to foster that
relationship. We will focus on the great themes v.tiich have divided Jews and
Christians, for example, the issues of Jesus, messiah, the Law, "old" versus
"new" covenants and responsibility for the crucifixion, and assess the contemporary state of discussion of these issues. It is hoped that the course will
both inform the participant of current learned discussions and serve as a
stimulus to individual and communal theological reflection.
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Format
The course is divided into eight units, each devoted to some historical or
theological theme in Jewis h- Christian relations. Each unit may be treated in
one class session of approximately 1 1/2 hours duration.
The style envisioned for the course is that of a seminar. Each participant
must read the material pertinent to the unit in order to derive benefit from the
discussion. The group will be led by a resource person who need not teach, but
must take responsibility for guiding the discussion. No special expertise ls
required for this role . Participants may elect to take responsibility for
sessions on an individual basis.
This course can serve as either a preparation for dialogue o~ a vehicle for
dialogue, that is, Jewish groups and Christian groups can take the course in
isolation from one another or can study together. Clearly, the composition of
the group will be decisive for the nature of the discussion and of the groupdynamics. Group leaders must take care to be attentive to this issue insofar as
the course intends to be more than an academic experience. Whether as a course
about dialogue or a course in dialogue, the material covered is of more than
antiquarian or sociological interest. It precipitates an encounter with the
0th.er and with oneself as persons of faith working towards a mature theological
perspective on the relationship of Judaism and Christianity.
Required Texts
What are they saying about Christian-Jewish Relations, John T. Pawlikowski,
Paulist Press (1980)
We Jews and Jesus, Samuel Sandmel, Oxford University Press (1973) selected
official statements of the Roman Catholic Church
Readings
Unit I:

Approaching the Other in light
Centuries of Estrangement
Sandmel: ch. 1

Unit II:

Jesus in his Jewish World*
Sandmel:

Unit III:

chs. 2, 3, 4

Jesus in the sight of Christians and Jews*
Sandmel: ch. 5
Pawlikowski: · ch. 4

*It is recommended that all read one or more of the Gospels as additional
background for these units.
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Unit IV:

Cruel fixion and "Deicide"
Pawlikowski: ch. 1

Unit V:

Law and Covenant
Pawlikowski: ch. 2

Unit VI:

The Holocaust and the State of Israel
Pawlikowski: chs. 5 and 6

Unit VII:

Jewish Views of Christianity
Sandmel: ch. 6
Pawlikowski: ch. 3

Unit VIII:

Christian Views of Judaism
Nostra Aetate, with commentary and
other documents

Background Issues and Discussion Questions
Unit I. Tension arose between the followers of Jesus and other Jews about
the meaning of their master's life. To first century Jews, accustomed to much
religious diversity and ferment, Jesus' tea~hings were not unusually controversial. The claim that Jesus arose from the dead was also well within the
imagination of a people who believed in resurrection. Although relatively free
in their interpretation of the law, Jesus, and his followers were no different
from other Jews in that respect. Jesus' or his followers' belief that he was
the awaited messiah was also not strange to a people who daily anticipated
deliverance from Roman sujugation. How then did tensions .arise? Part of the
reason was theological. Although Jesus was at home in Judaism, he did speak in
his own name and either claimed - or had attributed to him by his disciples - a
special authority and relation to God. The decisive theological tension was
probably introduced by Paul. Paul 9ast the validity of all of Jewish belief and
practice into doubt by his assertion that God has acted in a new way through
Jesus. Guided by a certain interpretation of Paul's writings, some Christians
began to believe that the Jews were rejected by God and that they were the sole
inheritors of the anci.e nt divine promises.
The crucial parting of the ways occurred as Paul's gentile followers came
to outnumber the J~wish followers of Jesus, many of whom had actually known him.
Soon a passionate argument between Jews over the meaning of faith and Torah grew
into an ominous confrontation between Jews and gentiles. When the Jews of
Palestine revolted against the Romans, shockwaves swept the diaspora. After the
destruction of Jerusalem, during which the Jewish followers of Jesus were
decimated, many gentile Christians disassociated thesnselves from the vanquished
Jews in order not to incur the wrath of Rome. The Gospels reflect this movement
in attitude from solidarity with the Jews to ambivalence about and finally
repudiation of the Jewish people. The Gospels reflect as well the perception of
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some Christian communities that they were expelled from the Synagogue. While
the history of this expulsion is not clear, it is certain that leaders of the
developing rabbinic movement found reason to reject Christian interpretations of
Torah. The excommunication of Christians from the Synagogue did not occur in
the first century, nor was it uniform in the Jewish world.
With the end of the Jewish-Christian majority and the repudiation on both
sides, the "Jesus movement" and emerging normative Judaism split into distinctive groups. Within two centuries, after surviving successive waves of persecution, the Christians "conquer-ed" the Roman Empire. The Jews became an even more
vulnerable minority in the new Christian state. As a complex history of social,
political and economic factors intervened, tension and estrangement hardened
into law and doctrine. With the outbreak of physical violence during the First
Crusade, shadows lengthened across the Middle Ages.
1.

What are the classic Jewish "grievances" against Christianity?
What are the classic Christian "grievances" against Judaism?

2.

To what extent has the Jewish/Christian estrangement been caused by
theological differences and to what extent has it been caused by socioeconomic problems?

3.

What socio-economic conditions encouraged the teaching of contempt for the
Jews? What new social conditions have worked to encourage better
relationships?

4.

Is fundamental the.ological change possible in our attitudes 'towards one
another? That is, can Jews and Christians affinn the value and integrity
of the other's tradition out of the resources of their own tradition? Is
theological re-thinking necessary or is democratic pluralism enough to
foster mutual respect?

5.

The Jewish thinker Franz Rosenzweig wrote of a divinely. ordained design in
the Christian "yes" and the Jewish "no" to Jesus. Briefly, Christianity
calls us to recognize the possibility of eternity and salvation now, while
Judaism calls attention to the tragic and unredeemed character of our
world. Oo you think that Jewish/Christian estrangement serves such a
purpose in God's world or was - is - this estrangement simply a tragic
human error?

Units II &: III.
Modern historical research has shown that the Jewish world of first century
Palestine wds alive with many currents of belief and faith. It has become much
easier to place Jesus in an appropriate context; that of the progressive Jewish
In particular, Jesus seems close to the Pharisaic
movements of his day.
movement. Like the Pharisees - forbears of rabbinic Judaism - Jesus emphasized
inner holiness, return to God, moral righteousness, prayer and discipleship.
Scholars today understand that the harsh depictions of Pharisaic Judaism in the
New Testament are caricatures rather than neutral descriptions, produced by
Jewish-Christians engaged in a family quarrel with other Jews. From what is
known of early rabbinic Judaism from other sourc~s, it has become clear that
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Jesus occupied a place in the rabbinic world. Our new appreciation of the
complexity and diversity of that world has led Jews and Christians to rediscover
the Jewishness of the man, Jesus.
1.

What changes have taken place in the ways we think about religion and
history which ~ave enabled Jews to inquire into Jesus?

2.

While .modern Jews have taken an interest in the "·Rabbi from Nazareth,"
their understanding of him is, of course, quite different from that of the
Christians. Are the newer approaches to Jesus good grounds for dialogue?
Is Jesus a "bond or a barrier?"

3.

Recent Catholic theologians have argued that Christology, that is, formal,
systematic thinking about the meaning of Jesus for Christianity, must be
done "from below." They mean by this that the Christian must learn what
God has done in Jesus by studying Jesus' life and his humanity, rather than
approaching the problem with preconceived ideas about Jesus' .divine nature.
Jesus' divinity is to be discovered in the midst of his humanity and from
the vantage point of his humanity ("from below") rather than as something
superimposed upon humanness. Are Jewish understandings of Jesus' hLU'llanity
of interest to Christians in this undertaking or must these understandings
be fundamentally incompatible with a Christi~n's theological needs?

4.

What are your views of the "Jesus of history?" As a Jew, does Jesus seem
to be a fellow Jew - perhaps, as Martin Buber wrote - an older brother?

5.

As a Christian, what does Jesus' Jewishness mean to you? Does it imply any
consequences for your feeling~, attitudes and relations concerning contemporary Jews?

Unit IV. No other theological issue has so painfully divided Jews and
Christians as the charge of "deicide''; that is, that the Jewish people willfully
executed the son of God and bear an eternal guilt therefrom. This false dogma
was a principal cause of Jewish disabilities throughout the centuries. Although
rejected by the Council of Trent (1545-63), it was not until the Vatican Council
II that the false teaching was fully identified as such and repudiated. In Fr.
Pawlikowski' s words, thi~ repudiation was "the greatest single achievement" of
the Council. Sophisticated modern research into the character of the New
Testament documents and into the historical situation of the Jews under Roman
rule tends to support the thesis that Jesus was killed because he wds seen as a
political threat to Rome, by Romans, albeit with the complicity of a corrupt
Temple establishment. Some historians shift all of the blame onto the Romans,
others hew to the traditional attribution of primary guilt to the Jews. Most
agree that the documents cannot be read ·a s factual descriptions of a trial, but
rather reflect the memories, theologies, conflicts aAd purposes of different
Christian communities, generations after the event.
This issue however transcends the scope of history. It is, in a sense,
irrelevant what the historian decides actually took place. The relevant issue
is whether the highly charged story of the last days of Jesus will continue to
be used to legitimate anti-Semitism or whether deeper and truer uses will be
realized.
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1.

Christians see in Jesus' death a willing sacrifice which enables the human
person to once again be reconciled with God. What meaning - if any - could
Jews find in the· death of this one Jew?

2.

What reasons can be given for the Roman opposition to Jesus?
Temple priesthood's opposition?

For the

3.

The New Testament pictures the "Last Supper" as a Passover meal.
this, some Christians hold a Passover seder during Holy Week.
ceremonies enhance or impede interreligious understanding?

To mark
Do such

4.

The dramatization of the last days of Jesus, a genre known as the "passion
play" has existed since the Middle Ages. The best known of. these, held at
Oberammergau, Bavaria, continues in the medieval tradition of contempt for
and rejection of the worth of Judaism. Many passion plays represent the
stories of Scripture as if it were certain that the Jewish people unanimously condemned Jesus and bore an irremediable guilt in consequence.
Would it be possible to write a passion play that makes use of contemporary
scholarly insights, or must the Jews always appear as the villains?

Unit V. Jesus' attitude towards the ceremonial and ritual laws of Judaism
was 'complex. While relatively free in his practice of some commandments, he was
quite strict in following others. Indeed, Jesus urged his disciples to do all
of the commandments and to exceed the standards of piety set by the Pharisees.
Given the fluidity and ferment of Second Temple Judaism and the complicated
character of the Pharisaic revolution, Jesus' attitude towards the law fits in
well with the times. We must not imagine that Jesus was a lone dissenter
against a world of "ort·hodox" Jews: that world had not yet come into being.
Jesus and others, who passionately taught different interpretations of the
Torah, were laying the groundwork for future orthodoxies.
It was Paul, not Jesus, who gave to Christianity a rather negative appraisal of Jewish law and an orientation which militated against the adoption or
recognition of it. It is difficult to distinguish what Paul meant from the
traditional interpretations given to his ambiguous thought. Increasingly,
scholars believe that they have found a deep vein of conservative and positive
appreciation for the law in Paul, despite what countless generations of Christians have read in his letters. The original context of Paul's letters increasingly clarify his intent. He did not address the significance of the Law
for Jews, but for gentiles who would become Christians. They did not first need
to become Jews and adopt the Law. Faith in Jesus sufficed to bring them to God.
Thus the old opposition between Law and love; works-righteousness vs. grace,
self-justification vs. divinely given reconciliation can no longer describe the
relationship of Judaism to Christianity. The old stereotypes have been exposed
as caricatures by sensitive scholars.
1.

If Paul did not reject Judaism and its Law, but continued to affirm the
integrity of both~ what is the significance of Jesus' death and resurrection?

. .
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2.

If it is not true that God made a new covenant with those taken from among
the gentiles which replaced the older one concluded with the Jews, what
sort of relationship does God have with the gentiles who have come together
in a church?

3.

Can there be two covenants? One expanded covenant? What happens to
Judaism's claims of having a special, "chosen" relationship with God i f the
Christians are also included, in some sense, in the covenant?

4.

The tr-aditional distinction among Christians r-egarding the "Law" is that
the "moral" precepts are to be observed but not the "ceremonial" commandments. Is this a useful distinction today?

Unit VI. The Jewish people have experienced two "alpine" events in this
century: the unspeakable destruction of over six million European Jews and the
rebirth of a Jewish commonwealth in the land of Israel. By pairing these two
colossal events, we do not mean to reduce or distort the singularity and meaning
of each one in isolation. Nonetheless, they seem to follow one another as day
follows night. Indeed, most theologians consider them in this fashion. The
Holocaust and the birth of the State of Israel pose fundamental and inescapable
questions to Jew and Christian alike. They cause persons of faith in both
traditions to abandon theological abstractions, riveting .attention back to the
terror of history and the crucial variable of human responsibility for history.
Although there is no consensus among thinkers who have exposed themselves to the
uncertain lessons of Auschwitz, the conviction has emerged that theology and
philosophy cannot go on as if nothing had occurred: the very ways in which we
think about humanity and God change in the shadow of this event. Similarly for
Jews, and perhaps also for Christians, the reality of the Jewish state has
changed fundamental categories. No longer are the Jews of necessity a people
living ln exile. Nor are they only a powerless minority, exposed to the
arbitrary whims of often hostile majority populations. This new status has
caused a seismic shift in Jewish moral, religious and political consciousness.
Correspondingly, the change of status has challenged ~lassical Christian
conceptions of the role of the Jews in history and has introduced blatant and
subtle challenges to Christian theologies of Judaism.
1.

The leading Christian scholar of the Holocaust, Franklin Littell, refers to
that event as a "credibility crisis" for Christianity. In his view, the
fact that the Holocaust occurred in the heartland of the Reformation calls
into question the very validity and coherence of the Christian faith. Is
this indictment, by a Christian, cogent?

2.

Irving Greenberg has written that any theology after Auschwitz which could
not be heard by burning children is obscene. Richard Rubenstein has called
for the repudiation of the Biblical God of justice and mercy who could allegedly punish his people for their sins in death camps and for a return to
a paganism whose only god is "omnipotent Nothingn,e ss." Such views attest
to the radical character of post-Holocaust thinking. Can Jews and
Christians continue to think in pre-Holocaust patterns about the great
themes of their faith and about one another? Must they modify their
thought? Must they abandon former beliefs?

(8)

3.

Christians and Jews have different approaches to the Land of Israel. For
Christians it is "holy" through association with Jesus, and the events of
Sacred Scripture ~ich took place there. For Jews, it is holy because God
promised it to them through Abraham and that therefore their destiny is
caught up with it in a present and future way. Can Jews articulate their
love for the Land of Israel in categories Christians can comprehend?

4.

Can Christians discover the radical significance for Jews of the earthly
Jerusalem from their own hopes for a "heavenly Jerusalem?"

5.

Is Zionism a religiously authentic development in Judaism?
another form of anti-Judaism, of anti-Semitism?

Is anti-Zionism

Unit VII. The Jewish people began their career with a sense of their own
uniqueness. A "kingdom of priests and a holy nation," they differentiated theii.r
beliefs and worship from those of other peoples. Against the successive
backdrops of Canaanite idolaters, Greek philosophers, Roman political and
mystery religions, and the daughter faiths of Christianity an~ Islam, the Jews
believed themselves to be uniquely loved and blessed by God. While not denying
some measuc-e of worth to certain aspects of pagan and Christian/Islamic
religious 11 fe, they were certain that their own tradition, Torah, most
perfectly enunciated God's will for humankind. Recent. shifts in perspective
have shaken this certainty. On the secular side, there has been an explosion of
knowledge about the sociology and history of religions which has changed the
ways in which religious traditions are understood. Both scientists of religion,
who stand outside of any tradition, and those committed to belief, understand
that there are broad areas of commonality between traditions. for those who
stand within the Jewish .tradition, there is a growing awareness of the value of
Christian faith within a secularized and materialistic world. Jews have been
moved to a new appreciation of Christianity in light of this awareness and in
recognition of the stirrings going on in the churches to forever purge the faith
of its anti-Judaism. In view of these changes, Jews have asked themselves
whether the traditional categories for interpreting the meaning of other
religions are st ill valid.
·
1.

How have Jewish thinkers typically understood Christianity? Have they
considered it a form of idolatry or of monotheism?

2.

What is meant by the concept of ''children of Noah?" Are Christians
"children of Noah?" Is this concept adequate to categorize the Christian
believer in terms of a contemporary Jewish theology?

3.

The way in which a religion conceives of the other mirrors its conception
of itself. Think about how the Jewish sense of self is changed by the
various theological approaches to Christianity outlined in Pawlikowski.

4.

Classical Jewish thinkers such as Maimonides were willing to grant that
Christianity had value insofar as it spread a version - albeit a distorted
one - of Torah to the gentiles. Such tolerance, welcome and rare as it
was, still did not grant to Christians an authentic revelation. That is,
Christianity was an entirely human thing. We modern Jews must wonder,
paradoxically, whether Christianity is also -a divine thing. Is Christianity a place where God has been active?

(9)

Unit VIII. The momentous events in contemporary Jewish history have caused a
ferment ln the long-stagnant Christian perspective on the Jews. Christi an
reflection on the Holocaust has led theologians to dssess the dark tradition of
anti-Judaism, the "teachings of contempt," and to work on purging Christianity
of this negative dimension. An ecumenical spirit within Catholicism opened the
Church to encounter with other Christian denominations and this new openness
enhanced relations with Judaism as well. Thus, out of her own resources, the
Church has been led to ponder anew the "mystery of Israel" upon . which her own
m·y stery is ·grounded. Where formerly there was exclusivity and condescension,
there is now dialogue and respect. Against this background of exploration of,
and respect for Judaism, numerous social contacts, dialogues, and study groups,
theologians are seeking to develop the proper language to conceptualize the
Jewish-Christian reality. The Vatican "Declaration on the ·Relation of the
Church to Non-Christian Religions" ( 11 Nosta Aetate, 11 1965) and the subsequent
"Guidelines and Suggestions for Implementing Conciliar Declaration Nostra
Aetate" ( 1974) provided Catholics with a beginning for this long, difficult
process.
1.

What new ground was broken by Nostra Aetate? What teachings were implicitly declared false therei'n? To what did the Catholic Church colllllit
itself in the Declaration?

2.

The final version of the Declaration was weaker than the various draft
versions on the issue of Jewish guilt for the crucifixion. Would a
stronger statement have substantially improved Jewish-Christian relations
beyond what was already secured?

3.

What are the strengths of Nostra Aetate? What are its weaknesses?

4.

On the basis of your study of dev·elopments in Christian theology since
Vatican II, how have theologians incorporated the concepts in the Declaration into their work? How have they moved beyond the D.e claration?

5.

What remains to be done on the Christian side? On the Jewish side?
85-700-7
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MODELS FOR CATHOLIC-JEWISA
CONFERENCES
I.

Small

~onference

model

time:

afternoon-evening, preferably Sunday

location:

Church, synagogue or university setting

sponsors:

AJC in conjunction with .CRC, Board of Rabbis and (Arch)
Diocese

Conveners:

either the Bishop (or his designate) and a leading Rabbi or .
two prominent laypersons

Resource
persons:

two keynote speakers (one Catholic, one Jewish)
two respondents (one Catholic, one Jewish)

THEME:
rormat:

"Twenty years after Nostra Aetate:
what remains to be done?"
I.
II.

Welcome and Invocation by host pastor (if appropriate)
Introduction by co-conveners

10min.

Catholic Keynote speaker

30min.

Jewish Keynote speaker

30min.

Break

10min.

Two responses

20min.

VII.

Question and Answer, Discussion session

20min.

VII.

Conclusion and Benediction (if appropriate)
5min.
approx. 2 hrs.

III:
IV.
V.
VI.

Notes:

What has been done,

· The theme is broad and could be handled in several ways, emphasizing el ther tangible results of Nostra Aetate or more
intai:egible results.
Tangible results include:
changes in.
teaching materials, liturgies, homiletics; establishment of
dialogue groups and formal structu·res for Jewish-Catholic
cooperation. Intangible results· include: changes in attitudes,
new theologies of Judaism and Jewish responses to a renewed
Catholic church, the shift from mission to dialogue and reflections on the future of Jewish-Catholic co-existence.

-2-

The keynote speakers should cover the same or closely overlapping
themes so that the audience gets the impression of co~plemen
tari ty. They should put the second Vatican Council in perspec't ive for Catholics and Jews .
The respondents should give brief interpretations, not more than
10 to 15 minutes each. These responses should, i~eally, present
local reports on the progress described by the keynote speakers
whose perspective will be more global. lhus a respondent .could
describe the activities in the Diocese and in the Jewish community during the past twenty years relevant to the topic.
Another format could be to have a response after each keynote
address. If the respondents will follow the above suggestion,
then Catholic following Catholic and Jew following Jew would be
the most appropriate~ If the respondents wish to off er something
more interpretive then Jew can follow Catholic, etc. The
respondents should be local persons, the keynoters should be
persons of some national stature.
People could be asked to indicate on a form whether they would be
interested in becoming involved in a dialogue and to submit their
names and addresses. The sponsors could go on to develop new
programs with this network.
This model was developed from a successful one-day symposium in
Fairfield county, Connecticut that was sponsored by the AJC and
the Roman Catholic Diocese of Bridgeport.
II.

Teacher's Conference on Catholic-Jewish Relations
time:

morning-afternoon, weekday

location:

Church, synagogue or university with auditorium for plenary
sessions and classrooms for workshops

sponsors:

AJC and Board of Rabbis and/or Jewish Education (Arch)
Diocese, Catholic Educators Association, Institute for
Catholic-Jewish Education

Conveners:

leading educators from each community

Resource
persons:
THEME:

two keynote speakers (one Catholic, one Jewish)
two educators (one Catholic, one Jewish)
"Twe.n ty years of progress: Catholic-.Jewish Education in the
80's a teacher's conference assessing the influence of
Vatican II on education

-:-3-

Format: ·

I.
II.
III.

VI.

v.
VI.
VIJ.
VIII.

Purpose:

Registration, coffee and cake

8:30-9: 15

Welcome and Introduction to the Conference

9:15-9:30

Catholic

Key~ote

speaker

9:30-10:30

Concurrent workshops

10:30-12:00

Lunch

12:00-1 :OQ

Jewish Keynote speaker

1:00-2 :00

Concurrent workshops

2:00-3:00

Plenary Discussion: Where do we go from here?
Conclusion

3:00-3:30

Both Nostra Aetate (1965) and the Vatican Guidelines for its
implementation (1975) emphasized the necessity of correct
teaching about Jews and Judaism. This seminar will focus on
the many ' efforts which been made - and which still must be made
to fulfill these provisions. Its purpose therefore is:

* to inform Catholic and Jewish educators more fully about the
trends set in motion by the above documents

*

to reflect upon their significance and assess their effects
on local curricula

* to look critically at contemporary educational practice and
·racilitate professional sharing on these topics.

Notes:

The following are suggested topics for the two keynote addresses
and for eight workshop ses~ions.
~.

Opening Keynoter:
"The State of Catholic . teaching about Jews and Judaism on
the elementary and secondary levels" or,
"What are they saying about Judaism: applications of
contemporary Catholic sch'o larship for elementary and
secondary education."

2.

Morning

~orkshop

sessions:

a)

teaching about Jesus and his age:
century Judaism
resource person: Jewish keynoter

b)

teaching about the Church and the Syoagogue throughout
the ages
resource person: Catholic keynoter

approac~es

to first
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3.

c)

teaching about Jewish religion
resource person: Jewish educator

d)

teaching about Christianity
·r esource person: Catholic educator

Afternoon keynoter:
"Approaches to teaching Judaism and Jewish history"

4.

Afternoon wo'rkshop sessions:
a)

textbook and lesson plan sharing and evaluation
(participants bring their own current materials)
resource persons: Jewish and Catholic edcuators

b)

how we teach about each other - an open discussion
resource persons: Jewish and Catholic keynote speakers

(These two workshops could be broken down into four
sections if size demanded it.)
The seminar has two distinct thrusts. The first is to inform
participants of the most up-to-date thinking on substantive
topics such as first century Judaism and the theology of the
Jewish-Christian relationship. The second is to facilitate
exchange on "how-to" issues:· how . Catholics can present Jewish
history: how Jews can give an adequate lesson on Christianity,
etc.
·
The keynote speakers must be prepared to serve as resource
persons at two workshops • . Two additional persons must be found
to lead workshops who have both compete~ce as educators and
some expertise in the field of Catholic-Jewish studies and
relations.
Names of participants can be used to develop a network for
subsequent programming: Ideally, a working group can be formed
in the final session that could serve as a community-wide
resource for guest teaching and curriculum review.
Educational book publishers who have produced model materials
can be invited to set up a book display.
III. Seminar Retreat for Priests and Rabbis
t .ime:

evening-morning-afternoon, one overnight

location:

retreat center with lodging facilities

·-5-

sponsors:

AJC, Board of Rabbis and

conveners:

Rabbi and Priest from local dialogue-group if available or
AJC staff

Resource
person:

(Arch)Di~cese,

NADEO

one outstanding scholar, Jewish or Christian, to deliver· a
paper and lead disqussion sessions

participants:

not more than 20 .pre-registered clergy, Jewish and Catholic

THEME:

"The Jewish-Christian Reality:
·theology"

Format:

.I.

Registration and introduction of participants

5:30-6:30

II.

Dinner ·

6:30-7:30

III.

Lecture (part 1) and discussion

7:30-9:30

IV.

Free time, social get-together

9:30-----

Breakfast

8:00-9:00

V.

VI. Lecture (part 2)
VII. Study groups
VIII.
IX.
t\lotes:

a challenge for pastoral

Lunch
Plenary Discussion and Conclusion

9:00-10:30
10: 30-12 :00
12:00-1 :00
1:00-2:00

The focus for the seminar will be the scholarly paper. The
lecturer should offer a substantial theological reflection on
the meaning of Jewish-Christian coexistence from either a
Catholic or a Jewish point of view. The first part should be
historical, methodological and critical, examining both the
tragic past and the leading examples of modern theological
revisloning. This ·will provide the informational background
and conceptual framework for discussion. The second pa~t of
the paper should consist of the author's own theological
analysis.
The study groups should be tied directly to the topics treated
in the second half of the paper. Thus, if the scholar discussed themes such as "covenant," "election," "incarnation" a
study group could be held on each of these·. A high level of
coordination is therefore necessary. The sc.h olar should submit
an outline or precis or proposal to the seminar organizers so
that 3 or 4 study groups can be . prearranged and listed on the

....
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program. The lecturer might also provide discussion questions,
Biblical references, etc. for each study group. Group leaders
selected in advance by the organizers would also be helpful.
This seminar could provide the nucleus for forming an on-going
Priest-Rabbi dialogue group. Cf. programming suggestion, I.b.

'
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CATHOUC.jEWISH REl.ATIONS

1965-1985
PROCRAHHING SUGGESTIONS
I.

Publish a Declaration on Catholic-Jewish Relations in the local ·press
(Catholic, Jewish, and general) commemorating Vatican Council II and twenty
years of progress. The Declaration should describe the various local
achievements in relations during the past two decades. It should make
explicit the moral and religious values upon which the cooperation has been .
built and which it seeks to further. The Declaration can also express the
. shared hopes which Catholics and Jews have for the future of their conver.·sation and of their community. The signatories should either be both lay
or both religious leaders. (Sample Declaration included in the Kit.)

II.

Publish a supplement on "Twenty years of progress in Catholic/Jewish
relations" in the Catholic and Jewish papers. The supplement should
contain articles by Cat~olic and Jewish national leaders (such as Dr.
Eugene Fisher and Rabbi A. James Rudin) on the theme, as well as informative articles compiled from the background information in the kit. The
supplement could also contain general background pieces on Catholic and
Jewish history in the U.S., reprinted speeches by local and national
leaders on the topic, and reprints of Nostra Aetate, the 1975 Vatican
Guidelines and the National Conference of Catholic Bishops' Statement.

III. Implement "Issues in Jewish-Christian Dialogue: A Syllabus for Adult
Education" and form an adult study group. A dialogue can be formed from
AJC members and their Catholic counterparts. If a group already exists,
its orientation could be modlfied from its present character - perhaps a
social action committee or living room dialogue - to a study group. Such a
group will afford participants the opportunity to gain deeper knowledge
into the problems and possibilities of Jewish-Christian relations. Partic. ipants will be better able to serve as resources for their synagogue and
church communities. (Cf. the syllabus for additional suggestions.)
IV.

Social action oriented programming. Develop an interreliglous task force
for Soviet Jews and Christians. Follow the model set by Sister Ann Gillen
S.H.C.J. and the National Interreligious Task Force in Chicago and its
affiliates. If such a task force ls already in place, it might hold a
program in which it reflects on its mission in light of the call to social
action in the Vatican Guidelines ( 1975), IV. (Cf. the G~idelines in the
collection of documents.)
Organize an AJC chapter or Jewish-Catholic study group on the bishops' two
pastoral letters, that ls, the letter ~n peace and· the letter on the
American economy. Consult the study materials soon to appear in the local

-2Catholic dioceses and the AJC paper on the economic pastoral. Such study
could lead to a Jewish-Catholic task force on social and economic justice
in the community. (Note: The bishops plan a massive educational initiative
on all levels of the church and laity around their letter on the economy. A
parallel AJC effort would be welcome by Catholics and would provide a
concrete structure for dialogue.)

V.

Organize an educational project in conjunction with Sr. Anne Marie Erst of
the National Institute for Catholic-Jewish Education in Chicago. Sr. Erst
has worked in elementary and junior high-schools to bring Catholic and
Jewish students together to study prejudice. These projects involve
classroom encounters, in public or parochial schools, discussion and joint
work on some tangible expression of cooperation : artwork, a dramatic
presentation, etc.

VI.

Develop specialized Catholic-Jewish dialogue groups. The following groups
could serve as resources for the entire community and highlight intergroup
cooperation.
a.

Study .groups of professionals, e.g. doctors, lawyers, psychiatrists.
These groups can discuss the contributions of their religious tradi- ·
tions to the ethics of their respective fields. IAO can assist with
biliographic and professional guidance. An expert scholar capable of
serving as a resource in the community should also be sought.

b.

Study group for Priests and Rabbis. This group should undertake joint
Biblical and theological study with an aim to disseminate its work in
the community through publishing, lectures and forums. In the format
of an ongoing seminar, the group can address moral and social problems
(such as nuclear war, hunger, political ethics). The group can also
work on fundamental theological problems of the "Jewish-Christian
conversation." Such a group might fulfill the often frustrated desire
of clergy for continued, structured academic activity.

c.

Study group for Catholic and Jewish educators. Religi ous educators
both teach about one another's traditions and share common problems.
This study group can explore both of these areas. The problems of
religious education ("spiritual formation") in the context of a secular
environment; of making ancient history meaningful: of teaching ethics
that can actually make a differenpe in students' lives are examples of
common dilemmas. Additionally, much work needs to be done on basic
content and perspective: Christians need to understand e.g. Pharisaism
and Jewish history; Jews need a better appreciation of the religious
traditions and .lives of their neighbors. !AD can provide a study guide
for an ongoing educator's sem~nar addressing these issues. (Cf.
"Teacher's Conference on Catholic-Jewish Relations'' for additional
suggestions ~ )

VII. Chapter study groups can be organized on topics which create friction in
Jewish-Catholic relations such as, Catholic and Jewish views on abortion
(see the AJC paper on this subject), the problem of passion plays (see AJC
papers on Oberammergau by Judith H. Banki and on American plays by Samuel
Weintraub).
P007-1/15/85/el
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SAfol>LE VERSION:

A Declaration on Catholic-Jewish Relations

Twenty years ago, in October 1965, the Second Vatican Council, a great conclave
of the world's Cathol i c bishops, drew to a close in Rome. During its three
years of deliberations, the bishops discussed the momentous issues facing
hu~ankind and their Church in mid-century.
To guide the Church toward the
future, they framed inspired documents, committing Catholics to work for freedom
of belief, human rights and universal peace and justice . Emphasizing the
potential for a positive engagement with a troubled world, the Church opened
herself to dialogue with all human communities and sought to renew her role as a
proponent of reconciliation and intergroup cooperation~ The Second Vatican
Council stirred the hopes not only of Catholics but of persons of good will the
world over, for seldom had such a movement of spiritual and moral renewal
displayed itself on the stage of history.
Among those to whom the· Church extended a hand of friendship were the Jews.
After nearly twenty centuries of tragic antagonism, the Bishops forcefully
repudiated the false teaching of anti-Semitism and expressed appreciation for
the spiritual riches of the Jewish tradition. On October 28, 1965, in the
declaration, Nostra Aetate ("In our age ••• "), the Church proclaimed:
"Since the spiritual patrimony common to Christians and Jews is then so rich,
the . Council wishes to foster and . commend mutual harmony and esteem. This will
be the fruit above all, of biblical and theological studies and of brotherly
dialogues." The declaration set the Church on a new course. Tested by these
succeeding twenty years, the declaration has inspired more progress in JewishCatho l ic relations, more "mutual harmony and esteem" than was possible in the
preceding twenty centuries.
We celebrate these years of progress and rededicate ourselves t o the !deal of
"brotherly dialogue" ·enunciated at Vatican II. In twenty years, we have begun
to learn one another's hopes and histories, struggles . and sources of strength.
We have begun to learn how to listen to one another, indeed, how to speak for
one another. Yet so muc h remains to understand and accomplish. We commend to
the broader community of Catholi c s and Jews th e se ideals of dialogue and
respect. May our pursuit of mutual understanding and cooperation be an inspiration to the members of every human community.
85-700-13
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THE AJC AFTER VATICAN COUNCIL II: A CHRONOLOGY Of SELECTED
AJC INITIATIVES IN JEWISH-CATHOLIC RELATIONS
The AJC correctly perceived that Vatican II had opened a window of unprecedented
opportunity for Jewish-Catholic relations. The future of such relations
however, was by no means insured by the mere promulgation of Nostra Aetate. Like
any declaration, its promise lay in its implementation, not in its text. Unlike
other high-minded documents however, Nostra Aetate has been taken qui~e seriously. The U.S. Catholic Bishops Conference, formed in 1966 as a direct result
of the Councll 1 s empowerment of national hierarchies, set up, as early as 1967,
a Subcommission on Catholic/Jewish Relations. This subcommisslon issued its own
guidelines for the implementation and inte~pretat ion of Nostra Aetate in the
same year. In 1968, the bishops established a full-t !me Secretariat for
Catholic/Jewish Relations. Originally based at Seton Hall University, the
Secretariat is now in Washington, O.C. Continuing its tradition of "leadership
in promoting Jewish-Catholic relations, the AJC began numerous joint programs
with American Catholic groups in order to assist in the realization of the
Council's intentions. What follows ls a selection from the many activities
which the AJC has c onducted with Catholics in the U.S. and abroad in the
post-conciliar period.
1966 -

AJC organizes an Institute on Jewish-Catholic relations for faculty and
seminarians at Woodstock College, a Jesuit institution, near Baltimore.
To orient laypersons to interreliglous encounters AJC publishes a Guide
to Interrellgious Dialogue. For the first time in American religious
history, a Jewish organization (the AJC) gives an award to the American
cardinals in "heartfelt appreciation" of their work at the Council.

1967 -

AJC convenes . six conferences around the c ountry dealing with the
training of Catholic rellglous · educators. AJC follows up on its earlier
Catholic textbook self-studies by participating in a conference in Rome
on Catholic teaching materials in Europe and Sou~h America .

1968 -

Intensive work continues in the a rea of teacher training, as an eightweek seminar fo·r Catholic educators on Judaism ls held in Chicago. A
major conference of Jewish and Catholic theologians is held in the
midwest.
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1969 -

AJC co-sponsors eight lectures at the Pius XII Religious Education
Center in Detroit aimed at Catholic teachers. Reaching out to lay
persons, the AJC co-sponsors a meeting with The Grail, a national
Catholic women's organization on the meaning of Israel fqr American
Jews.

1970 -

A major study of the anti-Jewish bias of the famous Oberammergau Passion
Play is published by AJC. Catholic support for a reworking of the drama
is enlisted as the study is distributed to ecclesiastical authorities in
West Germany.

1971 -

During the 70's, the AJC uses its high-level contacts at the Vatican
repeatedly to build support and understanding for Israel. In this year,
the AJC submits a memorandum to the American cardinals on Jerusalem and
the holy places to help offset Arab pressure on the Vatican. AJC
convenes a major Jewish-Catholic conference in Philadelphia.

1972 -

The National Interreligious Task Force on Soviet Jewry, headed by a
Catholic nun, Sister Ann ci11en, is set up with AJC co-sponsorship in
Chicago. The Task Force will raise awareness in the Christian communities about oppressed religious minorities in the Soviet Union and
promote interreligious activism on their behalf. AJC representatives
participate in an international conference with Vatican representatives
on human rights and religious freedom.

197) -

Publication of Catechetics and Prejudice by Father John Pawlikowski.
This volume sumf!1arizes the Catholic textbook self-studies conducted at
St. Louis University. AJC's South American office conducts an extensive
study of 1)4 Catholic textbooks used on the continent which receives a
wide distribution among the Latin American bishops and education
departments. A pilot project in Jewish studies is initiated by the
office at a Jesuit university in Buenos Aires.

1974 -

The Pro Oeo dnd Louvain University (respectively, Italian, Spanish and
French) text book self-studies are summarized in English under the
title, How Catholics Look at Jews by Claire Huchet Bishop and published
by the AJC and Paulist Press.

1975 -

Several commemorations marking the ten year anniversary of the promulgation of Nostra Aetate take place in American cities under AJC
sponsorship. On January 15, the Vatican Secretariat on Religious
Relations with Judaism issues a set of "Guidelines on Catholic-Jewish
Relations" calling for implementation of Nostra Aetate in the revision
of text books, liturgy, preaching, as well as joint social action and
study.
AJC participates actively in a joint liaison committee with the
Vatican Secretariat. The committee is charged to improve Catholic-Jewish
relations throughout the world.

1976 -

AJC representatives meet with Vatican officials in Jerusalem (1976).
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1984·

As a result of the meeting, a communique is issued which condemns
international attempts to defame and isolate Israel. Archbishop Thomas
Donnellan of Atlanta addresses the National Executive Council (1977),
calling interreligious cooperation "one of the most significant developments of the iwentieth century." Also in 1977, AJC and Paulist Press
copublish ·Faith Without Prejudice by Or. Eugene Fisher, a work devoted
to rebuilding Christian attitudes towards Judaism. AJC and National
Interreligious Task force representatives go to the Belgrade conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe (1977) to press for religious
freedom and human rights for Jews and others in the Soviet Union. AJC
leaders meet with Pope John Paul II (1979), who reaffirms his commitment
to Nostra Aetate and the Vatican Guidelines for its implementation.
During the 1980's, AJC launches a series of seminarians' conferences
which bring together future Jewish, Catholic and Protestant clergy. In
1983, in cooperation with the National Catholic Educational Association,
AJC copublishes Eugene Fisher's, Seminary Education and Christian-Jewish
Relations. AJC establishes the National Institute for Catholic-Jewish
Education, directed by Sister Anna Marie. Erst, in 1982. The Institute
seeks to enhance Catholics' understanding of the Judaic heritage of
Christianity by providing educational materials and resources for
religious schools. In 1984, Archbishop John O'Connor of New York and
Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of Chicago speak, respectively, at the AJC's
Annual Meeting and at the NEC.
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January 16, 1985
Judi.th Bank.i/Marc Tanenbaum
James Rudin

Just a gentle reminder that I hope you are working on your contributions to the
forthcoming Paulist Press book on Catholic-Jewish Relations . We need your material by the end of .February. That is the absolute deadline if we are to get
it out in time for the fall.
Marc s title is:

"Retrospective on Vatican II: 1962-1965"
George Higgins is preparing the Catholic
piece with the same title

Judy's subject is:

"Religious Education Since Vatican Council II
with special emphasis on seminaries, parochial
schools, church and synagogue schools.

The other Jewish papers are :

"The Role .of Scripture in Catholic-Jewish
Relations"
Michael Cook of .HUC-JIR

1

"The Middle East, Israel and Jerusalem"
Robert Seltzer of Hunter College
"New Trends in Jewish Religious Thought"
.Irving Greenberg
"Congruent ~nd Divergent Social Concerns
and Issues"
Gof.don Tucker of ~TS
"Los Angeles, Califo.r nia: A Model fo.r Roman
Catholic-Jewish Relations"
Roya le Vadakin and Alfr.ed Wolf. .
I have completed a piece on "Current Status
of Catholic-Jewish Relations"
I appreciate your eff.o.r ts on this projec~, and pl ease remember that February 28
is the absolute deadline if you want your article to be printed.
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co.

-:-;pected in_their ov.-n tt-:-r.1s_.·• - - -ir, rui. ~ta~eai~tH to me oe1egation,
""t1ca11 1r do-u,..,'~'l ·n nu<><··1'•'•
.
•
.
1
• The
, ~ _• .. . . -.' •.. ~ :::~ " : r \ . ; " ...~::: mtt·.\~ publ!c liner by the V2t1can Press
No_.t, <! ~.c,.ite. O. ~-:": ~,U· · ~~·" ·
Qf!ice, the Pope reaffirmed the Vati·
.,.,.~c; aco1i.oo on I?oc· ~- ·~: an... _.e.alt '-"'" n dec!arauor. and condemned anti111:!h ~lat1011s v.,1..; 11on-C hr:st1ai. reh- Semitism in wtequivocal terms.
~ons .
.
Rabbi Tan1:11baurn. who was an ob'?ope ~Hes MutuAI Knowledge
1
server at Vatican !I, saui t hE- delega" I ~m convinced, and I am happy to
tion w as hoping that the special Bish- stdte it on this occasion, that the ; e!.aops· Synod that the Pope has called f6r ~1o:isl'Jps between Jews anc1 Christians
this November will reaffinn cir stren- have ni.dicaliy improved in these
then the declaraticn. The Synod was years," the Pope said.
• i:-allcd to examine the results of Vati" Whert: there was mistnist and percan l l.
haps rear, there is now confidence," _he
Issue of Chrisi•s Death
said. "Where there v;·as Ignorance and
'-'
. ·
•
• therefore prejudice and stereo1ypes,
In a ke.•. ~n~~11c1>. t.1'1~ docu."nen. there is now growin~ mutual know).
S?ught si:,iec1t1cal.y to end the ~lu~f. at · edge, a ppreciation and respect."
ttmell wide.sprtad among Christians, · "Anti-Semitism .. John Paul went
t~at .the J1~w1sh peopie were respons1.- ! cm, "which is unfortunately still a pl'Obb .e for kl.ling Jesus.
! lem in certain places, has been repeat.
i edly condemned by the Catholic tradin.e passage ro...ad: " Tr.le, authori- '. ti on as incompatible with Christ's
j tics o1 the Jews a.-id those who followed · teaching and with the respect due to the
1 their lead prE-ssed for th'.l death of dignity of men and women created in
I Chrii.t; still, wr.at happened in His pas- the im.a ge and likeness of God."
sion cannot be blamed upon all the
On the question of recognizing Israel,
•'
\ Jews then living, wit.1'1out distinction, Howard I. Friedman, president of the
·,f::
nor upon the Jews of today."
American Jewish Committee, said past
The . d.~ument ref".rred t<? the papal statements and actions~ incltJd.
chW'Ch s common patnmony WJth the tng vtslts by Israeli leaders to the Vati·
. Jews" and~d the t:hurch " d>!plores can - represented a kind of de factc
tf{::·.;.~
the hatreds, persectutions and displays recognition of Israel by the Holy See.
·~t.;
of anti-Semitism directed against the
But he added that formal "de jure'
"...- J
Jews."
recognition would help in "dispell.ilij
'I Rabbi Tanenbaum said in an inter- the illusion" that "Israel's e.ld&tenot
view before the papal a udience that the· can be undermined."
, revised teaching on Judaism had come
>..• to be accepted.by more conservative as
··--. -·- '" \ well as liberal elements in the church..
· He said reaffirming the doctrine at a
time when Catholic leaders are perceived as becoming more conservative
" would go a long way toward making
Pope Johll Paul II with Howard I. Friedman, rt~ bead of tbe American J ewlab Commttee, at the Vatican.
the enlightened view the universal con1 se!)SUS _of the Catholic ~h~h."
•Revolution' for the Better
··· ·
But although
·i s sebedule to
By E. J. DIONNE Jr.
see the Israeli Prime Minister, Shimon In impassioned remarks at a news
Peres, next week, neither members of conference after the papal audience,
Spodal to lbe New Ylrt Tlla•
the delegation nor Vatican officlats Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, the AmerROME, Feb. 15-Pope John Paul 11 said they expe<:tws the Holy See to ican Jewish Committee's director of inmet today with. a group of American change itS approach to Israel soon.
ternational affairs, said Vatican II had
Jewish leaders and afterward issued a
-1
The American Jewish Committee created ·•a revolution" for the better in
ringing condemnation of anti-Semi·
· ~
Christian-Jewish
relations.
tism, which he called " incompatible
.
.
..:
" Literally, for the last 1,900 years,
·th Christ's teaching "
•.
leaders C&Ille to the Vati~ seek~ a
wt
·
. reaffirmation of the Seeond ·vat1can Jevis bad existed as objects for conver~.
The Pope made his statements to a Council's declarations two decades ago sion," hesaid. "Somehow Judaism was
delegation from the American Jewish on the Jewish people, which cJ:langed inadequate. Vatican II has made possiCommittee, which called on him to the ~ion of church teaching on ble the emergence of a whole new theology in which Jews and Judaism are regrant formal diplomatic recognition to Jews and Judaism.
Israel.
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+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + Al the mcetl'!i: Howard I. Friedman;
' · By·A pdno-Bono
.
Amerie&n Jewltb Committee president,
• ·
·
< -'
asked the PQP.e · 10 "formalize the
VATICAN crrv (Nq....: Jews, Chria- dlplomaUc !ieJ between the Holy Sec
l11U11 andMoslems must ll~c-t0gether In
Ulil the state:of:lftel and her people."
peace and leCWity In the Holy Land,
.· •
._
Pope Jolm Paul II said Feb. 15 al a
• Friedman --~~. dl~~Uc ~lions
meeting -with representatives of the
American Jewlah Committee.
Tbe pope aald

he ' shared "youi con.

ccrn "for the peac-e "and Security of the"

HOiy l.and;~.iiiid ~-~d Go4 to grant
11\at "jwltlce and peace roay:kiss" Ui_lbe
W>ubJeci ~on. .· . .
; -

'would be · a , Wat~ . event In
Cathollc-Jewl8h:_. ~latiom" .and co_;,.
tribute to ~-peace In the Middie East.
. .
.
. '7be primary· obsracle t9 peace In the
aru la the ongolng.WUstoh of most oi
bract's· n'ef11bbora .Uiat s,omehow
·
·
'

•

..-

• •• • •

·.

•

··-

•

t

: -,
,

'

:Is

"It. thereby -~ejected distorted
without formal recognlti1>n ·ot , ... a complex one, sald Friedman.
teachings of Christian ,doctrine which .
SO\fel'C.ign leg!Umacy of other ·elates, ". ' .... • ·
·
h!ve re.ulted in centuries of aritl·
Israel'• continued emtenCe,-.c.an· be · But the pope did not say what these
Jewish hatred, prejudl~ • .Uttering and_
undermined," FrMf!man said . In_ a
complexities are, Friedman added.
the prolonged · shedding·. of Ji::wlsh
. prepared speech to the pope. · ·: ·
~
· .
·
...... ·• ..
·
':'fhe pope understood the deA!p feel·
bloOd;'.'' he added.
·
.
At a press confere~ alter ·the , Ing Jewish people haft for l~e eecurlty
meeting, Friedman said that\ ·under . : ol llrael,.. Friedman sa.ld. · .. ..
The reailt has been "th.it greater pr1>• gress lnl mprovecl1:iili0lfc:.rewrsh·rela· PoP,e;John Paul, the Vatlean · hai 18ken
lions has taken place dJJrinB the· past .
majorateps toward ~lplomatlc recogo~·· .
. Vatican officials have ~~ I.hat the'
two deCades than In tlie · pa.st' two·
tlon of Israel :by acJmowleditna Its.
Z Va~ would not recQg111z~ Israel and
..
• lsleilce and.115 ri&ht to 1CCUrlty. .
·1 Jotdan until a wide ran~e of Mi~ mil/enla," Friedman ta.Id. ·
.
.
-. · ,, . -1 · East problelllJ; are resolved. These m·
; "We bope that thi) 'de "f~cto' .· :,..elude the status of Jerusalem,'dlsagree:
The pope said the pi:acllcal effect qf
the declaration has been that "relationadcnowledgement leads to 'de jure' · ; , mimt ~ver border1, · resettlement of
ships betwee"n Jews and .. Christians
rerognltlon,'' .he said.
.
. -. :.;,. Palestln1an refugees '1!d security lor
. ;
._-. ·
. _- .'
..
·: , Lebanon, Vatican o!Hi:jals hav~ said.
have radically improved."
. . (.
. _During private C9!1\'.'"3llOIU . "llfter , • . .
.
•
. .
the exchanie·of plibllc talks, the poj}e
In the exchange ol public ~hes
He reiterated church opposition to
anti-Semlllsm.
said that the taue of teeognizing Israel _.!!I_t_~ pope and Friedman, both parties
·
·
· praised the progr~·1;&th0tic-Je;-~h
"Anti-Semitism, which !S unfortunaterelations In the 20 ye111s since Vatican ii
ly still a problem In certllft ·places, h~:
approved "Nostra Aetate," the Latin Iibeen repeatediy condemned by the
lie for the "DeclaraUori on.the Relation
Catholic lraditlon aa inc:omj>iltlble. with
of the Church to Non·Christian
Christ's leaching,'' the Po".N ld. -: Religions." The declaration, approved
In October 1965, contains a section on
·:_ .... _;..
relatiOns with Jews which sparked in.
. ..
' ~. creased contaclt between the two
The pope also praised lht;· A;mertan
groups.
Jewish Committee.for c~~~-Wt~
"Catholic agehdes In ~vflUAg hufl&&
-Nostra Aetate' repudiated anliIn F.thlopia an~-~. the .~~-~. : :
SemitiJm and the lnfunous canard of
collective Jewish responsibility for the
death of Christ," said Friedman.
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- NOVA Y">RK - Oi Uderes do judalsmo 1
conttrnd,r resoiveram permitir a ordeDlclo de mulheres eomo rablnu ea pri·
mel.ra ddas puuri: 1 exercer tal lunc~o
em malo prOxlmo. j
- A declslo demonstra que aceltamos
o priDclplo de que todos os seres tlum a nos
slo crlados i lmagem de Deut e t~m dl·
rell011i11als pau preaar e en11Dar a pala91'a dlvlna - comentou o Rablno /llexan·
· der Shapiro, Pruldente da Anemblela de
rablao1, orsanl1mo mundl1l dos conservadores.
Am1 EUbera. um nova·lorciulna de 30
aaos, med a primeira rabina. Oulras 11
mulherH Jt utlo matriculadaa ao pro1nma de formaclo do Semto•rlo Teo!~
rtco Judeu e serlo illcorporadas • Auem·
'blfla 111lm ciue forem ordanadas.
O or11alsmo. que conta com mais de
UGO rablDos em todGo mundo, aprovou o
1Dare110 d.as mulberes por 636 votos coo·
tra 267. Os especlallatu acredltam que a
deddo aumentart u teos&es entre os ju.
deus COGStrvadores e os ortodoxos. Estes
'41Umos op6em·se radl~almente l orden•·
e&o de mulheres por consideri·I• uma
·
vlolaelo da lei Judaic a.
O judaltmo re!ormista e de ~11sltu·
elo ordeaa mulheres hi mais de uma d~
cada e pelo menos 10 delas desempenham
f\llle!le• rabllllcu. ~

1

• Uma deleoa~ da American Jewlsh

f0tmm1ton <AJC), oro•nlzacao 1ud1ado' Ettadoa Unidoa, chegou ao VaUcano ontem
para pedlr ao Papa Joao Paulo II, que vlslte
larael "no momento que lulcar Dtooiclo''.
,
Segundo o Rablno Marc Tanne~~~
Clretor d!.!'!!L~~ea lotemec!nnaisk
o nlO:reconhacimento do Ettado hebreu
· pelo1 palses vlzlnhos· constltul um d01i
·prlnclpal~bslk~ oaz no011ente
M~lo.
·
.

I
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·1·ossERVATORE ROMANO

CITIA' DEL VAf.ICANO

· Sabato 16 Febbra)o 1985

----- - -

~-----------

IL PAPA AD UN GRUPPO DI EBREI AMERICANI

Pace e sicurezza per Ia -Terra Santa
IL cammino percorso a vent'anni dalla dichiarazione «Nostra Aetate» - L'antisemitismo incompatibile con l'insegnamento di Cristo e con il rispe"tto dovuto alla dignita dell'uomo - Concorde impegno per la fame nel mondo

e

« Sono convlnto, e sono felice di
affennarlo in questa occasione. che
le relazloni tra Ebrei e Cristiani
sono radlcalmente migliorate in quest! annl. Dove e'era s!iducia e forse
tlmore, ora e·~ !lducia. Dove c'-era
lgnoram.a e qulndl pregiudlzl, ora
e·~ crescente coooseenza, stimb e
rlspetto reclproco ». E' quanto ha
affermato, tra l'altro, stamane, venerdl 15 febbralo, Giovanni Pll!)lo II
al dlrlgent! deli'•American Jewish
COmmittee". un gruppo di dodfoi
persone rleevute in udienza. II gruppo ere. gu!dato dal Presidente Ha·
ward I. Friedman e da Mons. Jorge
Mejia, del. S-egretariato per J'Unione dei Cristian!.
Questi I puntl salient! del dlseorso
del Papa:
·

l::J

A ?lent'anni dalla DlchJarazlon~
« N ostra A etate i; sulle relazicni
della Chiesa con le rellgionl non
crntlane, aptlare molto pfil chwrg
di primo quanto sio pro/ondo
/ondamento teologico e quale soIida base essa /ornisce per un dia·
logo Ebreo-Cristiano tJeromente truttuoso.

a

a All'enorme

mole di latJoro soolto, resto ancora molto da /are:

educazione al dialog>. aU'omore e
al rtspetto del prossimo.

B

L'anti.semiti.smo

t

incompatibi~

con l'insegnamento di Crisro e
con a rtspetro dOtJUto alla df9nitl1

di .uomlnt e dt donne creatl a inv
magine e somlgllanza di D!o.
Questo 11 testo del lliacorso del

Papa:

·

·

Dear Friends,
It is a great pleasure for me
to receive th~1 important delegation of the American Jewish
Committee, headed by your
President, an<J. I am grateful
to you for this visit. You are
most welcome in th£s house,
which, as you know, is always
open to members of the Jewish
people.
You have come here to eel·
ebrate the twentieth anniver·
sary of the Conciliar Declar·
ation Nostra Aetate, on the re·
lation of the Church with nonChristian religions, the fourth

.... ..

section of which deals at
length with the Church's re·
lation with Judaism.
· During my recent pastoral
visit to Venezuela, I received
some representatives of the
Jewish community there, in an
encounter which has now be·
come a normal feature of so
many of my pastoral visits
aro~nd the world. On that occasion, in response to the greet·
ing address of Rabbi Isaac
Cohen, I said that "I wish to
confirm, with utmost conmction, that the teaching of the.
Church proclaimed dl,lring the
Second Vatican Council in the
Declaration Nostra Aetate...
remains always for us, for the
Catholic Church, for the Episcopate... and for the Pope, a
teaching which must be fol·
lowed - a teaching which it ·
(continua In QUlnta paglna)

:_

·. :

·,-!

more ••• /
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IL PAPA A UN GRUPPO DI EBREI AMERICAN!

Pace e sicurezza
per la Terra Santa
Cc:Ont!nu.uione dallil prJ.ma· pagtna.)

is necessar y to accept not
merely as sOJ]U!thtng fjtting.
but much mo.r e as an c:cpres·
sion of the }aith, as an· inspirat~on of the Holy Spirit, as a
word of the Divine Wisdom"

(L'Osservatore

Romano,

29

January 1985).
I willingly repeat those
words to you who are commemorating the twentieth anni·
i•ersary of the Declaration.
They express the coinmttment
of the Holy See, and of the
whole Catholic Church, to tlie
content of this Declaration, un·
derlining, so to speak, its im·
portance.
After twenty years, the terms
of the Declaration have not
grown old. It is even more
clear than before how sound
the Declaration's theological
foundation is and what a solid
basis 1t provides for a reaUy
fruitful Jewish/Christian dia·
logue. On the one hand, it
places the motivation of such a
dialogue in the very mystery
of the Church herself, and on
the other hand it clearly mam·
tains the identity of each religion, closely linking one to the
· other.
During these twenty years,
an enormous amount of work
has been done. You are well
aware of it, since your organization is deeply committed to
Jewish/ Christian relations, on
the basis of the Declaration,
on both the national and the
international levels. and par-

ticularly in connection with the
Holy See's Con:mission for Religious Relation:; with Judaism.
( _am convinced, and ~ am
ha'Jipy to state it on this
. occasion, that the relationships
between Jews and Christians
have radica,Uy improved in
these years. Where there was
distrust and perhaps fear,
there is now confidence. Where
. there was ignorance and therefore prejudice and stereotype.
there is now growing mutual
knowledge, apprectatton and
respect. There is above au,
love between us, that kind of
love, I mean, which is for both
of us a fundamental injunction
of our religious traditions and
which the New Testament has
received from tlie Old (cf. 'Mk
12: 28-34; Lev 19: 18). Love
involves understandig. It also
involves frankness a11d the
freedom t.o disagree in a
brotherly way where there are
reasons for it.
· There is no doubt that much
remains to be done. Theologi·
cal reflection is still needed.
notwithstanding the amount of
work already done and the
results achieved thus far. Our
Biblical scholars and theologians are constantly chal·
lenged by the word of God
that we hold in common.
Education should more accu·
rately take into account the
11ew insights and directives
openec! up by t.iie Council and
spelt out in the subsequent
•Guidelines an.:i Suggestions
for the Implementation of

----· ----r·- - - - -

Nostra Aetate n. 4 ". whiCh
remain in force Education for
dialogue, love and respect ·for
others, and openness t.owards
all people are urgent·needs··irz
Qur pl~ralistic. societies, ·where
everybody is a neighbor to
everybody else.
Anti-Semitism, which is un·
fortunately still a problem i11
certain places, has been re·
peatedly condemned by the
Catholic tradition as inco111pattble with Christ's teachiny
and with the respect. due to
the dignity of men and women
created in the image and likeness of God. I once agai11
express the Catholic Church's
repudiation . of all oppressicm
and persecution, and of all
discrimination against· people
-from whatever side it may
come- "in law or in fact, on
account of their rMe,' origin.
color, culture, sex or religion "
(Octogesima Adveniens, 23).

In close comr.ection ,wit_h the
preceding, there ts the large
field of cooperation open to
us as Christians and Jews, i11
favor of all humanity where the
image of God shines through
in every · man, woman ancl
child, especially in the destitute
<md those in need.
I am· well aware of how
closely the American Jewish
Committee has collaborated
with some of our Catholic
agencies in alleviating hunger
~n Ethiopia and in the Sahel.
in trying to call the attention
of the proper outhoriti.es to
this terrible plight, still sadl11
· "not solved, and which •~ there--fore a constant challen;e to all
those who believe in the one
true God, who is the LOTd ot
history and the loving Father
Of all.
I know also your concern
for the peace and security of
the Holy Land. May the Lord
give to that land. and to all
.the peoples and nations in that
· part of the world, the blessings
contained in the word « sha·
lorn», so·that, in the expressio11
of the Psalmist. justice and
peace may kiss ( cf. Ps 85:1lj.
The Second Vatican Council
and subsequent documents
truly have this aim: that the
sons and daughters of Abra·
ham - Jews, Christians and
Muslims (cf. Nost-ra Aetate 3)
- may live t.ogether and p;osper in peace. And may all of
us love the Lord our God with
all our heart, and with all our
soul, and with all our strength
(C.f. ,Pt 6:5).
Thank you agai11 /or you
t1isit. Shalom!
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American Jewish Committee delegation meets with John Paul II
By Eleni ~immler
Religious News Service Correspondent

VATICAN CITY <RNS> - A twelve-member delegation from the American Jewish
Committee has urged Pope John Paul II to establish full diplomatic· relations between the
Vatican and the state of Israel. ·
During an audience the com~ittee requested to mark the_20th anniversary of the
Vatican declai:ation that revolutionized Catholic-Jewish relations, delegates discussed :
human rights, the problem of hunger and the situation iri the Middle East with the Polish
po~.
.
" Greater progress in improved Catholic-Jewish relations has taken place during the·
past two decades than in the past two millenia," said Howard I. Friedman, president ·of the
committee, in a speech he deJivereq to the pope.
Praising statements on Jerusalem and Israel the pope made last year, Mr. Friedman
said, " Your holiness, we recognize the complexity of the problems involved, but we are to
hope that the spirit that inspired your apostolic letter <last year> will lead to steps that will
formalize diplomatic ties between the Holy See and the state of Israel."
While·Pope John Paul did not mention diplomatic relations in his speech to the·Jewish
delegation, he did say, "I know also your concern for the: p~ce and security of the Holy
Land."
· He reconfirmed the Catholic Church's committment to the Second Vatican Council's
declaration, Nostra Aetate, on Jewish-Catholic relations and condemned anti-Semitism·.
" Anti-Semitism, which is unfortunately still a problem in certain places, has been ·
repeatedly condemned by the Catholic tradition as incompatible with Christ's teaching and .
with the respect due to the dignity of men and women created in the image and likeness of
God, '' the ·pope said.
·
'·'I once again express the Catholic Church's repudiation of all oppression and
persecution, and of all discrimination against people - from whatever side it may come iri law or in fact,' on account of their race, origin, color, culture or religion," he said, quoting
from Octogesima Adveniens.
Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, director of international relations for the Jewish Amerfcan
·Committee and the only Jew to attend Vatican Council II as an observe~. said that 1'the
general mood was excellent" during the meeting.
Rabbi Tanenbaum, at the press conference, indicated he thinks the pope should give
less support to the PLO and more to "moderate" Palestinians who want to achieve peaceful
coexistence ·with ·Israel. ·
·
"The moral question we raised ·is that there is need now to confirm Palestinian
moderate leadership, that they are being supported by one of the great moral authorities of
the world, namely Pope John Paul II. These people are ~ot being supported, they're on their
own," he said.'
·
" And they need confirmation by people who want to see Palestinian moderates
become their own spokesmen, their own political system, through which they can begin
negoliating peace. And that is the sense of the issue we put before Pope John Paul this
morning."
.
Speaking of the significance of the reforms in Catholic-Jewish relations introduced by
the Second Vatican Council, ·Rabbi Tanenbaum said that over the past two decades, "there
has been a 180 degree turnaround' ' in Catholics' attitude toward Ju~aism.
•
" Litera.Jly, for the past 1900 years, Jews have existed as objects of conversion and
we've existed as an anomaly to the vast majority of the Christian world," the rabbi said.
over •• _
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"Vatican Council II has put an end to that kind of caricature and defamation of Jews and
Judaism. It has led to a whole new theology which has ·put an end to.the displacement
theology, namely, that Jews existed as a valid religion up until the time of the coming of
Christ and with the coming of Christ, Jews were displaced in history."
Vatican II, said the rabbi, "has now m~de possible the emergence of a whole new
theology in which Jews and Judaism are respected in their own right."
.
The meeting of the pope with Jewish representatives was especiaJJy significant
because it took place only three days before the scheduled arrival in Rome Feb. 18 of Israel~
Prime Minister Shimon Peres on a two-day official visit.. .·
. . . .
·
Mr. Peres is expected to ·m eet with Pope John Paul Feb. 19, according to Vatican .
sources. The meeting would be the first between a pope and an lsra.eli Premier since Jan.
l5, 1973, when Prime Minister Golda Meir had an audience with the late Pope Paul VI. John
Paul had a private audience with Israel's Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir on Jan.?. 1982
and later that year met with Israel's ambassador to Italy.
.
. '
Rabbi Tanenbaum told RNS he thinks a major cause of the Vatican's failure so far to
recognize the state of Israel is fear of reprisals against Catholics living in Arab countries.
There is ''an extraordinary anxiety about threats to Arab Catholics in· many countries
and they <the Vatican> don't want to provoke anything," Rabbi Tanenbaum said.
The Jewish delegation did not discuss with John Paul the possibility of papal trip to
Israel but said such a visit would be welcomed.
"We felt that if the pope were, in an appropriate way, in his own time at his own
discretion to come to the Middle East as he's gone to almost every other part of the world,
he might become a rallying point for many Arab Christians as well as for Jews and Moslems
to try to join together to catalyze the peace process," Rabbi Tanenbaum said. "My sense is
that it's not something that can happen in the immediate future but nevertheless it's an idea
to consider.''
.
Rabbi Tanenbaum and the other Jewish Committee delegates arrived in Rome after a
10-day "leadership mission" in Israel where they met with Messrs. Peres and Shamir, and
other government mini.s ters as well as with Palestinian Arab leaders on the West Banlc.
In Rome the delegates met with Italian Jewish leaders and with Italy's Foreign
Minister Giulio Andreotti arid Defense Minister Giovanni Spadolini.
At a news conference after the audience with the pope, the delega•es said they also
discussed human-rights issues with John Paul and the ongoing collaboration the American
Jewish Committee has with the Catholic Relief Services to help starving populations in
Ethiopia and Africa in general.
.
David Gordis, executive vice president qf the committee, said the delegation feels that
..diplomatic recognition <of Israel> would be a significant contrit?ution to peace in the Middle
East as well a·s an importrant symbol of the kind of progress that has been made ..· .in
Catholic-Jewish relations.
.
"We were concerned that as long as there is any hope that would f~ the illusion that
somehow Israel would cease to exist based upon its lack of recognized legitimacy, the peace
· progress is impeded," Dr. Gordis said.
·
Besides the fear of reprisals, Vatican experts often cite the status of Jerusalem and ,
the Palestinian question as obstacles.preventing recognition of Israel. Another argument is·
that Israel is engaged in a border dispute with Jordan:
The American Jewish Committee argu~ that many nations with which the Vatican
has dipiomatic relations are engaged in disputes. "The Vatican has diploinatic relations with
111 countries and any number of them are in a state of belligerency and also have borders
not permanently settled," Rabbi Tanenbaum said in an interview.
.
He and the other members of the delegation said that the pope has granted de facto
recognition to Israel through his remarks on Israel and his meetings with Israeli leaders.
"The only thing that is missing. in.a sense, is·the joy of recognition," Rabbi
Tanenbaum said.
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·POPE,•JEWISH LEADERS
IN HISTORIC HUDDLE

yean in terma of com·
A HISTORIC turning
By DICK RYAN
mitmeot to lmpr0vinl
point ln Jewish-Catholic
relarelatlona hllu surfaced . '. . remalna ~lwaye for Jewtah.cathollc
.
In Rome after a;meetln1 ua.lthe Catholic Church. Uona." . .
The laaue of formal
between Pope John Paul the Eplecopa~e. and tbe
diplomatic recognition
IJ and a do&en top omPope). a teachlng whlch of lar-1 by the Vallcaa
clala of the Amerlcan muat,be followed;
aleo came up during the
Jewish Commlttee.
'11t ·la) a teacblng
The committee repre· whlch · 1a neceuary to •~·minute mocUng.
But while the Pope ex·
aenta a alplflcant part accept, not merely aa
of Jewlah leadership In aomethlng titting . but preued th8 hope that "the
eons and daughten of
theU.8.
much more aa an ex"It was a very hiatorlc preaalon ot the faith." he A~ Jewa, Chrla·
Uana and Moalema. may
. meeting," said Rabbi stated.
·
llve together In peace,"
Marc Tanenbaum In an
. "These words expreaa Tanenbaum 8&1d that hi.a
uclualve
Interview the commltment of the
r.ponae wail vague.
with The Poat.
Holy Bee and of tbe
"Becauue the Pope whole Catholic Church
The laaue. of Israel
aald thlnga that he hu to the content of thl.8 ulde, Tanenbaum and
never aaid before about dcdaratlon, underlining the othera were elated
the Vatican II declara· ita tmportanc.."
over the degree to which
tlon regarding Cathollc- : The eaaence of that·dec- the Pope went In reafJewlah relatlona, or laratlon Cl.)ndemned anU· . .. .firming Jewish-Catholic
about hla own personal Semltlam, rejected tbe relaUon..a.
commitment to theae belief that the Jewtall
."It waa· a auperlaUve
relallona In the future."
people were reaponalble meetln«," Tanenbaum
Tanenbaum,
the for the death of Chl"lat. aald. "It waa a watergroup's executive dlrec· and attlrmed the Idea ehed declaration by the
tor for lnturcllglou.a al· that the Jewlab · people Pope on thae relation&'
talra, <iuoted from a state- and thelr religion mUllt be and It marked the ti rat
ment laaued by the Pope reapected on their own time that he hu persondurlng their meettns: ·
terll)a.
ally alngled out thla
"Thia ia by tar the most laeue aa the official
"I wish to confirm,
with utmost conviction advanced atatement ot teachlng of the Church
that the teaching of the the ottlclal atUtude ot the and therefore blndlng on
Church proclaimed dur- Pope and · the Catholic the · eDUl'e . Catholic
lnf Vatican CouncJI D Church ll\ the lut 2000 Ch~rch."
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The Vatic n's relations with Israel

EXPECTATIONS 'that Pop~
John Paul JI will visit lsr ael
or Lhat formal diplomaUc
relations wlll be established
between the Holy See and Is·
rael are not In the c:arda. Not
ln the near tuture.
.
I have come to that sober·
.Ing conclusion after a just·
concluded Ulree·week mla·
alon to Iarael, Italy and the
Vatican. I waa part of a lead·
e1'8hlp mlaalon of the Amen·
can Jewish Committee that
met With key Israeli and Ital·
Ian le&del'll and. finally, with
l'ope 'John Paul n and a
number of Vatican offlclala.
Extended oonveraaUona on
the oomplea Middle Ea.st alh.I·
aUoa wtth these key act.ore In
the
Medlter'r'aM&D
world
yielded 1110me freah taslgbt&
Jl'lnt, contrary to public peroepUoas. the VeUcan main:.:.
talnD de facto. ·reeqrntllon ctf,
the 8iate al Israel When la-.
rael'11 PrUne lllinlster ~
PVee met wtth the Pope tJll4.
week, be wu glvm re(l-earpet

lslnmlc ccuntrles. Over and

again. Vatican
.,
the full protocol ac·
corded a head of state. That
has been true or the diplomatic
vtalta made to the V8,tlc:an ear·
Uer by such lsraell govern·
mental lea.dc1'8 a.8 Foreign
Mlnl8ter YIWtak Shamir, the
tre~ment,

late Golda Meir, ahd Moshe

Dayan and Abba Eb&n. among

others:
On 11 day-to day basis, the Ill·
raell Embaaay In Rome Is In
regular communication with

the Vatican Seeretartat of

State· and other CUrlal ottl·
clala. On a cuJtura1 level, hun·
dreda ot Cclholic priest.a and
-with va.ucan approval
- study regularly In Iara.el

llWlll

Second. Pope John Paul D,
I ·am persuaded, Is pcnon·
ally friendly toward Israel
ar.d acknowledges ·her richt
to exiat aa a llOllerelgn n&·
Uon. In a lltlle-noUced Apoa·
tollc Letter laeued . by the

Pope last Eaater, entltled Re· sign orthelr nation."
demptionis A1tno, he wrote
Those are the moat forth·
the following about Israel coming aclmowledgmenta of
and Jerusalem:
the centrallty of IB'l'ael and of
"For the Jewlah people who Jereualem In Jewlah con·
live In the State ot larael, and sclousnua made by any pope
who preaeTVe ln that ·tand In reeent memory.
auch precious teatlmonlea to . Third. when our AJC detega·
their blatory and their faith, tlon aaked of Vatican Secrewe muat ask for the desired tary of State authorltle8 wtly
11eeurtty a.nd the due tran· the Holy See does not eata.bUllh
quJllty that la the preroga· de Jure dlplomallc re1allon11
tlve of evay nation and with Israel, we were gtven al
condition of life and of pro· . tint the ua&al explanatlon: "It
Is not the policy of the Holy
greu for every aoclety . ..
·w Jews ardently love her
8ee to enter Into diplomatic
[Jeruaaleml,amd ln every age relallons with a nation when It
venerate her memor)'. abwl· la ln a state of beW&'erency
dant an ahe Iii In many re· with Ila nelghbora, or when its
malna and monwnenUI from borders are not establlahed by
agreementa.
the Ume of De.vtd who dloae lntemailonal
. her u the ·capital, and of That ls why the Holy See does
Solomon who built the Tem· not maintain dipiomatlc rela·
pie · there. . Tllerefore. they ~pm with Jordan u tvelL"
tW'D to her d.ally, one may
But ae the conversation
say, and polat to her as the co11tUiued. It became cle&r

authorilie~

kept referring to the precari·
OL.11 pllcht of Catholics In
Lebanon who suffer daily
that t hat is the g'lven. re&son,
violence at the handa of fanot tbe real one. Alter all, the
natic Shiite and Swiui Mwi·
Vatican haa diplomatic ties
llma, and the vtrrual lmpo·
with 11ome 112 c:ountrlea,
tence of the Vatican In help·
many of which are Involved
trig to protect them. · (Chria·
In belllgerenc:y, civil wara
tlan
groupa have rectproa.nd border dleputea - Ethlo·
cateil vlolenlly 1111 well)
pla, 8udaa. Angola. Nlcara·
Thua, It lo far more than the
gua. amonc others. And
tear of Muslim reprtaala than
thoee relations are IJUSlaJned
antipathy
toward Israel lh&t
even tbough the VaUc:an doea
has thus fiu- preclud\:'1 de Jure
not approve of many of ~Ir
cllplomat1c Uea betw...en the
ldeoloflcal policies.
The real reaaon, It oeema . Holy See and Israel. There ·
are.
of course. coutat8d
quJte clear, la that the Va.ti·
IS81le8 between the Holy Bee
can profoundly fears that,
alld Israel - the statue of
ahO\&ld she move from de
Jerunalern. PalestlnJan llBlf·
facto recognition to est.abdeterml.naUon and holy mites.
Ullhl.ng fUll diplomatic de
But thoee are ·negotiable
Jure recognition of Iarael,
Issues, whereas fear ol Ill·
Arab-Muelim fanatlc11 In the
Middle Eut and Atrlc:ts will- . l&m.lc reprlDala la not autijec:t
to tbUonaJ conipromlee.
launch a wave ot ·repriaa.ls
Fh>all7, theac converwi.·
qa.ln.st mUll01M1 ot Arab
tto11B have convlnced me that
Chrlattans
and
African
llallan tore~ pcilicy playo 11
Chrtatiam In predomlnanlly
far greater Influence In Vat.I·
can atta1ra than la pnerally
recoplaed.
AB the one tn.lly Medllerra

nean nation In the Europea.r
community, Ital)' Ill beavtly encag-ed.ln commer

clal and trade relailona wtth .
Arab C!OUDlrte&. Jtaly la de·

pendent for Bl percent of I.oil aupplles on Arab natJon11.
Some 20,000 Jtallan worll:en
are now serving In Libya.
Llbya'a Central Bank owns
17 per cent of Flat, and ltal)
e11porta tar~ amowilll of
arm• to Arab countries, ID·
ell.Id Ing LI t.JYa. · despite tt.o
role In exporting terrortmn.

Jtaly has a troubled econ·
omy, and the result~ pree·
sure has led the covernment
to become lncreaalngly de·
pendent on Arab natiou for
economic relief. Those obdu·
rnie survival needs have In· ;
/lu~n('P.<I • pro· A!"a.b, :1r•>PLO lilt in Italian f <>r·:·1gn
policy Car mort t~e
Ideological vision.
At the aame time. Italy h&li
been friendly tow&rd Israel.
Italy hi thua engaged in a
geopoUtical tl"BPflU act in the
Middle East. being auppor1.ive
of Iarael while eultlvating economic and political ties with
the Arab world. which llhe
aeeks to influence to adopt a
moderate stance lead!D8 toward peaceful negotlat!am
among Israel. the P•lathtLenw
and ~r Al'•b!I.
Beneath the theological
rhetoric:. that la euentlally
the sa111e stance adopted lily
·the Holy See. While the Vall·
can clearly haa unlvereal la·
tereaU. llll daily exlsteAce la
profoundly affected by Its
relationship with the 11.allan
government and Jta.llan do·
meetlc politics.
Thoft weighty. intricate ties
between thC Holy See and the
Ital.Ian
government
uve
Inevitably aenaitu.ed Vatican
pollcymalcel"ll to the dom..UC
amd foreign policy directions
of the Italian eovemmenl
Glven those reaUtlea, It Is
clear that Pope John Paul 0,
notwlthatandlnll' hi• personal
eympathlea toward Jara.el
and the Jew111h people, wlll
not ahortly be vlllltlng the
Jewish State, nor will de Jure
diplomatic relationa be ea·
tabllahed In the near future
between the Holy See and la·
ra.el. But I will eo out on a
limb &11d predict that once
peace le utabllahed among
Jsrael, the PaleaUnJana and
Jordan. the Holy See will
change Ila courae and move
quickly to ma.ke de Jure what
le now de faclo.
Rql>bi T11"""ba"m '8 director
• Pf mte.r..ntiOll<ll. rclQtiQM o/ tbe_
A mencan Jewi/111 Committee.
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Pope ~eaffirms· ·catholics' Rejection of Anti-Semitism
By DON A. SCHANCHE, Times St.a/I Writer
VATICAN CITY.:....Jn ·a private · Vice President David · M. Gordis,
: strongly affirmed that the docu- ·
American Jewish Committee, Pope ment "remains always ·for us, for .
John -Paul II celebrated the 20th the Catholic Church, for the episanniversary of the ·second Vatican copate and.for the Pope, a teaching
· Council's ground-breaking rejec- which.must be·followed-a teachtion of anti-Semitism by reaffirm- ing which it is:necessary to accept
ing the council's statement "as a not merely as· something fitting,
word of divine.wisdom."
but much more as an expression of
. ''He emphasized to us that the the· faith, as an inspiration ·of the
council document, which has led to · Holy Spirit, as a word of the divine
more progress in Catholic-Jewi~h wisdom."
.
relations in the last 20 years than in
He added that relations between ·
. the previous two mjllenia, is not Chris~ians and Jews ·:tiave radicaljust another formal statement . . . ly improved" since the document'
but a teaching which must be was issued.
followed," Rabbi Marc H. Tanen"Where there was distrust and
· tiaum, the. committee's ~irec~or .o f perhaps fear, there is. now confiinternational relations, said.
dence," the Pope .said. "Where
"His ~tatem~mt to·us lifts it (the 'there was ignorance and therefore
council document concerning prejudictl and stereotypes, there is
.Jews) to a level which has not been now growing mutual knowledge,
so clarified until this morning," appreciation and respect. There is,
Tanenbaum-sa~d.
above all, love between us."
. The documen~. produced in 1965
"These statements are waterby Vatican II, emphasized the spir- shed documents in the perspective
itual patrimony common to Jews of 1,900 years of Jewish-Christian
and Christians, rejected anti-Semi- relations " Tanenbaum later told a
tism ahd repudiated tiistoric. at- news co~ference, pointing out that
. tempts to blame all Jews for the "there are parts of 'the world in
death of Christ a11d to justify an- which unfortunately .the (Vatican
ti-Semitism through the Scripstatements have not yet begun
to seep in."
tures. It called for "mutual understanding and respect . . . and . . .
Tanenbaum called the Catholic
· brotht!rly dialogues."·
Church doctrine .since 1965 "a
The pontiff, spea~ing in English 180-degree turnaround in .·con- ·
to a group that also included Amer- sciousness and mentality."
ican Jewish Committee President
"Literally, for I,900 years, Jews
Howard I. Friedman of Los Angel- existed (to the church) as. objects
es, board Chairman Theodore El- for conversion. This was deeply
lenoff of New York and Executive insulting to Jews ... "Tanenbaum
audienc~ Friday wiqdeaders of the
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continued.
"The human consequences have.
·been disastrous. For 1,900 years we
were characterized as · wandering
Jews, Shylocks. We · became the
marginal people of history. This
puts an end to that.· a.is.·a .kind of
rehumanization of the Jews. It is a
revolution," he said.
·
The committee officials also
urged the Pope to establish forinal
diplomatic relations between the
Holy See and Israel, rejected until
now ostensibly .ber:ause of a· Vatican. desire to see Jerusalem inter-

nationalized and not recognized as.
the capital Qf Israel. · ·
Asked later how the pontiff reacted to the request, Friedman said
that in a private chat after the
formal audience John Paul "simply
acknowledged that there_are enor. mous compl~xities, but that he
understood our concern for Israel.
We acknowledged that most of
reality has a degree of complexity
about it."
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AJC to meet pope on recognition
Bv JUDY SIEGEL
JeruSalem Post Reporter
A delegation of the American
Jewish Committee will meet privately with Pope J6hn Paul II next week
and will discuss Vatican recognition
of Israel. Thev will also ask various
European leaders to try to reinforce
the American attempt in Arab countries to persuade them to expedite
the Middle East peace process. .
This was disclosed by leaders of
the AJC in a meeting with members
of The Jerusalem Pos(s editorial
staff.
They are part of a 100-member
AJC group attending the organization's board of governors institute in
Israel.
Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum. director of the AJCs international relations department. said that in Rome.
Madrid and Budapest the AJC officials will ask government leaders to
press King Hussein of Jordan and
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak
to move forward in peace negotiations with Israel.
The AJC has recently met with top
officials in South America and elsewhere on anti-Semitism in the ·uN
and other international forums. Tannenbaum believes that these efforts
have been effective, and quotes
I:srael's Ambassador to the UN
Binyamin Netanyahu. who said the

He affirmed that the AJC, along
with other U.S. Jewish organizations. voiced their opposition to the
amendment of the Law of Return,
which he said is "a genuine American issue."
David Gordis, the AJC executive
vice-president, said the organization's Jerusalem staff wiU be expanded to include a political liaison
person and a research staff.
Asked about the AJC's connection with evangelical Christian
groups in America, Tannenbaum
said that some 20 or 30 million
American evengelicals oppose the
views on church-st ate relations of
the Rev. Jerry Falwell, who is due to
visit Israel soon and who is campaigning to "Christianize America."

Howard Friedman

(David Brauner)

recent credentials fight was the least
hostile to Israel in some time.
AJC President Howard Friedman
told The Post that the AJC. which
established its Israel office in Jerusalem 25 years ago. will soon expand
its activities here. The organization
hopes to promote pluralism in Israeli
society. and to "introduce some
American elements and values" that
are ,;rare" in Israel. a country of
"ideological polarization and a reluctance to compromise·."

Alfred Moses, a Washington
lawyer and chairman of the AJC
executive council. said that American Jewish organizations have recently had less influence in congressional allocations to Israel because
of the great popularity of the Reagan
administration and the reluctance of
Israel to circumvent the administration and plead with Congress for
increased aid. Friedman added that
"the basic chemistry between Israel
and the administration is very good,
perhaps better than it has ever
been."
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SPECIAL TO THE JTA
POPE AFFIRMS CATHOLIC-JEWISH
RELATIONS AS CATHOLIC DOCTRINE;
HOLDS STATUS QUO ON ISRAEL
By Marc Tanenbaum
(Editt>r's note: Rabbi More Tanenbaum, director
of intemotional relations of the American Jewish
Committee, was a merrber of the AJC delegation
which met with Pope John Paul II at the Vatican.)
· VATICAN CITY, Feb. 24 (JTA) - -Ata private
audience with American Jewish Committee leaders
Fd>ruary 15 held in the resplendent Apostolic Palace, Pope John Paul II went further than any Pope
in recent memory in affirming that Improved Cotholic-Jewfsh relations is nc:IN an article of Cotholtc
doctrine, "an expression of the (Catholic) faith,
a word of the Divi"e Wisdom. "
At the same time, he remained cautious and
vague about the relationship of the Holy See to Is•
rael.
Howard Friedman, AJC president, led on eightmeni>er AJC delegation in an audience devoted to
commemoc-ating the 40th anniversary of the end of ·
World War II and the defeat of Nazism and the 20th
anniversary of the adoption by Vatican Councjl II
of Nostro Aetate, the declaration which opMed
a new chapter in Catholic-Jewish relations. It was
the first audience in 1985 of any Jewish group with
the Polish Pope devoted to examining the impac:t of
the Vatican Declaration on CatholiO"\lewishrelations
during the past two decodes.
·

DAILY NEWS BUUETIN

' .'

,

the Eplscop:rte ••• and for the Pope, a teaching which
must be followed - a teaching which It is neceuory
to accept not msely as something fitting, but much
more as an expression of the faith, as an Inspiration of
the Holy Spirit as a word of Divine Wisdom.•
Vatican autho';ities told us that the Pope affirms by
that statement that he regards improved Catholic-Jewish relations as an "article of Catholic faith, 11 of
permanent value, and its progreiS is irreversible. That
osmmed importance in light of anxiety In Catholic
ctn:les that the Vatican s,,,,oc1 called for Novemer
may lead to reversal of progressive achievemd'lts of
Vatican Ccuncll 11.
Asserting that "the relationships botwem Jews and
Christians hove radically improved in these years,"
the Pcntiff stateda 'Where there was distrust and perhaps fear, there Is new confidence. Where there was
ignOnJnce and therefore preiudice and stereotypes,
there is nc:I# growing mutuaf lcnowledge, appreciation
and respect. There is above all, love betwe«i us, that
kind of love, I mean, which is fof' both of us a funda•
mental iriiuncticn of our religious traditions and which
the NeW Testament hos received from the Old. 11
Ccndemns Anti-Semitism
The Pope then condemned anti-Semitism mylng,

"Anti-S~itism, which fs l.R\l'ortunately stilf a pmblem

in certain places, hos been repeatedly condemned by
the Catholic tradition os Incompatible with Christ's
teaching and with the respect due to the dignity of
men and womtl'l created In the image and likeness of
God. I once again express the Catholic Church's
repudiation of all oppressioi and persecution, and of
Statement By AJC President
a 11 discrimination against people - from whatever ·
side it mCJY come. 11
"As the Nazi trauma appalled us with despair
Pope John Paul aclaaowledged "the close collabora~.--
over human evil," Friedman said in his prepared
tion between the American Jewish Committee with some
text, "so the 20th anniversary of the close of ·
of our Catholic agencies In alleviottng hunger in
Vatican Ccuncil II inspires all of us with hope ard
promise for a more humane future., •• It is no exag- Ethiopia and in the Sahel."
geration to state that as a result of these for-reach- Vague Statem4S't On The Mideast
ing pronouncements and the practical actions they
have inspired, greater progress in Improved Catholic
On the Middle East, the Pope then vaguely said,
Jewish relations has taken place during the past two "I know also of )'O'll' concem for the peace and securdecodes than in the past two inillenia • .,
ity of the Holy I.and. Moy the lDrd give to that land,
Friedman then said that "the Americcin Jewish
and ~all the peoples and nations In that part of the
Committee share$" the Pope's vision "of upholding . world, the blessings cantolned in the word 'shalom."'
human dignity by vigorously advocating the IR'liversal- He then expressed the hope that "the sens 'Ond daughters
ity of civil and political liberties, and, in particular~ of Abraham - Jews, Christians and Muslims may live
religious liberty for all peoples everywhere, ~- together and prosper in peace·. "
ially those in oppressive totalitarian 90c:ieties,
Then, in private convenation with the AJC repreThe AJC president then referred to his agency's
sentatives, he SDOke CO\cretely of ·~e and secur"close cooperation with Catholic Relief Services
ity for Israel," but said th•e were 'ciomplexlties"
in seeking to relieve the suffering, hunger and
that stood In the way presa'ltly of establlshing diplomatdeprivation of millions of fellow humcn beings
ic relations.
.
·
In mattings prior to the audience with the Pope,
in Ethiopia, and in Africa generally."
The climax of Friedman's statement concentrated the AJC leaders spolce at great length with Arcfblshop
on the importance of establishing "dlplomatic tfes
Achille Stlvestrinl of the VoHcan Secretariat of State
between the Holy See and the State of Israel and
and with Jan Cardinal Willebrands, president of the
her people, " He said: "Such on hisioric oct, we be- Vatican Secretariat for Religious Relations with Jews,
Iieve, would be a watershed event in Catholic-Jew on the importance of "full recognition throughout the
ish relations. It would help creat, the sense of real,.. civilized world, i'"!cluding the Holy See, of Israel's
ity (in the Arab world) which is indispend>le to
sovereflJ'I legttlmacy as the only means of dispelling
peace, and we would consider it o happy developthe illusion In the Arab world thot somehow Israel's
ment and confirmation of the decisions of Vatican
continued existence can be undermined, Nothing
Council II."
would contrmute mare to peace in that area than the
dispelling of thot illusion."
Pope Cites 'ATeaching Which Must Be Fallowed'
In response, the Pope declared, "I wish to confirm, with utmost conviction, that the teaching of
the Church proclaimed during the Second Vatican
Council in the Declo ration Nostro Aetate • •. remains always for us, for the Catholic Church, for
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Opened Up W~fship to ,nontraditiOnat:
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·
·
' In: response to Vattcan
·
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s Catholic
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By Kate Desmet
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News S1all Wriler
mmgton, L1vom111, at 4 p.m. M?nday. ·; :·· ~::~:· .~;(}• ...)~}o'~:;'~-·~-;~f;?~.p":', : } ,. : the ~ecr~taria.t f~! Catholic-Jewish
.
, .
The conference marks the 20th ·, ,:: ··~:1 ·.,;d :·~:.t"i ._:. . t.h(· <. ;.., Relations, which ts headed by Dr.
Whe.n th!l Rev. Ja.m~s .Lyons wife annive.rsary .or the Second Vatican .. ~~··. t~·1••.\\'.~:;:.~&..:'..~i;,.,,... ._ · ~~;.
Eugene Fisher, !l for~er Detroiter
was a girl, Lutheran rel1gi~n teachers ·Counc!l. It 18 one of mo!e th.an 20
.~'.~i;t: ~::_;~'J:i:'t?!~~~~~i~ ...,.,,. ..,~.>: who wiU give the opening addre~ ~t
tol.d her ~l~ss thnt the Jews wer~· gathermgs scheduled nat1on~1de to ·... :~;:.'.~:.f.':·:i",7''..~1~~~'\_·~-~~Hl . · Monda)'.'s con~erence'. The offic~ is
guilty of ktlltng Jesus.
commemorate the ecumenicaJ re· ·. :,. h :. , .~· .~. :'. ·~ ·,< ~~-.: '.:.!i~:g,..t:".'• r+.~-:~· responsible for mterfa1th progr~msng,
"Christians had been believing this forms re~ulting from the."rev~lut~on· }:. : /?. .:&>:~\1,;:;-/;;~~·C :.<;~. ·~. ~t~" as .well as removing ·negative ref~r
for neorly 20 cent1:1ries•." sai~ .Mr. ary mee.tmg of Roman Cathohc btsh- · ..::. · '!·:h·!:.'.<·•.;·:·:';7t(~·{;~··~1~.{<1f.N !:,
ences t~ Jews from all pa~och1al
. Lyons, a Congregationahst mmister ops_. which lasted from 1962·65.
_... ·:·:: ': ··.."·.:. ;c.·.'~J! ;:~·~}"VT:~·r. ·/
school texts.
who. is director !lf the .E~umenical ~·· ·-.·Vatican II is l.ike the Magna Carta }.}:(.:/:1;;:·:.;~"-·.~.:~··!;\:J·}~~!,).}~fir~. ;: \~
"Textbook changes have been dralnst1tute for Jew1sh·Chnstum Stud· : ·~nd the Declaration oflpdependence t ::.',\'.~;:~~'.~·\ ·.;-.·:.~. ::: ·;.f~'.~i~~ ·~:''l:.t mati'c 1·n the last 20 years" Rabbi
' 's
•
'
"
·'. J -.
' '" , . 'Y-) '
t,~· ~
I
1es
m outhr:11eld. ·
ecause 'it set S?•~et.h'mg tn
.motion
- ll :" t'·:',.':',_~)..;'::·:·
}. ·,:.:. ·'f:\t~\·~~,i'.·
:\:
i'_{', Rudin said. "There's an emphasis on
"People thought that, whenever hat.was dr_nmatic,. said Rehbt James · -.:? ,_·~~~; ..»;~:·. · -.:>}'Jt1 ...•~·.'· Y· the positive side ·of Jewishness. 'And
. anything bod happened to Jews, it ~udm, na.t1onal dire~tor ~f the All!e~· ~· ... .'.:· , .. ·.:.:~>;.~'·..~.-.>:~~
·;.;(, ~
·\;.;-;,~ t~e American .Jewish Committee. hos
was Goo's will - and that is horrible. t~an Jewi~h Committees lntenel.1- ·~r.'1;~;:~1-~r;.1• • :· ., • ·.~.-.i .
"~1·. · been involved for a year or so m. a
· But Vatican II changed th!s. It ·lgtous Affairs Department, who . wat.t ,
·
project whe.re ministers, rabbis,
''. :.,.,..: 1Y:,.t::;;1-.e,. · ,/ : ,; ~· ·!!o\'~~i. ·· "; priests ond sU1ters ere shown how to
brought e total reversal ofthe history address the conference.
of the church in tenn!l of Jewish· . Vatic~n II revolutiof!i~ed ecumen:.,:,:>, ·'=· ~:· !-:f.:- ~:-. :~: ::-.
! teach about each other better."
Christian relations."
1cal relations by recogmzmg tha~ Je-· .' .~ .. · -~· ·, ... :.~· ·.:\;' '. .. :;. •
.
.
. ..
.aus is present in other Christian ·: ...'. ··· · .- ;-:· . ~ _J :·1 ~.~;~ .~ _...;,~,yet, d1.fferences still separate the
THIS END to the hisioric bad churcqes as well as the Catholic ;:- · ·. .· 1
"~
·~\\':~~;
.::-:·::;'.'~ · various faiths.
1
1•
' .
all 1orrna
~
"'.,.· ,.· · , · • ~
·, ·:.
· ,,
. . .and J ews Churc h , decrymg
.blood between Chnst1ans
of ·a n· · ·
. ·__..
;:· .'• ·•• ~-:·
will be the focus of a conference at St. ti-Semitism, calling for an · end to _
,. : :
'. :, ,. • .
"THE HOLOCAUST .is still an
1
.- .:.....
ugly thing that focuses all the hatred
Rey. James Lyons: "The Holo· of Christians and Jews,"' said Mr.
c_aust is still an ugly thing:"
· Lyons.
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blan:iing all Je_ws ~or the death ·of
Chn:it and saymg, J~ws s~ould not
be prese"nted as· repudiated or cursed
by God.
•
.
.
~HE -COUNCIL of b!shops al~o
rad1c~lly ch.anged. Cathol~c worship
practices, with priests facing the parishioners during mass, Latin re·
placed by the native language of the
people, and c9mmunion received in
the ha.nd as well as the tongue. Other
<:hangcs allowed nuns to shed habits
for 11treet clothes, removed statues
and. altar railings f rorr\ churches, 'and

"The churches did not speak out;
they foiled to ~alee a .stand (against .
Hitler's t~eatment of the Jews during I.
World War II), in spite of some
magnificent Christian witness. We
still have pain over the issue of con·
version.
-· ·

..,
...,, -I

co

"You can't have dialog if the hid· den agenda·is that you have to be like
me. And we still need to talk about
intermarriage, .abortion and stereotypes. But slowly, we have seen an
open willingness for pe~ple to talk to
each other about the painful areas."
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lnterfaith r~Uy marks
Vatican II an:µiversary
· BEFORE THE council, the Roman

By PATRICIA EDMONDS

Catholic Church officially held the Jews
Represe'ntatlves of Detroit's Roman ;responsible for the de.ath of Jesus (a
Catholic, Protestant and Jewish com- ·1965 Vatican H decree reversed that).
munities will gather today to observe After World War II, many Jewsclalmed
the 20th anniversary of the Secondw .Catholics, and other Christians, did not
Vatican Council, which set the stage f9r:·". d,o all they could to save Jews from
much or the interfaith reconciliation·of Hitler's Nazi pogroms. Relations be·
the last two decades.
.
·tween the two faiths for generations
The convocation, sponsored by .the were at ·best strained, at worst openly
American Jewish Committee, Is the hostile.
second of 20 scheduled around the
"But I talked to a young Catholic the
nation this year. Rabbi James Rudin of other day.'' said Rabbi Rudin, "and she
New York, the committee's national doesn't even remember the animosity,
director or interreligious affairs, said the poison that once existed between.
the meeting "is riot just an exercise In Catholics and Jews. Now, we're all
nostalgia - it's a recognition of how childrea of Vatican JI; we've all gained
Vatican II broke the dam of mutual from It - it really has changed the way
suspicions and hostility between Catho- we view each other."
lies and Jews, which was no small .. Catholic and Jewish leaders say uniachieverrient."
:·~' ~:Df.the two faiths is a lo_ng way away,
The council, which met In fol!r sest~i'.lffght-years closer than lt was 20
sions in Rome between 1962 and 1965,_ ye.a'n~ko. Today's convocation at St.
wrought vast reiorms in the church. It ~idail ·catholic ·church, Livonia, will
denounced anti-Semitism; It encour- celebrate the progress made and scan
aged Roman Catholics to join In discus- ·.the distance yet to be covered.
sion and activities with other religions, · AT THE CONVOCATION, the comin hopes that one day all might be mitt~e also will present a special award
unified.
for service to the Rev. Alex Brunett, St.
Aidan's pastor and a national leader in
lnterreligious affairs. T·he Most Rev.
Edmund Szoka, Archbishop of Detroit,
will give the benediction at the convoca·
, Uon dinner. ·
Sherwood Sandwelss of the Michl·
Free Pren s1e11 w;uer

I
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See ECUMENICAL, Page 8A
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{nterfaith rally marks
f...• atican II anniversary

.
ECUMENICAL,
"I think what's happening In Jew·
., . . from Page 3A
g~ chapter of the committee.said the.
lsb-Cathollc dlalopes Is a model, tor
cdhvocatlon will address "Issues that all groups, of understanding and rodl'tde·us.11 Father Brunett said that for operation," sald.Sandwelss. "lt repre·
C~hollcs tho~ coulci lnciude paiochlal . sents a initurh1g·of both communltleS:
sdlool aid and abortion, and for·Jewa, the recoJD)tioft-of our common Inter~
riiponse to the HolOc:aUit· and the ests. Both communJties are very conrl!(ognltion of Israel, and of Jerusalem cerned with maf ntaf~lng an open, free
a.t;the capital of Israel.
society; both want to foster freedom
around the world, where Catholic com·
~: Saodwelss said that after years of
l~ning to trust each other, Catholics
munlties are embattled and where
and Jews "feel sufficiently advanced Jewish communities are opp.reased.11
tHat we can discuss those points where • An Interview with Father Bnmett ls
there are differences between us. The on Page 20A'.
attitude Is, '.Understand what hurts me
- I'll understand you when you under- . • More. /nformarlon on lhe con11ocastand me.' It's like In a family: We all go 1ion. from 4 to 9 p.m. today. at St.
to.'.the seashore together, and that's a Aidan's, 17500 Farmington Road, Lihippy moment. But we have to deal vonia, Is available from the American
~h the problems, too, and the dlfferJewish Committee, 965-3353, and St.
e~ interests.
•
Aidan's, ·425-~950. ·
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;"· AJCOMMJTTEE LAUNCHES PROGRAM TO MARK
CHANGES IN CATHOLIC-JEWISH RELATIONS
INITIATED BY VATICAN COUNCIL II

NeN YORK, FEh. 12 (JTA) - The American
Jewish Committee has announced a year-long program
to mark the historic changes in Catholic-Jewish relations initiated by Vatican Council II 20 yea~s ago•.
Robbi A. Jomes Rudin, notional interreligious
affairs director of the AJCommittee, stressed that
the purpose of the program, which began officially last
week, was "not to be an exercise in nostalgia but
rather to deepen and strengthen mutua I understanding
between Christians and Jews. 11 He called it "the most
extensive program of Catholic-Jewish relations ever
undertaken in the United States. 11
"Vatican 11 provided the catylist and we must
continue to build on it, 11 Rudin said. Vatican Council
II, convened by the late Pope John XXlll from 196265, is considered o turning point in relations between
the Jewish and Catholic faiths.
One of the most importa~t documents issued by
the Council, th~ 0 Nostra Aetate11 (In Our Age) repudiated the idea of collective Jewish guilt for the Crucifixion and stressed the spiritual bond between Catholics and Jews. It called for mutual understanding ·
between the two faiths.
Program Seen As Having A Major Impact
Mimi Alperin, chairperson of the AJCommittee's lnterreligious Affairs Commission,. said1 "We
believe this P.rogram will have a major im~ct in
developing closer relations between CothOlics and
Jews on a wide range of critical issues. We have been
pleased by the positive response from the Catholic
community in joining with us to commemorate the positive achievements of Vatican 11. 11
The first program in the series took place in
Philadelphia last week. Programs wil I be held in
Lon~ Island on February 14; Detroit; February IB;
Los Angeles, Morch 21; Son Francisco, Moy 15; Miami,
May 23-24; and later in the year in Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Dallas, Kansas
City, Mchile, New York City, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,·
Seattle and Washington, D.C.
The programs were developed by the AJCommittee's lnterreligious Affairs DefXJrtment with Catholic
dioceses and Committee chapters nationwide. They
include pub lie assenl>lies, seminars, teacher-training
sesS1·ons, lay dialogue groups, seminarians' conferences
and audio-visual productions.
·
The AJCommittee is issuing a comprehensive
package of materials titled "Resource Kit: Vatican_
Council II and Catholic-Jewish Relations, 1965-1985°
as a program aid. It was written by Rabbi Alan
Mittleman of the lnterrel_igious Affairs Departmes:it and
contains suggestions for groups planning interreligious
programs related to the commemoration of the 20th
onn iversary of Vatican Council II.
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peace talks "within a joint delegation (joint Jordanian-Palestinian delegation). " Israel and the U.S.
have repeatedly rejected the concept of an international conference on the Middle East. In view of the
differences which have surfaced since ithe accord
was e11nounced, some observers suggest that the PLO
Jordan agreement might prove short lived.

BEHIND THE HEADLINES
YORDIM ARE RETURNING HOME
By Yitzhak Rabi

NEW YORK~ Fd>. 24 (JTA) - More than
2,350 former Israelis retumed to live in Israel in
1984, after residing for many years in the United
States and Canada, -according to Consul Amos Haddad, the chief representative of Israel's Minishy of
Labor and Social Affairs in the U.S. and Canada.
In a special interview with the Jewish Telegraphic Agency here, Haddad wamed, however, tha
the economic crisis in Israel might have an adverse
affect on returning Israelis, who are referred to as
"yordim. 11 He noted that during the last year 2,353
Israelis returned to Israel, compared with 2,346 the
previous year.
''This is a marginal increase in the number of
retuming Israelis," he pointed out. 'We expected
more Israelis to retum in 1984. But whenever there
are uncertainties in Israel -- such as the recession
and the war in l.8>anon in 1984 - there is a decrea
in the nurrber of retuming Israelis."
Haddad said his office estimates that there are
at least some 250,000 to 300,000 former Israelis or yordim -- living in the United States. He
said this nurrber was carefully arrived at from figures
supplied by American immigration authorities and
the Israeli Consulate in New York.
Employment Available For Professionals
According to Haddad, the availability of employment for professionals in Israel is the major fac
in the retum of Israelis to their homeland. Therefore,
he pointed out, his office is more successfu I in increasing the number of retuming Israeli academics,
especially engineers, computer experts and scientists
"last year alone the nun-ber of academics who
retumed to Israel was 1,301," Haddad noted. He
said that there is growing demand for professional,
academic manpower in Israel and that many Israeli
industries are increasingly looking to recruit Israeli
engineers and scientists who presently live in the
United Stotes and Canada.
But Haddad noted that most of the yordim are no
academics, and finding employment fol' them in Israel today, where unemployment is on the rise, is
almost an impossible mission.
Haddad said, in response to a question, that he
could not predict the number of Israelis who will
retum to Israel in 1985. "On the one hand, we know
that there will be an increase in the number of
Israeli academ!cs returning home, but on the other
hand, it is clear that the economic crisis in the
country will have on impoct on the over'"<lll number
of reh.lmees "he said.
Hodd;{ said that presently there ore 10,850
Israeli families registered in his office for the process of returning home. Last year alone, 3,922 families joined the list, compared with 1,750 in 1983,
he said. Asked for the reasons that moke Israelis
decide ta retum home ofter years in America, Haddad said:
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"First,there are the very attractive offers of
employment, with relatively high salaries and opportunities to advance. Another factor is the wish :>f
many Israelis to raise their children in a total Jewish
environment and give them a Jewish education. Many
of them feel that they cannot provide the same Jemish education for their children in America. And
third, many feel that it is simply a time to go and
live at home o~er so many years of living abroad. 11

RELIEF FOR KENYAN FAMINE VICTIMS
TEL AVIV, FEb. 24 (JTA) -- Some 55 tO"ls of food,
medication, tents and mobile field kitchens donated
by the Magen David Adorn (MDA) First Aid Society1
Israel's equivalent of the Red Cross, have arrived
in Kenya to aid famine victims in that country1 it was
reported here today.
The relief supplies, shipped from Eilat to the
Kenyan port of Moni>asa, included 20 tons of flour,
20 tons of sugar, 15 tons of edible oil, five tons of
bci>y food, some half a ton of antibiotics, about
60 family tents and 10 mobile field kitchens -- oil
Israeli-made.
The goods were purchased and shipped with funds
raised Following an MDA appeal to the Israeli public
in line with a request from the International Red
Cross in Geneva to Red Cross and associated societies
throughout the world for emergency aid for the afflicted populations of several African couitries suffering
from drought and famine.
SHAHAL GOING TO EGYPT
JERUSALEM, Feb. 24 (JTA) -- Moshe Shahal,
Minister of En~ and Infrastructure, wi II leave for
Egypt tomo~on a three-day official visit to discuss lsroel's oi~purchases from Egypt. Shohal, the · _
first minister of'the notional unity government to visit
~t, was invited by his Egyptian counterpart.
There was some speculation here today that he will
be received by President Hosni Mwarak as a gesture
of good will on the eve of the Egyptian leader's
visit to the United States where he will meet with
President Reagan and other top Administration officials.
Speaking to students in Nahariya over the weekend Shahal said the invitation to Egypt was the
resuft of the Israeli govemment's effort to improve
relations with its Arab neig}Dor. He expressed the
hope that he would retum from Egypt with a positive
message that Egypt is ready to serve as a link between
Israel and its other Ard;, neighbors.
LEADING TERRORIST DEPORTED TO LEBANON
JE~USALEM, Feb.24 (JTA) --Abdul Aziz Shahin,
reportedly one of the founders of the El Fatah terrorist group, was deported to Lebanon last week,
hours after the Supreme Court rejected his appeal
against deportation. Shahin, who was arrested in 1967
and served a 15-year jail sentence for possession of
sd>otoge equipment, had claimed that deporting him
to (.d)anon or Jordon would endanger his life.
His lawyers, Leah Semel and Avigdor Feldman,
oceused the Defense Ministry of contemptof court,
in a telegram to Attomey General Yi~hok Zamir.
They contended that the State prosecutor had promised the court to consider a proposal that Shahin be deported to Cyprus where his personal safety would not
be in jeopardy. However, before any reply was given,
he was expelfed to Lebanon.
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the Episcopate ••• and for the Pope, a teaching which
mud be followed - a teaching which it is necessary
to accept not merely as something fitting, but much
more as an expression of the faith,,. as an inspiration of
the Holy Spirit, as a word of Divine Wisdom. 11
Vatican authorities told us !Mt the Pope affirms by
(Edita-'s note: P.abbi Marc Tanenbaum, director
that statement that he regards ·improved .Catholic-Jewof international relations of the American Jewish
ish relations as an uartic:le of Catholic faith," of
Committee, was a merd>er of the AJC dele9ation
permanent value, and its progress is irreversible. That
which met with Pope John Paul II at the Vatican. )
assumed importance in light of anxiety in Catholic
VATICAN CITY1 Fe. 24 (JTA) -- At a private circles that the Vatican Synod called for Novermer
may lead t·o reversal of progressive achievements of
audience with American Jewish Committee leaders
Vatican Council 11.
.
.
·
February 15 held in the resplendent Apo.stolic PalAsserting that "the relationships between. Jews and
ace, Pope John Paul 11 went further than any Pope
in recent. memory in affirming that improved Catho- ·Christians have radi~ally improved·:in: these.years/ '·
the Pontiff statedi 'Where there was distrust and perlic-Jewish relations is now an article of Catholic:
haps fear, there is now confidence. Where there was
doctrine,,. "an expression of the (Catholic) faith,
ignorance and therefore prejudice and stereotypes,
a word of the Divine Wisdom. "
. · .·
there is nc:N/ growing mutual knowledge, ·apprec:iation
At the same time, he remained cautious and
vague about the relationship of the Holy See to Is- and respect. There is above all, love betwee"I us, that
kind of love, I mean, which is for both of us a fundarael • .
Howard Friedman, AJC president, led an eight- mental inf unction of our religious traditions and11which
the New Testament has received from the Old.
member AJC delegation in an audience devoted to
commemorating the 40th anniversary of the end of
Condemns Anti-Semitism
World War II and the defeat of Nazism and the 20th
. The Pope then condemned anti-Semitism · !aying,
anniversary of the adoption by Vatican Council II
"An.ti-Semitism, which is unfortunately stilf a problem
of Nostro Aetate, the declaration which opened
in certain places, has been repeatedly condemned by
a new chapter in Catholtc:-Jewish relations. It was
the Catholic: tradition as incompatjble with Christ's
the first audience in 1985 of any Jewish group with
the Polish Pope devoted to examining the impact of teaching and with the respect due to the dignity of
the Vatican Declaration on ·Catholi~Jewish·relations men and women created In the image and likeness of
God. I once again express the Catholic Ct..irch's
during the past two decades.
repudiation of all oppression and persecution, and of
Statement By AJC President
a II discrimination against people -- from w!'Qtever
"As the Nazi trauma appalled us with despair
side it may come."
. ,
.
Pope John Paul acknowledged "the close collabora':'
over human evil," Friedman said in his p-eparecl
text, "so the 20th.anniverSIClr)' of the c:IOse of
tion between the American Jewish Committee with some
Vatican Council II inspires all of us with hope ard
of our Catholic agencies in alleviating hunger in
promise for a more humane future •• ·•• It is no exag- Ethiopia and in the Sahel."
geraticn to state that as a result of these for-reach- Vague Statement On The Mideast
ing pronouncements and the practical actions they
"
have inspired, greater prcgress in ·improved Catholic:
On the Middle East, the .Pope -then ~guely said"
Jewish relations has taken ploc:e during the past two "I knaw a Isa of your cancem for the peoc:e and sec:urdecodes than in the past two millenia. "
ity of the Holy Land. May the Lord give to that land,
. Friedman then said that "the American Jewish
and to all the peoples and nations in that part of the
Committee shares" the Pope's vision "of 1,1pholding
world, the blessings contained in the word 'shalom. "'
human dignity by vigorously advocating the universal- He then expressed the hope that "the sons and daughters
ity of civil and political liberties, and, in particular~ of Abraham -- Jews, Christians and Muslims may live
.
religious liberty for all peoples everywhereu e~c:- together and prosper in peace."
ially those in oppressive totalitarian societies.
Then, in private conversation with the AJC representatives, he11spoke c:cnc:retely of "Ee and securThe AJC president then referred to his agency's
"c:lose cooperation with Catholic Relief Services
ity for Israel, but said there were 'complexities"
that stood in the way presently of establishing diplomatin seeking to relieve the suffering, hmger and
deprivotian of millions of fellow human beings
ic: relations.
•
In i;neetings prior to the audience with the Pope,
in Ethiopia, and in Africa generally. 11
The climax of Friedman's statement concentrated the AJC leaders spoke at great length with Ardhishop
on the. importance of establishing..·"diplomotic ·ties·
Achille.Silvestrini of the Vatican-Secretariat. of•State
between the Holy See and the State of Israel and
and with Jan Cardinal Willebrands, presidfnt of the
her people." He said: "Such an historic: ac:t8 we I?e- Vatican Secretariat for Religious Relations with Jews,
Iieve, would be a watershed event in Catholic-Jew on the importance of "full recognition throughout the
ish relations. It would help create the sense of real- - civilized world, including the Holy See, of Israel's
ity (in the Ard;, world) which is indispensable ta
sovereign legitimacy as the only means of dispelling
peace, and we would consider it a happy developthe illusion in the Arab world that somehow Israel's
continued existence can be undermined. Nothing
ment and ccnfinnation of the decisions.of Vatican
would contribute more to peace in that area t~n the
Council 11."
dispelling
..
Pope C 1•tes 'ATeach"mg wh·1ch Must Be Fo 11aw ed'
· of that ii lusion. II
SPECIAL TO THE JTA
POPE AFFIRMS CATHOLIC-JEWISH
RELATIONS AS CATHOLIC DOCTRINE;
HOLDS STATUS QUO ON ISRAEL
8y Marc Tanenbaum

In reseonse, the Pope declared, "I wish to confirm, with utmost c:onvictionu thot the teaching of
the Church proclaimed during the Second Vatican
Counc: ii in the Declaration Nastra Aetate • 0 remains afways for us, for the Catholic: Ct.Jrc:h, for

-.. :
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Letter to the Editor
The New York Times
229 Wes t 43rd Stree t
New York, NY 10036
Dear Edi tor ,
The Op- Ed article, 11 Catholics and Jews: 20 Good Years," by my colleague, A. James Rudin, was a useful summary of aspects of the pas t t wo decades in the improvement of Catholic- Jewish relations.
There is need, however, to underscore the central, critical theological issue of Vatjcan Council II, without which . little that follows makes
sense .

The Vatican Declaration on Non-Christian Religions, Nostra Aetate,

was not just an exercise in be ttering intergroup relations.

Rather, its

revolutionary import is that the Council opened the door to a fundamental
rethinking of Catholic theology toward Judaism and the Jewish people for
some 800 million Catholic faithful throughout the world.
It set in motion the growing abandonment of the ancient, outmoded
11

displacement" theories of Catholic (and Christian) theology toward Judaism,
namely, that Christianity allegedly 11 displaced 11 Judaism as "the New Israel, "

and that Judaism is to be consigned to the dustbin of history as inadequate
or irrelevant.

In its place, leading Christian theologians now correctly

understand Judaism as a living religion in its own right, a permanent source
of truth and light for the Jews and the world.
The positive valuation of Judaism and Jews is the spiritual engine that
has undercut the ground of the traditional anti-Jewish caricatures, and made
possible the widespread revisions of anti-Semitic stereotypes in Christian
textbooks, liturgy, homilies, and seminary education.
If Vatican Council II and Catholic theologians since then had only
repudiated the "Christ-killer" charge and rejected anti-Semit i sm, we would
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have been left with an empty shell in Jewish-Christian relations. devoid of
a spiritual basis for mutual respect.

That

migh~

have

b~en

good human rela-

tions (welcome in itself), but it would not have explained the religious
vitality and mutual esteem that now animates so· much of Catholic-Jewish relations today.
ln~eed,

the most significant passage· of Pope John Paul ll's statement

that he read to our AJC delegation on February 15th in Vatican City. was not
quoted or alluded to by Rabbi Rudin.

The Pope declare.d:

"After twenty years, the terms of the (Vatican) Declaration have not
.grown old.

It is even more clear than before how sound the Declaration's

· theological foundation is and .what a solid basis it provides for a really
fruitful Jewish-Christian dialogue.

On the one hand, it places the motivation

of such a dialogue in the very mystery of the Church, herself, and on the other
. hand it cleady maintains the identity of each religion, closely 1 inking one
to the other. 11
The Pope· added that Nostra Aetate "remains always for us, for the Catholic Church, for the Episcopate, and for the Pope, a teaching which must be
followed - a teaching which it is necessary to accept not

mer~ly

as something

fitting, but much more as an expression of the. faith, as an inspiration of the
Holy Spirit, as a word of the Divine Wisdom. 11
What that means is that Pope John Paul II regards improved CatholicJewi.sh relations not as a matter of pragmatic intergroup _accommodation, but
as an issue of

p~ofound

religious conviction, obligatory as an article of

Catholic doctrine on the entire Catholic Church.

That was the true significance

of the Papal declaration.
As the only rabbi ,present as an official. guest-observer at Vatican Council
II, I am proud of the fact that the American Jewish Committee was privileged
to collaborate intimately with Vatican authorities a·nd with Catholic leaders
in .many parts of the world in helping usher in this historic "revolution in
mutual esteem. 11
Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum,
International Relations
MHT:RPR

A hOTt
for the presentation of the document of the
Commission for R~ligious Relations with the Jews:
"notes on the correct vay to present the Jews .and Judaism in
preaching and catechesis of the Roman Catholic Church"
(Press Conference, June 24, 1985)
·

The text we make public today is the result of a long and patient
drafting.
A first draft 'was discussed by the participants in the · 11eeting
of Delegates of Episcopal Conferences and other experts on Je•ish-Catho- ·
lie relations, held in Rome the first week of March 1982. Jn fact,
during the preparatory work for that m~eting, the Conunission was as~ed
from different quarters to prepare a kind of guide for the use of all
those who in the Catholic Church are faced with the difficult task
of presenting to our faithful th~ Jews and Judaism in the light of
the ne~ pastoral and doctrinal developments, flowini from the Conciliar
Declaration "Nostra Aetate N.4 11 , of "'hose promulgation we celebrate
this year the 20th anniversary, as also from the "Guidelines and Suggest ions for ~he application of the Declarati~n .•• ", published by our
Commission at the end of 1974.
The idea "'as to be of some help to those engaged in catechetics
or more (?enerally in teaching or preaching, and "Willing to put into
practice the orientations just mentioned, not always easy to translate
in ~erms of didactic presentation.
The preparatory work for the document went on for three years,
with several consultations with our Consultors i~ Rome and elsewhere,
and therefore with .various draftings. It should be obvious that in
those stages, and specially in the final one, the drafters keep carefully in mind what the Holy Fahter has had to say on Jewish-Christian
relations, from Paris to Mainz, from Brooklyn to Carac·a s and Madrid,
and many times in Rome itself. The documents already published by various Episcopal Conferences have also been considered. On the other ·
hand, either we in the Commission, as also our Consultors and other
experts engaged in the preparation, have tried to bring in the ·accwnulated experience of many years of a~ost daily contact with our Jewish
partners. Nevertheless, the .document is and remains a text of the Catholic Church. And this· means that its language, its structure and the
Ql'estions it intends to address, belong to the teaching and pastoral
practice of the Catholic Church.

-

As is normal precudure with any document made public by a Dicastery of the Holy See, other Dicasteries competent in the subject theme
~f the document have been consulted an.d their observations dutifully
and carefully taken into acco\Ult. We feel it is our duty · as well as
our pleasure to express here publicly our- gratitude and appreciation
for this patient and f~itful collaboration.

2.
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The document, in this its final nrsion, bears the follo"·ini'.
tith in En~lish : ''.Notes on the correct war to present the Jews a.J1d
Judaism in preachi~ and catechesis in the Rom.an Catholic Church".
The first word of the title ("Notes"); appropriaHly reflects the aim
of the text, which is to be used as a kind of frame of reference for
all those who for different reasons and in various ways are called
to speak about Je~s and- Judaism in the exercise of their teachini assign111ent, and would do it (as they should) in accordance with the present
teaching of the Church in such matters. · It is well known· "that Jews
and Judaism come out very frequently in many subjects . dealt with in
:preaching, catechesis or doctrinal · teaching. Jn fact, it is welliligh
impossible, unless one would suppress the Old Testament, f orEct about
the Jewishness of Jesus and the Apostles and dismiss the real cultural .
and religious context of the primitive Church, to present Christianity
abstracting from the Jews and Judaism. Or else presenting both in a
prejudiced, distorted · manner. It is to this situation precisely which
the Council wishes to put an end and .to this aim also the 1974 "Guidelines" wish to serve, in a rather reneric way. It is exactly the same
intention which has inspired the present "Notes", dealing with the
same subject but in a more concrete way, as in a kind of handbook,
~ith due attention to the limitations ·of a text which could not and
should not become too lengthy.

'.
0(

From here flo"s the structure of the doc ument. 1t starts with
a series of "Preliminary Considerations", where the spi rit and the
rationale of the text are introduced, mostly with the help of quotations,
either from the Council, from the Holy Father, or from preceding documents. Ther eupon follow s a first section called "Religious Teaching
and Judaism", where the doctrinal and pastoral principles presiding
over such teaching are specified. Para. N. 3, on Judaism a s a contemporary, not only "histori cal" (and thus superseded) reality, should be
c.trefully n~ted., as also N. 5 on the complexity of the relations between
Church and Judaism, on both the historical . and religious level. In
this same section there is the affirmation about Christ and his saving
event as central to the economy of salvation - an affirmation wh_ich
~s essential to the Catholic faith (N.7). This ~o.es n.ot mean however
that the Je,.ts cannot and should not draw salv1fic gl.ft s from their
O~'ll traditions. Of course, they can and should do so
.

A second section, under the title "Relations between the Old
and the New Testament" tri-:s to help put into practice several orientations from the Second Vatican Council about an easier and fuller access ·
of the Catholic faithful to a richer knovledge of Holy Scripture (cf.
Dei _Verbl1m Nn. 2l!-22 and Sacrosanctum Concilium, N.51), especially
the Old Testament. However, it is not always an easy matter to present
the relations between both Testaments in a way which fully respects
the validity of the Old _Testament and its permanent usefulness for
the ·Church. Here an effort bas been made to explain the aeanioi of
vhat is called "typology", on which a large part of ~he use of the
Old Testament in our Liturgy is gro\Dlded. "Typology" most certanly

3.

does n~t snean detractinr from the proper validity of the . Old Testament,
rather the contrary . On the other hand, as it has alltays been taught
in Catholic tradition, there is also a "typology'' in the Ne.- Testament
regardini the final or eschatologicalrealities (cf. N.8). The importance
.....:--, of the Old Testament for Judaism is also underlined, and referen.c e
is snade to a common hearing, as far as possible, with the Je..,s, of
its message, -~o as to become 11ore deeply . engaged together, Christians
and Jews, in favour of men and vomen iii this world, Jn the mainstream
of the prophetic t:radition (Nn. JO and l1): ~he significance of the
Je~ish people and of its continuity in history is again mentioned to~ards
the end (cf. VI, l). It should be noted also that other readings of
the. Old Testament, either in relation with the New or in itself, are
not at all excluded , and the limits of "typology" are acknol>'led!!ed .
(cf. N. 3).

~

The third section speaks about the "Je'°'ish Roots of Christianity".
Here. ve turn to the Ne'" Testament and try to show that the Jewishness
of Jesus as well as the reality of contemporary Judaism, far from being
something marginal or incidental, are on the contrary connected with
the dynamics of the Incarnation and have the ref ore a specific value
in the divine plan of salvation . Relations beb·een Jesus and Biblical
Law are carefully assessed (N. 2) as are too relations bei..•een Him
and the Jellish institutions of his time , like the Temple (N. 3) . Mention
is made here of the Pharisees, the trend in Judaism of Jesus ' time
to ;..hich he was nearer and with which he ha s had closer relations,
all appearances to the contrary notwithstanding . About this , more is
to be found in the follo~ing section .
This fourth sec tion is in fact dedicated to the problem of the
"Jews in the New Testament". Some (Christians and Je.ws) indeed feel
in the wake of what can only be calied a very superficial analysis,
that the New Testament is "antisemitic". Here on the contrary, relying
on the assured results of recent scholarly exegesis, an effort is made
to provide teachers
with sonie principles and criteria for explaining
and presenting the texts which seem to create difficulties regarding
this point in the Gospel of John or elsewhere in the Ne'" Testament.
There is ho.-ever no intention of hiding or dissimulating the fact of
the disbelief of Jews in Jesus, a fact which is called "sad as Saint
Paul does in the well-know text of the Letter to the Romans (9,2)
because it is from there that division and enmity between Christians
and Jews 111ade its · start and vherefrom arises the present urgent need
for reconciliation. This last is also noted very carefully (cf. 1 D).
However that may . be, it . is underlined with no less care that nobody
can judge anybody else's conscience, not then .(in Jesus' time), nor
- stil) less - in the present time (ibid • .E F). In this context, it
is said that the teaching of Vatican II on religious freedom IDllSt always
be kept in mind, being as it is "one of the bases ••• on which JudaeoCbristian dialogue rests" (ib. F).. A special paragr~ph is dedicated
to the "delicate question of responsibility for the death of Chri~t"
(N.2), without however entering into the complex and difficult bistori11

,

4.
/

cal questions. The presentation looks rather, in the vie• of the Catectis~ of the Council of Trent, explicitly quoted here, at th~ theolo~ical significance of the death of Christ and our O"'Tl participation in
it, as sinners. ln this vie"'· the historical intervention of "those
fe-.; Jews", and some Romans, in Jesus' passion becomes a very secondary
11atter. The Credo of the Catholic Church has always 1r1entioned Pontius
Pilate in relation with the death of Christ, not the Jevs.
ln the fifth section reference is made to Liturgy and to some
of the borrovings and common elements between our own · Catholic liturgy
and the Jewish tradition.
Specific mention is made of the source
of our prayers, of the feas~ycle and of the structure itself of Eucharistic prayers.
A sixth section, altogether new in the series of previous documents, intends to offer some inforina·tion on Judaism and Christianity
along the many centuries of common history, mostly unkno"'Tl · if nc.t
distorted
vhen it happens to be mentioned.
In this section, the
central elements are mainly three: the permanence of Judaism and its
(so to speak) theological significance, because it "allo•·ed Israel
to carry t~ the whole world a witness -- often heroic ~ of its fidelity
to the one God" (N.1) J the exhortation to Christians that they try
to "understand (the) religious attachment" of the Jews to "the land
of their forefathers" (ib.) J and the creation of the State of Israel,
about ...hich it is said, with extreme precision, that the "perspective"
in which it should be "envisaged" along with its "politic al options .. ,
"is (not) in itself religious, but ••• in their reference to the common
{ principles of international law", ruling both the existence · of the
various states and their insertion in ·the community of the other states
(ib.). it will surely be noted that, for the first time, in a document
of the Commission, r.eference is made to the land and the state, in
different but related paragraphs.
A brief . sentence, at the end of
the paragraph, refers to the .' 'extermination" of Jews (what is called
the Shoah, in . HebrewJ the catastrophe), during the darl< years of the
Naii persecution. It says that catechesis "should ••• help" Catholics
to "understand" the dimensions of such tragedy and its significance
for the Je,.·s, but also for us, whom it also abviously concerns. Many
subsidies have already been· prepared, also by Catholic offices for
education, to awaken such al.'areness, or else to help deepen it. Our
Commission is happy with such developments and intends, with the
sentence just referred to, to point out in themjlray to be follo"·ed.__
In this contex~ (cf. N.2), as well as at the very beginning
of the document (cf. I,N.8), the text has a renewed condemnation of
antisemitism, this time however in relation with the need for a "precise,
objective and •gorously ac~urate teaching on Judaism" (ib.), which
is the aim of these "Notes".
We a.re therefore well aware that aJlot
has ~en made · to dispel the so-called "teaching of contempt" (the
expression comes from the famous Jewish historian from France, Jules
Isaac).
But much remains still to be done, not last because there
are alvays nev forms of racism and antisemitism ready to raise their

NOSTRA AETATE - 20 YEARS AFTER

I

We are commemorating today the 20th" anniversary of the promulgation
of the Declaration on the Relationship of the Church to non-Christian
Reli~ions

adopted by the Second Vatican Council and which defines in its

most important chapter, chapter IV, the relations of the Catholic Church
wfth the Jewish people.
I do not think it is exaggerated to

~ay

important documents produced by the Council.
turning point in our relationship, a new

that this is one of the most
It constitutes indeed a real

ber.innin~

destined to overcome

centuries of misunderstanding, enmity and even hatred and persecution, and
having been the witnesses of these new developments during the last two
decades, we can only express our deep FTatitude that it was given to us to
see the· beginning of this new relationship.
It was a genuinely new departure.

There were few other documents of

the Council that passed through such a stormy and tumultuous series of
events, from the negative decision of the central Preparatory Commission
of June 1962 unfil the final positive vote on 28 October 1965.

The Jewish

public followed with intense attention the sometimes dramatic circl!!Ilstances
that accompanied these debates.

More than one observer concluded on a

number of occasions that the text had now been definitely abandoned.
it

~as

resuscitated each time.

of Israel.

But

Some may see in this a sign. of the mystery

Others will say that it dealt with a subject that, after all

that happened in our generation, could not be avoided by the Council and
the Council stood the test.
It was a veritable new .beginning:

It has rightly been stressed that

of all the documents promulgated by the Second Vatican Council. that on
the Jews is the only one which contains no reference whatsoever to any of
' the Church's teachings - patristic, conciliar or pontifical.
shows the revolutionary character of the act·.

This alone
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It was a deliberately innovative step of the Cotmcil :

The expression

of a new approach to the Jewish people was not limited to the text of the

Nostra Aetate has to be. read in the context of other Council

Declaration.

documents, and particularly to .chapter II (The people of God) of the
Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, notably para 16; to chapter IV (The
Old Testament) of the

Do~tic

Constitution on

certain sense also to the Declaration on

Divi~e

Reli~ious

Revelation and in a

Freedom which all point

in the same direction and are complementary to each other.
In

reviewin~

to those

wh~

these events 20 years later we must before all pay tribute

inspired this new development:

charismatic personality of Pope John XXIII.

In the first place to the great
His years as Papal Nuncio in

Sofia and Ankara from where he could closely observe the development of the
tragedy of European Jews during the Second World War had particularly
prepared him to what he was now doing.

His famous remarks in receiving a

group of Jewish leaders on 17 October 1960 in which he quoted from his
favorite biblical story:

"I am Joseph your brother" are not forgotten.

It

was really he who, after his encotmter with Jules Isaac, took the initiative
and asked Cardinal Bea to prepare the doclD!lent .

The Jewish community will

always remember him with gratitude.
But it was indeed Cardinal Bea who was the great architect of this
historic development and we are grateful for the confidence, trust and
support that the late Pope John XXIII and later his successor, Pope Paul VI,
put in him and which allowed him to undertake this formidable task.

I have

paid tribute, on another occasion, when we celebrated his centenary, to the
memory of the Cardinal.
re~ard

What I said on the role of Cardinal Bea with

to the document on religious liberty is equally valid in our context.

"He was the 'conductor' and the top strategist in the fight.

'With his deep

religious faith he possessed the gift of calm resolution; his outward
modesty did not exclude a great self-assurance and trust in the mission he
had undertaken.

He had enormous willpower and uncounted reserves of energy

and patience for which decades passed in the service of the Church had
prepared him, but which were astonishing at his age ...
periods

durin~

There were stormy

the Council during which he became the target of heinous
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intrigues, personal attacks, defamation and slander.

The stormier the

times became ,, the calmer, the more serene and the more self confident he
showed himself to those who visited him in his office in the Via Aurelia ...
Each setback only stimulated his iron willpower to overcome the

ne~

difficulties and in the end his determination and his flexibility prevailed . "
We have also to inc l ude in this tribute of gratitude the yresent
President of the Holy See Commi ssion for Religious Relations with the Jews,
Cardinal Willebrands, who from the beginning assisted Cardinal Bea in his
difficult task and who undertook during the Second Vatican Council some of
the most difficult missions in order to ensure that the document was finally
adopted by a large consensus.

II

Let us now analyse the teaching of Nostro. Aetate No. 4.
I believe the Declaration establishes eight major principles which
define the Church's attitude to the Jewish people.
1) The Declaration stresses the spiritual bond between the Church and the
Jewish people.
2) It ackno'l.'ledges that it received the "Old Testament through the people
with whom God concluded the Ancient Cov,e nant" .
3) It a cknowleges the judaic roots of Christianity, starting with the
Jewish origin of Jesus himself, of the Virgin Mary and of all the
Apostles.
4) It declares that God does not repent of the gifts he makes and the calls
he issues and Je'l.'S remain "most dear to God".
5) It states that what happened in the passion of Christ cannot be charged
against all Jews without distinction then living, nor against the Jews
of today.
6) It declares that the Jews are not rejected or accursed by God.
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7) It proclaims the Church's repudiation of hatred, persecution, displays
of antisemitism at any t ime and by anyone.
8) It fosters and recommends mutual understanding and respect through

biblical and theological studies and fraternal dialogues.
Each of these statements is of very great

impo~tance

and each has of

course to be read against the cla s sical attitudes of Christian theology
towards the Jews.

In particular the stressing of the common spiritual bonds,

the acknowledgment of the unbroken validity of the promises of the Covenant
with Israel, 'the refutation of the accusation of deicide, and the rejection
of all forms. of antisemitism are meaningful parameters in the process of
formulatinp a new Catholic theology.
It seems to me, however, that the l ast principle is perhaps the most
important.

It gives a real new direction to the future relationship:

mutual understanding and respect.
and enmity.

It definitely closes the era of friction

But it leaves also behind it the 18th century concept of

religious tolerance.

In proclaiming mutual respect as the guiding principle

in interreligious relations for the future it constitutes a real milestone
in Christian Jewi sh relations and opens a new vision for the future.

III
But even more significant, the Declaration Nostra Aetat e was not a
static document which sets out once and for all a certain number of
principles.

It developed its own dynamics and thus became the beginning

of a whole series of developments which were not foreseeable at the start.
Surely, these future steps did not all come without tensions, crises
and sometimes confrontations.

But these crises and tensions only show that

Nost'I'O. Aetate is a living document and that it was taken seriously both by
Church leaders and by the Jewish community.
As far as I see it, the post-conciliar developments have taken place

in a variety of fields.
one.

The most important one is of course the doctrinal
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The teaching of Nostra Aetate has been further defined and expanded
by documents issued by the centra l authorities of the Church, by papal
pronouncements as well as b y the statements of national · Bishops'
Conferences and diocesan authorities on the national and local level .
The most significant of these documents ·- in a certain sense the
culminating point of this period - are the "Guidelines and Suggestions
implementing the Conciliar Declaration Nostr>a Aetate No. 4"

published by

the Holy See Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews of 1 December
1974.

These Guidelines reaffirm the statements of Nostr>a Aetate and c l arify

and expand its teachinps in several ways .

At the same time they outline a

whole prcgram of action in dialogue, liturgy, teaching and education and
joint social action.
From the point of view of doctrine the followinp statements seem to me
the most significant:
1) Christians must strive to learn by what essential traits the Jews define
themselves in the light of their own religious experience.
2) Dialogue demands respect for the other as he is, above all respect for
his faith and his religious convictions.
3) The Old Testament and the Jewish tradition must not be set against the
New Testament in such a way that the former seems to constitute a
religion of only justice , fear and legalism with no appeal to the love .
of God and neighbour .
4) The history of Judaism did not end with the destruction of Jerusalem
but rather went on to develop a religious tradition - rich in religious
values .
The recognition of the continued tradition of the Jewish people as a
living community and the acceptance of the fact that the knowledge of
Jewish self-understanding is a necessary key to a significant mutu.a l
relationship are 'further advances in the e l aboration of a new Catholic
doctrine on the Jews.
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NostJ>a Aeta_te and the Guidelines had a profound influence on the

national and local ·level.
·'

A whole series of statements on the subject

. ~.

have ·_b een issued. by· many national and. local Church authorities.
reproduc~ ~r r~formulate

texts

These

the gene_r al . principles and give guidance

t'o the_ fa.ithful; ·· ?ome deal in great detail with their practical implementation.;
some ev'et( dea·l :with aspects which the central Churc't) authorities had
. .:-.__. - -·-·

.

~

.

intentiorially _omitted in their statements, such as the relationship with
th~

land and State of Israel.
Such texis hav~been issued notably in the United States, in the

Nether-larids, in. Frarice, tbe Federal Republic of Germany, Brazil, Austria
etc.

As we will have in the discussion presentations form various

I - can ·a bs.ta'in from ·quating these documents specifically.

r~gions,

But I would like '

!)__

to . stre~s that all ·thes~ texts constitute an impressive body of theological
ana. _ fa~.t_ot.al .sta·t~ments which. show that the teaching of NostT'a Aetate is
·step ·by. step pen.etr,a iing all parts of the universal Church.
In ·reyie~_ing t'he: developments of the principles of Nost-ra Aetate we
must:· ~ls~ -I-r::co-~nize" the :outstanding contribution made by Pope John Paul II.
,
In :-t _wo s_peech~-~·- 6nema?e in Mainz, in November 1980 to the representatives
of theJe\.:tsh · co!Illlunity of Germany and the other made in Rome . in March 1982
before th~:- De~egaie,s of ·:Bishops' Conferences dealin~ wi.th . Catholic-Jewish

~ re.lat i~"Qs- ~:: he . d7v_el_oped certain {deas which not only i:ndicate his deep
concern: for, the · sub j_ect but add some new ·-d.imensions to the aialogue.
,

; ..: ._ .
. .
. _: -.,,'
"1·:1
{~ · Mainz the ' P·op~ spoke of . the necessity to "correct a false· religious-

. vision or"
,

(

an~

·tb~;?-je~i;'h ·people
-1 · ..

which was part _ly ,_ r~spons~ble _ . for the misj~<lg:ments
:~.J

~istory".

peisecutions in_ t~e course of

"encounter betwe-en . the people -0£ .God of the
repudiated . by God and .·that of
--

.

·~

oJ

:

.He__~ent _ o:i ·to . spe~k of - the

oia

Covenant ·.,_;hich was· n~v_er
0

t~e N~w ~~-' enant. ~h ich ~ons~i
t.utes
.

at t-he ·

same time a dialogue·-.w_ithin our Church, in . som~ way a dialogue between t _h e
first- and the second part of ·its . Bible~- ..

'-.·

.,

In Rome, -John Paul II in e_v <?king pas-~.- mis~nderstandings an.d offenses
and the teriible anti-Jewish per~ecutions dur°ing .various periods of history,
called' for a new relationship bas~d on the- fulf identity of each. community,
\.

·•

.

.

.

characterized by ,comprehension, ·peace ·and mutual esteem and . leading.to a
clo?e collaboration in th~ service of our common heritage.

··.··
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"We shal 1 be able to

~o

- he said - by diverse - but in the end

convergent - paths with the help of the Lord, who has never· ceased loving
his people, to reach true brotherhood. in reconciliation, respect and full
accomplishment of God 's plan in history."
It was the first time that we heard in these speeches a number of
references to our common unhappy history.
ima.12e of the

dialo~ue

We were also touched by the

between the tYo parts of the Bible which presupposes

a situation of equality.

And we particularly welcomed the acknowledgment

of the "diverse, but at the end conveq~ent paths" which the Jewish and the
( Catholic communities will be able to "go with the help of the Lord."
The speech of Rome contained also a passage in which the Pope insisted
that an obj ective image of Jews and Judaism, free from prejudice and '·offense,

be introduced in

reli~ious

instruct ion at all levels.

This leads us to

the recent "Notes on the Correct Way to Present the Jews and Judaism i.n
Preachiniz and Catechesis" published by the Commission for Religious Relations
'With the Jews on June 24, 1985.
Parts of this document have been welcomed as positive contributions by
the Jewish community.

Others have been considered as setbacks as compared

with the papal statements and because they seem to relapse into a

~heology

of substitution and they have, therefore, been received with criticism.
Others still may have been misunderstood.

As we have set aside a special

discussion on the "Notes" I shall dispense at this stage Yith exposing in
detail those arguments.
All these doctrinal developments of the teaching of Nostra Aet ate haye
been accompanied and partly prepared by a serious theological reflection
greatly inspired by the debates and decisions of Vatican II, as had not been
seen for decades.

Outstanding Catholic theologians such as Jean Baptist

Metz, Franz Mussner, John T. Pawlikowski, Glemens Thoma, Michel Remaud,
Gregory Baum, have devoted themselves to this task and have made important
orip.inal contributions to the elaboration of a new doctrine.

In particular

the works of Prof. Mussner and Prof. "ntoma which attempt t o develop a new
systematic Catholic theology on the Jews and Judaism are of the highest
significance.
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' Parallel to these doctrinal efforts great progress has been made in
introducing teaching on Jews and Judaism and of Jewish religious and
historical subjects in the

curriculu~

seminaries and at the U!li.versity.

of Catholic students both at the

This has happened happily in many places

and will greatly help to prepare a new generation of Catholic religious
leaders for their pastoral tasks.

The courses which have been introduced

and the arranp.ements which have f.i. been ma.de between ·the Pontifical
Biblical Institute and the Hebrew University are pioneering in this field
and should be warmly welcomed and serve as an example.
There is finally another e'ssential aspect which I should like to stress
in this connection: the ecumenical one.

There is no doubt that the Vatican

statement has stimulated thinking and theological research in Christian
circles and colil!llunities far beyond the Catholic Church itself.

If we have

today ongoing relations and meetings with many confessional Christian world
unions such as the Orthodox, the Anglicans, the Lutherans, and with the
World Council of Churches itself - some of which have issued their own
statements on Christian-Jewish relations - I believe it is in no small
measure due to the development which started with Vatican Council II.

~1hile

the decision of the Council itself was probably not unaffected by the
decisions of the World Assembly of the World Council of Churches of New
Delhi in 1960 and its statement on the Jews, the WCC "Ecumenical Considerations
on Jewish Christian Dialogue" of July 1982 were certainly to a great extent
inspired by the Vatican Guidelines on Nostra Aetate.

Thus, a cross

fertilization of ideas related to a new Christian concept of Jews and
Judaism has come about and still continues to produce its stimulating effects.

IV
Let us now consider some of the organizational developments which have
come about following the promulgation of Nostr>a. Aetate and the results they
produced.
Shortly after the end of Vatican Council II, Cardinal Bea set up the
Vatican Office for Catholic-Jewish Relations.

In doing so he responded to

.~

Jewish representations which had expressed tmhappiness over the fact that
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matters relating to the Jewish community were handled by the Secretariat
of Christian Unity while Jews did not consider themselves as part of the
Christian Oekumene.
It was to this off ice that the World Jewish Congress and the Synagogue
Council of America submitted in November 1969 a memorandum in which they
sugge sted the setting up of a more permanent framework to deal with major
aspect s of Christian Jewish relations.

The basis for such a development

had been l aid in an audience which Pope Paul VI had granted to World Jewish
Congress leaders several months earlier and during which he expressed "the
hop e t hat opportunities would be developed for the cooperation of the Church
with the Jewish people ... in the service of common human causes."
This led finally to the first formal meeting between representatives of
the Holy See and representatives of world Jewry in December 1970 in Rome.
The Catholic deleFation presided by Cardinal Willebrands was composed of
representatives of the Secretariat for Christian Unity and of a number of
Congregations~

Commissions and Institutes dealing with different aspects

affecting the Jewish community .

The Jewish community was represented by a

newly formed body, the International Jewish Committee on lnterreligious
Consultations (IJCIC) in which several major Jewish organizations had joined
to represent effectively Jewish interests before the central bodies of the
Churches.
The meeting adopted a Memorandum of Understanding which outlined the
framework of com:non concerns and which served as a basis for the future
relationship.

It agreed to set up a permanent international Liaison

Committee whose objects were:

1) the impFovement of mutual understanding

between the two religious communities,

2) exchange of information, and

3) possible cooperation in areas of common concern.
In October 1974 the organizational framework was considerably strengthened
by the decision of Pope Paul VI to set up, at the suggestion of the Liaison
Committee, a special Commission for Religious Relations with Judaism, under
the presidency of Cardinal Willebrands.

This commission administratively
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linked to the Secretariat of Christian Unity, but endowed with a certain
autonomy thus established a proper and legitimate place among the curial
authorities to those who are charged with Christian-Jewish relations.
Since its establishment the International Catholic-Jewish Liaison
Committee has held 11 sessions in Paris, Marseilles, Antwerp, Rome, Jerusalem,
Venice , Toledo and .Madrid, Regensburg, London, Milano and Amsterdam.

Each

of these sessions have usually been devoted to the discussion of a major
theme.

At the same t ime the meetings afforded the opportunity of exchanging

views and information on a number of topical issues which one of the parties
wished to raise with the other.
Among the major topics discussed let me cite the following:

People,

nation and land in the Jewish and Christian religious traditions;
concept of human rights in the Jewish and Catholic tradition;
witness of the Church;

the

Mission and

the image of Judaism in Christian education and the

image of Christianity in Jewish education;
of secularism to .our religious commitments;
to the present situation of violence;

religious freedom;

the challenge

the sanctity of life in relation

youth and faith.

It is planned that

a selection of papers read at these sessions will soon be published in a
volume under the auspices of the Lateran University.
In between the sessLons of the Liaison CoDmJittee contact

~as

maintained

notably through IJCIC's representatives in Rome, and a small Steering
Committee was set up to meet regularly with a view to exchanging information
and of preparing the larger meetings.
The Co1IEDission for Religious Relations with the Jews was also helpful
in

bringing issues of Jewish interest in which it was not competent to

the notice of other authorities of the Holy See.

It should be gratefully

acknowledged that the Holy See has been able in certain cases to support
our demands and to act in favor of Jewish communities in distress in several
continents.
This led finally to the establishment of opportunities for IJCIC to
raise and discuss some major questions of Jewish concern with the political
authorities of the Vatican.
exchanges of views .

Certain important initiatives are due to these
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v
When we assessed at the session of the International Liaison Committee
in 1976 the progress made during the first ten years of Nostra Aetate, the
Jewish delegation called attention particularly to three areas which
constituted in its view the fields in which major obstacles had been
encountered.
The first was the Christian concept of mission which hurt the feelings
of the Jewish communities.

The second was the problem of the full acceptance

of our COimDOn history without which a meaningful relationship could not be
established.

And the third referred to the necessity to acknowledge the

particular bond between the Jewish community and the land of Israel as an
essential trait of Jewish religious self-understanding.
Certain progress ha·s been made in these fields.
"Mission and witness of the Church" was the subject of one of the most
important study papers submitted to the Liaison Committee at its session in
Venice in 1977.

It had been prepared by Professor Tonnnaso Federici of the

Pontifical Urbanian University with the assistance of Mgr. Pietro Rossano,
then Secretary of the Secretariat for non-Christians.

The unqualified

condemnation of proselytism and the rejection of "all attempts to set up
organizations of any sort" for the conversion of Jews in this paper
represented in Jewish eyes "a significant development in the Church that
is bound to contribute to a deeper understanding between the two faiths."
The Federici paper

~as

theological publications.

reprinted in a ntUDber of reputed Catholic
It was generally well received and we should

ask ourselves what further steps should be undertaken to give the main
theses of the paper a more general recognition.
As to the second problem towards

~hich

the central Church authorities

had shown in the past a great timidity, I have already quoted some of the

speeches of Pope John Paul II 'in which mention is made of our unhappy
history and in which a relationship between the false religious vision of
the Jewish people ·by the Church and the misjudgments and persecutions in
history is acknowledged.

Cardinal Etchegaray has taken up the issue in

his remarkable intervention before the Synod of Bishops

1n

1983.
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But we have also learned to deal with this problem in a pragmatic way.
Of particular significance in this respect was our meeting in Spain in 1978
whose first session was held in Toledo in the old synagogue El

Transito~

later transformed into a Church, and today a museum, in the presence of
the Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo and Primate. of Spain, and during which
we commemorated t he Jewish presence in Spa in up to .1492.

This act as well

as others that followed in Madrid was of a highly symbolic character and
all participants as well as the community at large understood it in this
sense.

The meeting of our Steering Committee in Trento in 1979 was of a

similarly symbolic nature, as was a commemoration in Regensburg during the
session of the Liaison Committee in that city in 1979 and the visit to· the
Anna Frank House in Amsterdam in 1984.
The is sue of Israel and the deep bonds of the Jewish people to the
land and State of Israel have of course come up frequently in our discussions.
The political crises in the Middle East and some of the attitudes adopted
by the Holy See in this respect have offered many occasions to present the
Jewish point of view on these issues.

It is known that our positions in

this matter are far apart although some advance can be noticed also in .
this field.
The Apostolic letter of Pope John Paul II on the City of Jerusalem of
April 1984 speaks with great reverance of the fact that "Jews ardently love
her and in every age venerate her memory, abundant as she is in many
remains and monuments from the time of David who chose her as the capital,
and of Solomon who built the Temple there.

Therefore they turn their minds

to her daily, one may say, and point to her as the sign of their nation."
Of equal importance is the affirmation:

"For the Jewish people -who

live in the State of Isra.el and who preserve in that land such precious
testimonies to their history and their faith,

we

must ask for the desired

security and the due tranquillity t hat is the prerogative of every nation
and condition of life and of progress for every society."
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We also acknowledge that the recent "Notes" published by the Commission
for Religious Relations with the Jews mention for the first time the State
of Israel and recognize the religious attachment to the land of the Jews who

(

preserve "the memory of the land of their forefathers at the heart of their
hope."

If the "Notes" have generated· critical remarks on the Jewish side,

it is above all bec ause they raise in the Jewish mind some questions of a
very deep nature. ·We know that the answers to these questions can only be
given by Catholics and that there are no easy answers.

This refers

particularly to the question how to relate the invitation to Christians to
understand the religious attachment to the land based on biblical tradition,
without making it their own interpretation of the scriptures, and the
\ confirmation of the unbroken validity of the "Old" Covenant whose central
point was the promise of the land.

VI
There are some further areas in which implementation of Nostra Aetate
has taken place.
The establishment of central organs by which the dialogue is being
conducted has found its counterpart on the national level.

National

Commissions or national offices on Catholic-Jewish relations have been
created in a number of countries which have followed

developments~

established

close relations with the Jewish comnunities of their countries and taken
important initiatives in the field.

Dialogues on the national and local

level have spread in many places and in Latin America a special relationship
has been developed and a series of meetings have been held between
representatives of the Latin American Bishops Conference and the representative body of the Jewish communities of the continent.
ln the field of liturgy we have to recall the important change which
has been made on the eve of the Council in the Goodfriday prayer for Jews
,,...- by Pope John XXIII in 1959, as well as Pope Paul VI's extensive revision of

the prayer "For the Jews" - instead of "Fo-r the conversion of the Jews" in 1969.

These were important steps in the direction of mutual understanding

and respect.
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Mention must also be made of the decree of the Congregation of Rites

-

issued on the day Nostra Aetate was promulgated banning further veneration ·
of Simon of Trent, a boy allegedly murdered by Jews in 1475 after serious
historical research had clearly established the falsehood of these
accusations.

-

A similar battle is at present

coura~eously

fought by the

Bishop oflnrsbruck against the continued veneration uf Andreas von Rinn in
Tyrol, the hero of a similar blood l ibel legend although Pope John X.XIII
had already prohibited the cult in 1961.
In some countries efforts have been undertaken to improve religious
textbooks and to prepare guides for teaching material in religious
institutions.

It is to be hoped that following the recent publication of

the "Notes" with their detai l ed program on religious instruction these
efforts will expand in the future and the Jewish organizat:ians will have to
-

see to it that a similar effort be made on their side.
Finally, we have to mention some efforts to implement the call in the
Guidelines for joint social action.

It is strange to note that this chapter

--

of the Guidelines has so far been rather neglected and it would be important
to examine the reasons for this neglect.

In some countries, particularly in

the United States, collaboration between the Catholic and Jewish communities
_,,.-has taken place particularly in the humanitarian field.
But very little has been done in this respect on the international level.
The only example which I could cite is the very constructive and successful
cooperation between Catholic and Jewish bodies in the final elaboration of
the UN Declaration on the elimination of all forms of intolerance and of
discrimination based on religion or belief which was adopted by the UN
General Assembly on 25 November 1981.
In the midst of a '1.'orld torn apart by conflicts, violence, poverty,
exploitation and social injustice a concerted effort of all spiritual forces
is more necessary than ever if we want to overcome the calamities and sufferings,
the threats and dangers of the present.

The organization of an ongoing

collaboration in this field is a serious challenge for the future.
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VII
Havin~

thus examined the developments of

Nost~a

Aetate during the

last twenty years, we ask ourselves: what are the perspectives for the
future?

Is the movement of which we have been the witnesses and which

has shown such significant expansion in many ways irreversible?
I be lieve it is.

I believe the chanres which have come

abou~

are

of such a momentous nature that it would be inconceivable to set the clock
back .

I am deeply encouraged in this respect by the speech .which Pope

John Paul II made in Caracas to the "Committee of relations between Churches
and Synagogues in Venezuela" in January of this year.

He quoted this

statement and expanded on it in an audience granted to the American Jewish
Committee in February 1985 in Rome.
"I wish to confirm, he said, with utmost conviction, that the

teachin~

of the Church proclaimed during the Second Vatican Council in the Declaration

NostPa Aetate .. . remains always for us, for the Catholic Church, for the
Episcopate ... and for the Pope, a teaching which must be followed - a
teaching which it is necessary to accept not merely as something fitting,
but much more as an expression of the faith, as an inspiration of the Holy
Spirit, as a wori!t of t·he Di vine Wisdom."
And he added in Rome:

"I am convinced and I am happy to state it on

this occation, that the relationships between Jews and Christians have
radically improved in these years (since Nostra Aetate) .
distrust and perhaps fear, there is now confidence.

Where there was

Where there was

ignorance, and therefore prejudice and stereotype, there is now growing
mutual knowledge, appreciation and respect.

There is> above all, love

between us, that kind of love, I mean, which is for both of us a fundamental
injunction of our religious traditions and which the New Testament received
from the Old.

Love involves understanding .

It also involves frankness and

the freedom to disagree in a brotherly way where there are reasons for it."
These words of the Pope are most reassuring.

On the eve of the

meeting of the Extraordinary Synod of Bishops which will review the
achievements of Vatican Council II, we turn therefore with confidence to

..
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its members.

We are convinced that they will ensure that the promises of

Nostyia Aetate will be respected in the future and that the process of
renewal of our relationship so hopefully initiated by the Council will be
further advanced.
Arthur Hertzberg, in his thoughtful and provocative contribution to
the symposium on "Nostra Aetate - twenty years on" published in the last
issue of Christian Jewish Relations, has expressed the view that the
dialogue has practically reached its theological limit and that no further
change is possible and he tries to prove this thesis in stating that the
deepest expectations of Catholics - on the theological level - and the
expectations of Jews - on the political level - are unattainable.
Thus, we have to ask ourselves: are we really at the end of the road?
Let me state very clearly that I do not share Hertzberg's views.
the contrary, I feel that we have still a long way to go.

On

Our relationship

is not guided by logic alone and, as I said before, Nostra Aetate and the
Christian-Jewish dialogue have shown time and again their inner dynamics
and have led us to unforeseen advances.
the case in the future as well.

I think this will continue to be

I do not believe that the present political

situation is frozen for ever and I do not believe that all theological
reflections, f.i. on two covenant theologies, have been exhausted.

And 1

feel strongly that the convict ion of each of .our two coIIJllUlities that it
possesses the ultimate truth - which each of us affirms with force - is
not an obstacle to further progress in the dialogue.
What then are the perspectives for _the future?
1.

In the first place I believe we have to carry the message of what has

been achieved in the past two decades to a much larger public.

Christian~

Jewish relations is an area that is still far from being known to the grass
roots of our constituencies.

It is confined to an intellectual elite, to a

restricted number of people in the leadership of our communities; it has
rarely reached wider circles.

The development of .a comprehensive program

of dissemination and explanation is necessary if we want to make a real
impact on the broad mass of our constituents and appropriate structures
will have to be created for this purpose,
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2.

There are still

many

pockets of resistance in the Catholic Church

and there are significant residues of suspicion in parts of the Jewish
community and this is not surprising.
said:

Cardinal Willebrands has rightly

"It has taken us around 2000 years to arrive at Nostr>a Aetate.

It cannot be expected that everything will be undone, magically,in twenty
years."

We will both have to examine how we can ove.rcome this resistance

and how we can convince our followers that the entire effort is undertaken
in the fullest respect of the identity of each of our communities, that
the fears and suspicions are out of place and that the new dialogue has
nothing to do with the old disputations of the Middle Ages whose memory
ti

hants still many Jews.
3.

Our time is characterized by a serious trend toward religious extremism

and fanaticism and the phenomenon has spread in many directions and has also
affected our own coODDUnities .

Let us clearly see the dangers of such

developments and unite our f.orces to combat these tendencies.
4.

We have seen that there is still a large area before us for conceptual

clarifications and theo l ogical reflection.

And while this reflection has

to be made by each co1IDDunity for itself, it may be helpful to create
appropriate forums which are acceptable to both sides, in which this

...
' 1 ...

reflection can be deepened and promoted .
5.

There is finally the considerable scope for cooperation and common

action in the service of justice and peace which - as we have seen - has
barely been touched upon.
Some of these challenges will be diffi cult to master .
perseverance and faith . we will succeed.

But with patience,

If we have overcome tensions and

crises in the past, it is mainly due to the spirit of great openness and
frankness which has characterized in the main our relationship. Let me
express on this occasion our gratitude particularly to our Catholic colleagues
who have carried the main burden of our daily labours and to whom we have
not always been easy partners.

Let me evoke the memory of those who are

_,

•

•
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not any more with us:

Cornelius Rijk and Jean Marie de Contenson whom

we remember with emotion and affection.

Let me thank those with whom we

continue our fruitful cooperation and who have in so l arge a measure
contributed to the developments:
Mgr.

Jor~e

Mejia.

Cardinal Johannes Willebrands and

Let me include in this homage also Bishop Ramon Torrella

Cascante who during the Cardinal's absence from Rome directed the work for
several years .
And may our cot11IOOn work be blessed al so in the future!

Rome, October 28, 1985

GERHART M. RIEGNER
Co-Chairman, Governing Board
World Jewish Congress

I .

\:,

·~·

PRF.S~ R~~E:

12th Meeting o~ th~ -i nternational · ~-th~fic.:.Jewisb blaison Co~ittee~, 'Rome, ·oct. 28-30, 1985
·

Cat~olic-Jewish

The · rnternatlonal

Liaison Committee committed ·

itself to a program of action for the immedi"ate future. The six poinr·s
•

•

of the program are:

•

I

'

•

'

•

\

~•

'

•

to . ·disseminate and explain the

l)

•

a~hievements

2) to undertake an

of the past two decades
to . our two
communitfes
.
: .
. .
. 1
'

~

•

effort to overcome the residues of :indifference; resistance and suspi- '
'

.. .

cion that may still.. .Pr~vau · in ._ so_;ne .. sectiot:ts of. our commun.i ties 1

"

3) to work together .in combatting tendencies · toward religious extremism

-

·and fanatism1
reflection in

4>'.. to
~oth

promote conceptual clarificat~ons
and theological
.
'

communi ti.es and to create appropriate forums accep-

table to both sides,

in

51

which this reflection. can be .. deepened,

to foster cooperation and common acti'on for justice and peace,

5)

6) to undertake a joint study of the historical events and the~log~cal
implications of the extermination of tbe Jews of Europe _during World
War I I (frequently called the "Holocaust" or, in Hebrew,
ste~ring

Sho~h).

A

committee..wi.11 be established to work out the :details of this

program.

This,. the twelfth meeting of the International Catholic-Jewish
Liaison Committee,

~ook

·place on October 28-30, 1985 at ·the offices

of the Secretariat for Promoting <;;hristian

U~ity

of the Holy See. The

event was timed to. coincide with the twentieth anniversary of the Second
Vatican Council's ·decla.ration on the
and the Jewish people, Nostra Aetate,
.:

. .....
·-·.

.

relationsh~p

n.4.

between the Church

That document, whose Latin

' title, ta~en ·from its openi~g woi-ds , .means "In Ou~ Ti.mes", was promulga-

~ ·~·

:........
tea on Ocfober 28, 1965, by Pope Paul . VI together with the · 2,2~1 Coun-

. . ..

cil Fathers.

..

The International Liaison Couunittee was found in 1970 as a means

of implementing. the Council ls cal1 for the institution of ongoing dialo.

.

'

!• .

.

•

.

.·

.

gt.ie between the Church and the Jewish people after centuries of· mistrust and often tragic conflict. The Committee is composed ofo re pre-

.
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sentati~es of · the Holy See's ComDilssiGn for : Religious ·Rela:tions. with·
.
.
~he

the Jews and of

International J.ewfsb ·Committee for Interreligious

Consultations (IJCIC).

Highlighting the event. was an ai.uHence·
· with
..
:.. .
.Pope: John Patil II
.
on the afternoon 9f October 28th.• . Cardinal :Johannes Willebrands, presi,- .
dent of the Holy . ~ee 1 s ·Commission, · i~~ro.duce.d t~e Liaison ·coinmittce
I

'

to the Pope, who has met pr.e viously with its ,members on :ear-lier .occasions.

Waxman, chail'. of IJCIC, hailed No~t.ra Aetate·

Rabbi Morde<!a·i

and subsequent papal statemen~·s as ·documents which ..had re.voluti~ni.z~d.
Christian-Jewish ··relations arid .cr~ated ne~ ~pportu~\i tles· f~r . dialogue.
Rabbi :Jiaxman ' point~d out that the creation . of the State of Israel .was
likewi~e

t~inking

a revoluti.on ip Jewish history which calls "f or new

by both Cathoiics_. .a~d Je~s.

The ." rope, '~or. his _p art·,. re;~(.~inne~ the ~~urch's . comm.itment .t o
an~ . . the.· uniquert"ess of ~he -~acred

Nostra Aetate
•

•

• •

'

•

•

•

..

•

•

•

'\link11 · b~fw~en t~e .
•

#

•

•

•

••

•

•

•

Church an~ t~e ~ewish pe~pie which he ·called one· of "parentage • ••. s"tem- .
ming _ from the mysterious w.i ll "of God". The Pop~'. ad.ded:· "!am -sure you
•

•

#

•

•

will work "{ith even ._gr.eater d.edicatio~ ;..·.for co~~t.antly.: de~p~r m~tu~l

f~r ; ~ven " gt:eat~r 'iii.t 'erest·

kno"'.ledge,

the legitima·t e" co'~cer.ns ·.·of

in

espe~ially for' c~llabor-ation· in t-h~· many· fields -wher:-e

each other' and .

.

.

j ~

:

.

•

•

•

oin: faith in_ one :- God · and· our . c~mmon · respect for his .image in all men
comuiit~ent 11 •

and women .invite our witne_ss and

At tne. me-e ti.ng of t.he L~aison_: _Corilllii.t ·tee, Cardinal WHl.ebrands

.

.

.

-

and Dr • .Gerhard · Riegner ·of the Wo.r:ld; J~wisq Congress as~es~ed· develop• .1''

• ·,'

'

'

.ments since' the ·'. prorinilgation
'

' '

p~ogress

'

'

I

•

'

•

'

'

:·

'

•

.

•

'

•

~

:

• ..

re.markable
'

:and .areas: ~tiere'. fur:t.her :ef.fOr.ts· ·toward u_ndefstanding are needed

were cite~. Catdi~al· Willebrands .de.c iare4.:
~'·

I

of". .NQs.t ra1'.Aet.a te • ._e.o th. ai;-eas ·of

.

"Lf?"t

_u.s . try

· to see very

clearly wh·ere we _ a~e . g~ing, ho'!-' we should_ iµov~ to get therf?, and in
which way we · c~n al~eady :t .ransfate our ·r~la'tionship · in1;o concrete forms
'

~

.

.

of . col'laboration . to~ards all men and women., ·in a· world torn by · hate,
'violence,. di~crimination and also indifference · for" th.e . poor, the , sick,

the elderly aild the oppressed".
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Dr.

Ri~gn_er ·stated: "On the eve of the 'm·e cting of the. Extnaordi-

nary Synod ·.of ·8isliops
· which will re.view· the achievem~nts of Vatican
,.
:·.Council . II, ve "turn:. with corif'idence to its members_, We ".are convinced

-

.

·that they .w.ill"ensure. ~. that tJl~ "process . of renewal ' of· our relationship
s~· hopefully initiated by the Council w'i U

be further

adv;mced1i.

· Dr. Eugene ·J • .Fishei:-, Secr~tary for· .Cathol°ic-Jewish· Relations
for the

u·. s·.

Catholic Bishops' ·conference·,. ' presented a detailed · anaiysis

of Nostra A'etate . in the · lighit of. the .t~o

See

design~d

~~_jo.r

doc,:iments .of the Holy

to_ impl~!l'ent its teaching: the "Guidelines and Suggestions

for Implementing Nos·t ra · Aetate,. n'b4 (1975) · and "Notes· for the· Corre·c t .
Pr~sentation

of · Jevs . and Judaism in Preaching ·and Catechesis in the

. Roman
·revealed
the 'dfl\amic and·
. · Catholic -Church" · (1985)~ The. analysis
' .
.
~

still ·. developing .character of th~ Chur~h is. cohtinuing . renewal in . the

light

of

its dialogue with the Jevs as ~d's: People~

than Christianity·,

11 .Ju~aism,

comes from God", FiSher conciuded.

·central ' message of · the ,. Second· V_a tiCan Council,. ·and

no less

"Thi~ ·was the

01w ·

to- which we

Catholics must re--commit ourselves fn ea~h · generation" ·~ ·
.

.

..

.

.

'

sented Dr·J~~~~tre1e~lff1:rt&f th~e M~f&f"' tlJ.niJWfc~ti~U?irl'N~Wes19th

pre-

its .
p·o sitive aspects (e.g ~ , · .. on·' the :. Jewish ·roots · of Christianity, the appreciation of the Pharisees) with tbos~ that had .c aused disappointment
. · · (e.g.·, th~ faiiure · to appreciate _.d~ep l~v~ls ·~f .Jewish self~understan. · ·ding· and the inadequate· ireatmeri"t :·o r 'the Holocaust)." ·
· -

·.·..

~

·, .

1)

: .· ..:--'4··1'.~·

.

'

From within ·1:he context of the self-unde.r standing of the Catholic

~hur~h,'M-~gr

Jorge_ Mejia, . Seci;et.ary o_f the · vatica.n Commission, proposed
c

.

some appropr_iate · "hermeneutica1 keys~'

for . the

proper understanding·

of .sections of-'. the "Notes" whiCh have raised problems"- o.f interpretation.

In the light· of the

. tations,

ex~hanged

views: which followed .these presen-

significant . areas for . ·further study'. and ·clarification. were

raised by the participants.

Regional r e ports were given on the status of relations between
Catholics and Jews in
America.

Lat~n

·America, Europe, ·Israel., Africa and North

Tbes.e provided a survey of concerns on all

lev~lS

of ·the

relationship,

from

local ·communities to· nat'ional and international

perspectives .

A special report was . made by· -Sisters Shirley Sedawie

and Margareth McGrath of the Congregation of the Lady of · Sien · on the
(Servi~e ·

work in Rome. of SIDIC

International · de documentation . Judlo-

Ctiretienne) and · the : Congregation.' s ce"ters: in varfo.t.is · parts of the
w~rld

dedicated to fostering Catholic-Jewish reconciliation.

On the evening of
sp~cial

a

symposium

h~ld

Octob~r

: 30, the . .Li~ison Committee attended

at the P.o ntiflcal Lateran University to comme-

mor(lte the. 850th anniversary of the birth .of. the . great

Je~ish

philoso-

pher ·Moses ben ·Maimon (Maimonides) • .Papers· onthe thought of Maimonides .
were presented by Rev. Jacques-Marcel · Dubois·, . O.P. ,. director of the
.,.·

. department of

~bilosopby

of Hebrew Uniyersity j.n Jerusalem ·and Rabbi
I

.W alter S • Wurzburger,

professor of philosophy at Jeshiva University!

·.in New York.
,

I

A lsit of . th~ members of
pant~

(* )
'·

'\

in the

m~eting.

~he

Liaison Committee and of partici-

i s here attached • .

;IJCIC, th~ .International J.evish Committee for. Interreligious
Consultations, is compo.s ed of the World Jewl.shi . Congr.ess·, the
· ·syn.ago'gue ·cou.n cll ·of America,· the· ·American'. Jewish Coinmittee,
the . Israel Jewish Council· for Inter.religious . Consulta.t i'?ns, and
B1 nai B'rith.

s.
ugly heads again.
Tht aim of the "Notes" is nevertheless a positive one, as it
is said in the Conclusion.
They em·isage the. formation of Catholics
"riot only for object·ivity, justice and tolerance" (which .would already
mean a iot), but "also for Wlderstanding· and dialogue": in fact "our
two traditions are · so related that they. cannot ignore each other 11 ,
as is frequently still the case, thus 11mutual kilo"·ledge must be encouraged a~ every level".
earnestly hope that the deep study of many paragraphs in
the present text, done by both · parts, also in . the context of a discussion free of preconceptions and carefully attentive to the sometimes
delicate nuances, will help towards this all important aim, which
. is also the condition sine gua non for . conunon action, truly efficient,
in fav'o ur of the ideals we hold dear and have inherited on both sides
from the common biblical tradition.
We

(24/6/1985)
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Pope andJews: Strain·Amid Celebration
By E. J. DIONNE Jr.
't;lll'ia-Uke Crawl'
1bis struck the Jewish groups as
spt<;a1 "'Tiit New Yart Timts
'"'?le h_ave proceeded at best lb tbe ·denying the rellglom significan~ of IsROME, Oct. 28 · - Pope Jobn·Paul II slowest possible CUria-like crawl, at rae[
Jews..
met with a group of Jews today to eel~ worst in a retrograde way," Mr. Singer 1be Nazi crunes against the Jews
brate the 20th anniversary of a Second ·said in a telephone interview from New ; were treated in a brief passage that
Vatican Council d0<.."Ument that revolu- York.
! struck the Committee on Interreligious
lioni~ed Roman Ca~olic teaching on . Mr. Singer said that as a resUlt ot rus :.consultations _as brusque.
.
.
J~da1sm. _T he meetl.Jl.8 came amid . ·negative assessment of the ~
Vatican officials have maintained
signs_ of d1ff1culty m cathoijc-Jewish : sions, he chose not to come to Rome.
that the notes had to be read alongside
relations.
bbi Marc Tannenbaum
other . Catholic statements and were
It was two decades ago today that tbe Or 0
consistent with a policy of discussion
Council adopted "Nostra Aetate" ("In
ericanJewisbCommJtteeanda£tk and mutual tolerance.
Our Times"). a document that, among
M CilbOll&JewtSb reJiBOlli
.
other things, declared the Roman snarp wue With Mi. Slnge?s &.; of
catholic Church's view that Jews as a the discussion so far.
group could not be held responsible for
"I think he's shooting from the hip,"
·the death of Jesus.
Rabbi Tannenbaum said alter meeting
The documenl also said that the
·th the Pope today.
church '.'deplores. the ha~, the
Rabbi Tannenbaum said he believed
~rs~uons and ~lays '?f anti~mi- there
Vatican ottidals who took a
tJSm directed ag~t ~ Jews, and ":.:onsE:. \':3tive view" and were Seetln& .
referred to _Christianity'~. ''c:oo:unon to ~law down tbe discussion. But be sata
P<':~mony with the Jews.
that "progi'1!ssives" within tbe Vatican
October.28, l~. w~.both a.historic were seeking to further tbe relatioilabip
an~ revolut1onarydat~. Rabbi Morde- and that John Paill.'s own statements
ca1 W~man, th~ chairman of tbe In- indicated his sympathy. . . .
ternatlonal Jewish Committee on In-·
. · ·
terreHgious Consultations, said lo a
A ~lear sign of difficulty In the disconversation with John Paul today "It c~1ons: came last . June. ~ the
·
.
.
·
Vatican issued " notes" on hoW Roman
ma_rked a turnmg a"".ay from 18 ceo- Catholics shOUld ~ceive Jews 1be
. tunes often characterized by both mis.
_
· .
·J
understanding and persecution ,,
!totes_ drew ~~ c_rltidsm from ew.
isb f1gw:es, induding Rabbi Tannen.
Papal View of Anti-Semtdsm
baum. ·
·
John Paul· replied that " anti-Semi- • Although the notes strongly cootism, in i.ts ugly and.sometimes violent demoed anti-Semitism ··and criticized
manifestations, should be completely ''a painful ignorance of the· history and
eradicated."
.
. traditions of 'Judaism," they alao io"Better still,'' he said, " a positive eluded passages that ooncemed the
view of each religion, with due res'pect Jews. The Committee on Intereligious
for each, will surely emetge, as Is al- . · Consult<at.1011.s refered to tbe document
ready the case in so many places."
as haviI?g "a regressive spirit." .
The audience was part of a canter- I Tb.¢ document said, for example,
ence this week between Jewish and , that the state .:>f .lsrael ."should be enGatholic figures .on the relations t>&. · visaged not in a perspective which is ittween the two faiths.
self religi,ous."
But despite th!! exchange of warm
words, some Jews are dissatisfied with
the pace and·content of the discussion
and are worried that the Vatican may
be seeking to slow it down. Although
most J eWish figures welcome the big
improvement in cathOlic-Jewish relations over two decades, there are divi- ·
sions among J eWish groups over how
the discussions should be pursued.
· "I feel that after 20 years of discussion, after whar·was a quantwu leap
after 2,000 years of persecution and
anti-Semitism, we have proceeded at a
snail's pace," said Israel Singer, general secretary .:>1 the World Jewish Congress.

for

neef

w'!re

:·
t.,.

...

'
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.Covenant with the land (of Israel) established by thel
An Historic Meeti~:
God of Abraham and his descendants encl~res, even (
POPE COMMITS THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
as
_the covenant of the Torah abides. 11 In direct res- ~
TO ITS ONGOING RELATIONSHIP AND
ponse to Jewish concern over the ambiguous treatDIALOGUE WITH THE JEWISH COMMUNITY
'
.
ment
of Israel in the Vatican Notes, Johannes Cardi
By Marc Tanenbaum
nal Willebrands, president of the Vatican SecretarVATICAN CITY / Oct .. 31 (JTA) -- In an historic
iat on Religious Relations with Jews, declared at
meeting held here on October 29--20 years to the
_the or.:nins working session:
day on which Nostra .Aetate was adopted by an over'It will be recognized on two points that may
whelming vote of Vatican Counci I II -- Pope John
have seemed insufficient to some, that for the first
Paul 11 described the past two decades in Catholictime the Catholic Church, at the highest level, 11
Jewish relations as 11eg!ch-ncking, and committed
;
has told its catechists, its preachers and its teachers,
the Catholic Churcfi 'Tu this relationship and dialogue
to
consider the religious link of the Jewish people
with the Jewish community. 11
with the land of l'helr fathers as well as the exist- ' The private audience held last Monday in the
ence of the state of Israel in the context of interAp0$tolic Palace began three days of intensive examnational law1 and to try to understand the meaning o
-ir1ation of the state of Catholic-Jewish relations in
the Shoah, the Holocaust."
_·
North and South America, Western Europe, Israel,
In light of progress mode in many parts of the
and Africa. Before the largest group cf Catholic and
world, especially in the United States, in CatholicJewish leaders &om across the globe ever assembled
Jewish understanding during the past two decodesu ~
in the Vatican, the Pope affirmed in unambiguous
Willebrancls said that given the Church's clear stand
language the following commitments of the Catholic
goinst anti-Semitism, "it becomes every day more·
Church in its relations with Judaism and the Jewish
ifficult to have it (anti-Semitism) linked with
·
official, approved Catholic teaching. It may draw )
people:
* He called the 11spiritual links" between Catholics
from other sources, secular or pseudo-relii;iious, and
and Jews 11~_d., 11 soying that there is "a real
this we have to a$$ess carefully. But we .all agree
·~entage' which we have with that religious comthat it is another problemo And as we in the Catholic
.munify (Judar sm) a"Yone. 11
·
Church have a long experience of anti-Catholicism17
* Contrary to some ambiguous language in the refOming from many sources, we can perhaps use this
cently-published Vatican "Notes," he affirmed the
'xperience, as it has been done in certain places 11
permanent validity of Judaism, asserting that "God doe!
'ike the USA, to counter the anti-Semitic plague. !
not reject his people. 11 Instead, he proposed that the
'A Ouestion Of Fidelity'
Vatican Notes ''will greatly help tawardldreeing our .
_catechetical and religious teaching of a negative or
Prior to this meeting, there was much 5pecula7
_ inaccurate presentation of Jews and Judaism" and
tion growing out of the controversy over the Va1tican
Notes as to whether the Vatican was "regressing" in w!.11 "help to promote respect, appreciation and indeed
its commitments to improved Catholic:,Jewish re lations.
love for one and the othef . "
· '* He urged that "anti-Semitism in _its ugly and someCardinal Willebrands who as an aide to the late times violent manifesrotions should be completely eradCardinal Bea played a key role in the drafting of ..
icated0 Better still, a positive view of each of our
Nostro Aetate, nailed the speculation on the
·
religions, with due respect of the identity of each,
head..
will surely emerge, as is already the case in so many
"The Godhead is behind the text of Nostro .
places. 11
Aetate," he said, and "the changed relationship with
'* In apparent response to the criticism that the
Judaism is not a question of practical decision,
Vatican Notes, issued on June 24,were inadequate
however noble and high flu~ our motivations may
in their treatment of the Nazi Holooaust, the Pope
be for that . It is for us, as Catholics, a questio:n of
called on "Catholics ••• to .fathom the depths of
fidelity to our vocation, a part of our response to ·
God.
.
the extermination of many million Jews during the
"This is why there could never be a question ,
Second World War and the wounds thereby inflicted on
of drawing back from Nostro Aetote . There can only
the consciousness of the Jewish people." He also added
be a question about going forward,, II the Dutch Cardi·
that Christians needed 11 theological reflection" on the
nol stated.
meaning of the Holocaust for Christianity.
At the close of the three-day meeting, the
A Turning Point Cited
Vatican and tJCl·C groups agreed to establish a
:
joi nt steering committee to advance relations betvieer
Rabbi Mordecai Waxman of Great Neck, New York _
Catholics and Jews throughout the world, with par_chairman of the International Jewish Committee on
ticulor attention to be given to the deepening of '
_. lnterreligious Consultations (IJCIC), in his opening
. statement to the Pope1 asserted that Nostro Aetate1
knowledge and understanding on the part of Cathothe Vatican Declaration on Catholic-Jewish Relations,
lics about the meaning to them of the Nazi Holocaust
"marked a turning away from eighteen centuries often
and the relationship of the Jewish people to lsmet
Virtually all the Jewish participants concluded
characterized by both misunderstandi~ and persecuthat this historic meeting has put the locomotive of
tion, toward a dialogue" that has fostered "mutual unCatholic-Jewish relal'ions back on the tracks.
derstanding and respect."
Speaking in behalf of IJCIC's member agencies,
:\
Waxman underscored that after the Holocaust, "the
creation of the State of Israel restored us (the Jewish
people) as a factor in history," and religiously and
spiritually as well. He then told the Pope, "the
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AGRADECIMENTOS

Dr. Elijass Gliksmanis
cuja generosidade tornou possivel
a concretiza.~ao deste sonho

A Hebraica
Federa~ao lsraelita do Estado de Sao Paulo

Varig/Cruzeiro
Dr. Israel Klabin
Dr. Jose Mindlin
Calabrone
Empresas Bloch
Grand Hotel Ca'd'Oro
Hannah Brandt

e
Dr. Henrique

Aosenb~rg

cuja dedicac;ao tomou possrvel
a concretlzac;ao deste sonho

. ABERTURA . ..
Domingo, 3 de novembro
20:00 horas
Loe aI: "A Hebraica " . Teatro
• Hino Nacional Brasileiro
• lnvocacao
S. Em.• Dom Pa·u10.!Evaristo' Arns,
Cardeal Arcebispo de Sao Paulo

·'· ::

• Saudaryoes do Governo
S. Ex.• Dr. Andre Franco Montoro.
Governador do Estado de Sao Paulo
• Saudaryoes da CNBB
S. Ex.• Dom Jose lvo Lorscheiter,
Presidente da Conferencia Nacional dos Bispos do Brasil
• Saudaryoes do AJC
Aabino Dr. Marc H. Tanenbaum,
,
Diretor de Assuntos lnternacionais do American Jewish Committee
• lnterludio Musical
Duas cancoes sacras cat61icas
Coral Baccarelli,
sob a regencia do Maestro Silvio Baccarelli
Duas canc;oes judaicas
Coral da Congregac;ao lsraelita Pa.u lista,
sob a regencia do Maestro Carlos Slivskin
Osse Shalom (cancao de paz)
os dais corais
• Orador Convidado
S. Em.° Cardeal Jean-Marie Lustiger,
Arcebispo de Paris
Terna: ~De Auschwitz a Jerusalem: do Desespero
• Prece Final
Rabi no-Mor Eme.ritcr Prof: Dr. -F riti -Pinkuss,
Congregaryao lsraelita Paulista,
Presidente Honorario do Conselho de Fraternidade
Cristao-Judaica de Sao Paulo
• Hatikva (Hino da Esperanca do Povo Judeu)

~ Espera.n~a''.,

PRIMEIRA SESSAO DE TRABALHO:
20 Anos desde "Nostra Aetate"
Segunda-feira, 4 de novembro
9:00 horas
Local: .. A Hebraica ", Sala Plenaria
• Moderador
S. Ex.0 Monsenhor Antonio Ouarracino,
Bispo de Avellaneda (Argentina},
Presidente do CELAM (Conselho Episcopal Latino-Americana)
• Perspectiva Judaica
Rabino Dr. Marc H. Tanenbaum,
Diretor de Assuntos lnternacionais do AJC
Terna: Um Observador Judeu no Concilio Vaticano II"
M

• Perspectiva Cat61ica
Padre Humberto Porto.
Comissao Nacional de Dialogo Religioso entre Judeus e Cat61icos,
Conselho de Fraternidade Cristao-Judaica de Sao Paulo
Terna : MO lmpacto de Nostra Aetate na America Latina"
• Debates

ALMOCO DE CONFRATERNIZACAO
Segunda-feira, 4 de novembro
12:30 horas
Local : .. A Hebraica ", Restaurante Mosaico
• Orador Convidado
S. Ex.• Dr. Jose Oswaldo de Meira Penna.
Embaixador do Brasil em Israel (1967-1970)
Terna: "A ·lmportancia da · Tradi~ao Judaico-Crista
na Forma~ao da Cultura Brasileira"
• Participa~ao Especial
Luis S. Prist

SEGUNDA SESSAO DE TRABALHO:
· Relat6rios sobre o Progresso
do Dialogo Cat61ico-Judaico nas Americas

Segunda-feira, 4 de novembro
14:30 horas
Local: "A Hebraica ", Sala Plenaria
• Moderadores:
Dom Aloisio Sinesio Bohn,
linha Ecumenica da CNBB
Jacobo Kovadloff.
Oiretor de Assuntos Sul-Americanos do AJC, New York
• A Experiencia nos Estados Unidos
Dr. Eugene J. Fisher,
Secretario Executive do Departamento de Relai;oes
Cat61ico-Judaicas da National Conference of
Catholic Bishops, Washington D. C.
Padre Carlos Mullins,
Diretor de Comunicai;oes do Departamento Pastoral
Hispanico da Arquidiocese de New York.
• A Experiencia no Mexico e America Central
Dr. Sergio Nudelstejer.
Representante do AJC no Mexico
• A Experiencia no Brasil
Or. Hugo Schlesinger,
Comissao Nacional de Dialogo Religioso
entre Judeus e Cat6licos,
Conselho de Fraternidade Cristao-Judaica de Sao Paulo
• A Experiencia na America do Sul
Padre Luis Eduardo Castano,
Secretario Executive do CELAM, Bogota
Aabino Daniel Kripper,
Nueva Congregaci6n lsraelita,
La Confraternidad Judio-Cristiana, Montevideo
• Debates

TERCEIRA SESS.AO DE ."fRABALHO:
Resolu~oes

Ten;a-feira; 5 de novembro
-:: ·: :::· · g:oO~':h o'ras ·:. ·· ~ .~ ·

- ..~-'-

.~ .~

Local: "A Hebraica ", Sala Plenaria
·o Moderadores
Prof. Arnaldo Ni skier·. : ·
Membro da Academia Brasileira de l.etras - .

S. Ex.• Dom Jose Freire Falcao,
Arcebispo de Brasilia.
P,r~sidente da Sessao de Ecumenismo do CELAM

o " Cinco Seculos da Presen9a Judaica nas Americas"
Dra. Anita Novinsky,
Professora de Hist6ria do Brasil na Universidade de Sao Paulo
o • Preconceitos"
Frei Felix Neefjes ofm,
. Assessor de Ecumenismo e Oialogo Religioso da CNBB
o • Direitos Humanos"
Rabino Roberto D. Graetz.
Associa9ao Religiosa lsraelita,
Conselho de Fraternidade Cristao-Judaica do Rio de Janeiro

o " LI berdad e na Blb Ii a e Liberta9ao"
Padre Wolfgang Gruen sdb,
Conselho de Fraternidade Cristao-Judaica de Belo Horizonte

o "Cat61icos e Judeus: Encarando o Holocausto Juntas"
Judith Hershcopf Banki ,
Diretora-Assistente de Assuntos lnter-Religiosos do AJC,
New York
o • Liberdade Religiosa e ldentidade Cultural"
Dom Estevao Bettencourt osb,
Conselho de Fraternidade Cristao-Judaica do Rio de Janeiro
o • Sionismo Nao i: Racismo"
Dr. Oswaldo Aranha Filho,
Brasil
o Debates

ALMOCO DE ENCERRAMENTO

Terc;:a-feira, 5 de novembro
13;00 horas
Local: "A Hebraica ", Restaurante do Recreativo

•

u

A CNBB e

OS

Judeus"

S. Ex.a Dom Luciano Mendes de Almeida,
Secretario Geral da Conferencia Nacional
dos Bispos do Brasil
• "O Vaticano e os Judeus"
Monsenhor Jorge Mejia,
Secretario da Comissao da Santa Se
para Relac;:oes com os Judeus, Vaticano
• "Os Judeus, a CNBB e o Vaticano"
Rabino Henry I. Sobel,
Congregac;ao lsraelita Paulista,
Coordenador da Comissao Nacional de
Dialogo Religioso entre Judeus e Cat61icos
• "Cat61icos e Judeus na Nova Republica"
S. Ex.• Dr. Marco Maciel.
Ministro da Educac;ao do Brasil

..... .

~
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STEVEN O. FAENKIL. Clleirma.n e ROSALIE S. ABAAMS B THOMAS A . BAKER a STEPHEN L. HECHT a AlFAEO A. HIMMEUllCH. JR.. ViceCllalrmen B
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A CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR YOU

Dateline: NAIROBI
NACHAS ·OR NONSENSE
A discussion of the implications of the United Nations'
Decade for Women
Sunday
November 10, 1985
2:00 p.m.
Baltimore Hebrew College
5800 Park Heights Avenue
CONVENED BY THE JEWISH WOMEN'S CAUCUS In Cooperation with:
American Jewish Committee
Federation of Jewish Women's Organizations
American Jewish Congress
Hadassah
Amit Women, Sarah Ribakow Chapter
Har Sinai Sisterhood
Baltimore Hebrew Congregation
National Council of Jewish Women, Baltimore Section
Sisterhood
Pioneer Women Na'Amat
Baltimore Jewish Council
Women's American ORT, Chesapeake Region
Binai B'rith, Maryland State Association
Reception hosted by Jewish Women's Caucus
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
JEWS AND CHRISTIANS SINCE VATICAN II

* * * * * * *

WEDNESDAY

NOVEMBER 13, 1985
St. Mary's Seminary & University
5400 Roland Avenue
1:15 -2:00 p.m.
2:00
2 :,15

3:30-4:00
4:00-5:15

Registration--$6.00 fee
Welcome and Opening Remarks
Keynote : "THE JEWISH ROLE IN THE PASSION AND DEATH OF JESUS"
The Rev. Raymond E. Brown, S.S.
Auburn Professor of Biblical Studies
Union Theological Seminary, N.Y.C.
Break
Workshops
(See listings, over)

Board Merr,bf,,: RABBI JACOB B. AGUS. SARA AZRAEL, HARRIET BANK, RABBI OONALO BERLIN, ROBERT L.. BERNEY. MARLENE BA".>WN, SHOSHANA S. CARDIN,
GERSON G. EISENBERG. CAROL FRANK. ALAN F.M. GARTEN, BRIAN A. GOLDMAN, MAA·JORIE GORDON, JOHN H. HELLER. AAllBI FLOYD HERMAN. GEORGE B. HESS, JR.,
MARTINS HIMELES. BARBARA B. HIRSCHHORN. LEROY HOFFBERGEA, JANET L. HOFFMAN. JOY HYMAN. MARK K. JOSEPH. CLEMENTINE L. KAUFM.AN. AICH ...RO P. MANEICIN.
MILTON H. MILLEA, FREDERICK J. NASSAIJEA. STANLEY I. PANITZ. BENNARD B. PERLMAN, SAMUEL I. ROSENBERG. RENA ROTENBERG. AOSELLEN SHAPIRO, PEAALSHILING.
JANET SINGERMAN. JUDITH K. SYKES. MELVIN J. SYKES. STEPHEN THALER. OR. LEONARD WARRES
Honorary Memt>ers: DR. MORTON K. BLAUSTEIN. ROBERT W. CATZEN. BERTRAM A. FRANK, AL.AN 0 . HECHT. DAVID HIASCHOAN. M. SHAKMAN KATZ. BERNARD MANEICIN,
ELIZABETH K. MOSER, LEWIS A. NOONBERG. MARIE L. ROTHSCHILD, GILBERT SANDLER. ALLEN L. SCHWAIT, RONALD M . SHAPIRO, SHALE 0 . STILLER

JEWS AND CHRISTIANS SINCE VATICAN II
(Continued)

4:00 - .5:15 p •.rn.

- Works!'iops
l •. · How Christian Curricula ~resent Jews
2. The .Impact of Nostra Aetate on Catholic· Thought
and ·Practice
·
3. Interfaith Dialogue among Local Congregatons
4~ The Oberammergau Passion Play in Interfaith
Perspective
5. Pastoral issues in Interfaith Marriage
6. Discussion of Fr. Brown's Address(an OPEN Meeting
of the Jewish-Christian Roundtable)

5:30

7:45 -

Social hour and Dinner (Dinner $10.00, ~eservation)
(Catered Kosher meal available)

8:00

9:30 -

JEWISH CHRISTIAN RELATIONS SINC~ VATICAN II
Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, Director of International Relations,
American Jewish Committee ·
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THE JEWISH BOOl(. FAIR
Sunday, Nov~mper 17 .to Sunday, November 24, 1985

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18 -- BALTIMORE CHAPTER, AJC CO-SPONSORS
SYLVIA ROTHSCHILD
11

A Special Legacy: An Oral History of Soviet .Jewish Emig res in the United States"

AJC' s Will.iam E. Wiel'}er Oral _History L~brary is proud to . announce the publication
by Simon & Schuster of this new book by Sylvia Rothschild, editor of the Library's
successful book Voices from the Holocaust, a Book-of;_the-..Month-Club Al te+nate·.
A Special Legacy, based oh memoirs of recent Sovi.e t emigres, . traces the experiences · .
of Jews in the Soviet Union from before the decision to emigrate to after their arrival
and resettlement in America. She was assisted much by the Weine~ Library, which trained
bilingual interviewers from 1,1.niversities and sociai ag_e riCies all over America, 'whei'e·
t:Jeywere located by AJC chapter members. The project took two years and was funded by
a two-year grant from the National .Endowment for the. Humanit-i es.

Mrs. Rothschild will lecture at 7:30 p.m.
Jewish Communhy Center ·
5700, Park Heights· Avenue
Admission is free., but a ticket will be required.*

n
~t.

-t

~

*tickets

WOMEN OF FAITHS, The !nterfaith dialogue group. that .Baltimore Chapter
coordinates and AJC members at-tend, are invited to participate in a
light supper -- sandwich, dessert and coffee -- at 6:00 p.m., at
the Jewish Community Center Room 110, pr~or . to the SYLVIA ROTHSCHILD lecture.
A modest charge of $3.00 is requested. Reservation necessary. *
Please call the AJC, Baltimore Chapter at 539-4777 for tickets to both.

Other prominent authors to appear during the week are Wolf Blitzer, Charle_s Silberman
and Egon Mayer. Excellent Jewish book buys for children and adults are available, and
will make wonderful Hanukah gifts! We urge your support of The Jewish Book Fair.

An AJC Madison Square-Off
Speaking at a Coalition of Conscience rally in front of Madison Square Garden before
the scheduled Louis Farrakhan meeting early in October, Theodore Ellenoff, AJC's
Board of Governor's President, called on all Americans to denounce Farrakhan for his
reprehensible message of hate.
Elleno ff called the minister's views ·"a ·c ancer on the body . politic" that would not be ·
alleviated by intertwining a populist point of view on economic questions. He recognized
the serious problems in the Black community--unemployment and economic depression--and
said these cannot be solved with racist rantings. He compared the Black minister's
statements with the Nazis and with those expressed ·today in the extreme right movements
in the. troubled farm region. He noted the irony that the hatred of the rightists would ·
just as easily be turned against Blacks in America, for whom . they hold contempt. as well.
Scapegoating, said Ellenoff, has no place in American life and he urged especially those
who speak on behalf of religious, ethnic and ' racial communities to join ·his denouncement
of the despicable and anti-American views expressed by Farrakhan •
• . . and Baltimore Responds· to Farrakhan
After Louis Farrakhan spoke at Morgan State University, the Baltimore BL-EWS, a coalition
of Blacks and Jews to which AJC ' belongs, met, as previ~usly planned, to listen to a t~pe
of the speech and to respond to it. Rabbi .Do11ald BerJ.in, Baltimore Chapter Board member ..
and president of the BL-EWS was quoted in the local news after their brie~ statem~nt w~s.
issued. "Regardless of any good ~hat may be intended in a ·speech. when racism and . bigo~ry
are allowed to raise their ugly heads, they contaminate those positive elements·."
The Rev •. Sidney D~niels, vice-president.. of the BL-EWS, added: "These pri11c.i ples apply..
whether the speaker is Minister Louis Farrakban ..o_r Rabbi Meir Kahane or any spokesp_e rson' .
who espouses radicalism or _p atred." ·
·
·
••• and COVE(Coalition Opposed_ to Violence ~nd Extremism) also voted 'to., bac;IC µp _th.e ~fta'te_d"
position .of the BL-EWS.
Our real progress· d~pends on our building and maintainiµg th~ bridges b~tween the 'divetse
groups in our community who share our goals and work with ~s to reach" them.. ..

How does . the Jordan arms sale harm U.S. interests in the Middle East?
0

It reduces the incentives for King Hussein to enter the peace process.

0

It escalates an already staggering arms race in th.e re·g-i on and ·heightens likelihood ·
of conflict.

0

Until the King makes peace
to the Jewish state.

0

It narrows Israel's margin of security and weakens the Peres government's ability to
take risks for peace •.

0

It deepens Israel's dependence on West Bank facilities to ensure her security and it
adds to the burden on Israel's economy.

wit~

Israel, a Jordanian arms buildup adds to the threat

Please call or write to your representatives in the Senate and the House to protest
the sale of arms to Jordan at this time.

The sophisticated weapons proposed are more

than necessary to defend Jordan, and could very well serve terrorist use if diverted.

Mission to Israel for lntermarrieds with AJC

A new AJC program specifically designed for intermarried couples will be inaugurated
in July 1986 with a two-week mission to Israel including stays in Tel Aviv, Haifa, a
Galilee kibbutz and Jerusalem. The costs are estimated to run between $1800 and $1900
a person and will include airfare, deluxe a.cx:ommodations, some meals and all touring.
AJC's research on intermarriage has demonstrated that most intermarrieds lack a sense
of identity with the Jewish people and with Israel. Our hope is that participants in
the AJC Intermarried Couples Mission to Israel will strengthen their sense of identity
and acquire a feeling and understanding related to Jewish history and the experience
of the Jews as a people. The program will concentrate strongly on the - historical and
cultural aspects of Jewish life in Israel, with particular emphasis on visits to archeological sites and meetings with Israelis from all shades . of the social and religious
spectrum.
The first Mission will be by invitation. If you have the name of a likely candidate
couple, please let Lois Rosenfield know as soon as possible ••• 539-4777

LEBANESE JEWS REMAIN HOSTAGE

Six Lebanese Jews kidnapped by a pro-Iranian Lebanese Shi'ite faction, and one other
whose fate is uncertain, remain hostage, after a holiday hope for their release was
dashed. The wife of Dr. Elie Hallek(vice president of the Central Committee of the
Lebanese Jewish Community) received a telephone call in Beirut from the kidnappers in
September, and she spoke to her husband and with Isaac Sasson(president of the Central
Committee). They expressed hope to be released in a gesture of humanitarianism on one
of the coinciding religious holidays. They said, "We are all well."
The holding of these people has outraged the Muslim and Christian communities and the
Lebanese government promised to do what it could, to no avail. The Shi'ite leadership
responsible--fanatical, pro-Iranian fundamentalists so blinded by hatred they make no
distinction between Israelis and Jews in general--ignore Ayatollah Khomeini's clear injunction
that under an Islamic Republic, Jews and Judaism are to be respected so long as they do
not actively aid the "Zionist enemy."
Of the 6000 Lebanese Jews counted in 1961, fewer than 100, mostly elderly, remain today.

MEXICAN JEWS--AFTER THE QUAKE

Jewish businesses in Mexico City suffered severe damage, and offices of several Jewish
organizations were hurt in the recent devastation, according to a report from two Houston
AJC fact-finders sent to review conditions by AJC's International Relations Department(IRD).
Two Jewish couples died and two women suffered fatal heart attacks in the confusion.
Immediately after the earthquake, David Harris, deputy director of AJC's !RD in New York
was in continuous contact with a ham radio operator in New Jersey who maintained a tie
with Mexico City throughout, relaying information about medical needs and supplies and
conditions of families. This information was then passed to the American Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee(JDC) other Jewish agencies and scores of private families by AJC.
The Mexican Jewish community expressed gratitude to the AJC for our expression of solidarity
in sending a mission to learn firsthand of their situation. Some 45,000 Jews live in the
country, 96% in Mexico City. AJC's Director of Mexico and Central America has been actively involed in rehabilitation work in the community and is a key liaison with Mexican
government and relief officials.

For re.I ease·

· Novembe~

15, · 1~85
POPE JOHN PAUL 1.1 ~ALLS CATHOLi C-JEWI SH
LINK '.'SACRED" AT VAT I CAN CEREMONY

C 0. M M E N T A R Y
RABBI MARC H•. TANENBAUM* OF THE AMERICAN JEWISH COHMITTE .

-·- - -

--

It was the largest meeting of Catholic and Jewish leaders from throughout the world.

.

o>#

They came together lii§t. Monday, October

to observe the 20th anniversary of ·the adoption

of

28~h,

i.n Vatican City ·

the historic Vatican ,

Dec 1arat i.o n ori .Catho·I i c-Jewi sh re 1at ions. ·

. . . ...

That D~claration, Nostra . Aetate, repudiated anti~Semitism i~ all its
forms, rejected the Christ-:killer calumny against the Jewish peopl.e, and
cal led fo·r mutual respect and fr~ternal dialogue between Cathol i.cs and .Jews
across

~he

globe.

In a moving audience with Pope John Paul · II last Honday,

t~e Pop~

told

us that th~ . radical improvement in relations between Catholics and Jews during
the past. 20 years was "epoch-making~" . He then add~d that the spiritual 1 inks
between Catholics and Jews were "sacred, 11 and he again committed the Church to
furthering . improved ties with the Jewish convn.u nity.
Pope John Pau 1 made a ringing condemnation of ant i-.Semi t ·i sm as "ugly 1 11 ·
and· said that it must be completely ·eradicated.

._._... . ·at ion

He also decried .the extermin-

of. Jews during the Nazi holocaust and asked Christians· to reflect theo- · ·

.1cg i ca 1.1y on

on · its meaning for them.

The Jewish .chairman, Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, underscored th~ religious
importance of Israel to the Jewish people.

As if in direct ·response, Cardinal

Willebrands said that for the firs~ t~me the Catholic Church at its ~i~hest
levels

h~s

urged the entire Catholic world to study in understand ·the . reli-

.gious 1ink of J~ws to the land of t~eir fathers, the State o( lsrael~
When you consider .the history of the past 2~000 years~ what has
happened in Catholic Jewish relations ·in ttie past 20 years · i·s 1 ittle· short
of. a miracle.

.

.

• . . . ... .... -- -· ···...... .....
*Rabbi Tanenbaum, is director of the International· Relations Oeparfment
of the American Jewish CoJT1111ittee
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[Nostr a Aetate ]

Declaration on the
Relationship of the Church
to Non-Chr.i stian Religions
.........

_... . -

1. In our times, when every day men are being
drawn closer together and the ties between vari-

rise to our sorrows and to what intent? Where
lies the path.of true happiness? What is the truth

ous peoples are being multiplied, the Church is
giving deeper study to her relationship with
non-Christian religions. 1 In her task of fostering
unity and Jove among men, and even among
nations, she gives primary consideration in this
document to what human beings have in common 9 an~ to what promotes fellowship among ~

about death, · judgment, and retribution beyond
· the grave? ·What, finally, is that ultimate and
unutterable mystery that engulfs our being, and
whence we take our rise, and whither our journey leads us? '

tbem.

2 . From ancient times down to the present;
there has existed among divers peoples a certain perception of the·hidden power that hovers
over the course of things and over the events of .
human life; • at times, indeed, recognition can •
be found of a Supreme Divinity, and of a
Supreme Father, too. Such a perception and such
a recognition instill the lives of these peoples
with a profound religious sense. Religions bound
up with cultural advancement have stniggled to
reply to these questions with more refined con- .
· cepts and in more higbly ·developed language.
Thus, in Hinduism men contemplate the
divine mystery and express it through an inexhaustI"ble fruitfulness of myths and a searching
philosophical inquiry.~ They seek release from
~e anguish of our condition through ascetical
practices or deep meditation or a loving, trusting
flight toward God.
Buddhism in its multiple forms acknowledges
the radical insufficiency of this shifting ·world.'
It teaches a path by which men, in a devout and
confident spirit, can either reach. a state of absolute freedom or attain supreme enlightenment·
by their own efforts or by higher assistance.
Likewise, other religions to be found every-· . .
where• strive variously to answer the restless.
.
searchings of the human heart 10 by proposing . ·.
"wa~" which consist of teachings, rules of life · . ·
and sacred ceremonies.
···

UNITY OP MANKIND

For all peoples comprise a single community,•
and. have a single origin, since God made the
· whole race of men dwell over the entire face of
the earth (cf. Acts 17:26). One also is their
final goal: God. His providence, His manifestations of goodness, and His saving designs extend
· to all men (cf. Wis. 8:1; Acts 14: 17; Rom.
2: 6-7; 1 Tun. 2: 4) against that day when the
elect will be united in the Holy City ablaze with ·
the splendor of God, where the nations will walk

in His ligbt·(cf. Apoc. 21 :23 L).•
QUESTIONS ALL MEN AS1"
~en

look to. the various religions for answers
to those profound mysteries of the human con- ·
dition which, tOday even as in olden times,
deeply stir the human heart: What is a man?
What is the meaning and the pwpose of our life?
What is goodness and what is sin? What gives

JlEUGIONS OF THE WORLD

ICEEP WHAT JS TRUE

The Catholic Church rejects nothing that is
true and holy in these religions.'' She looks with
sincere respect upon those ways of cond~ct and
of life, those rules and teachings which, though
differing in many particulars from what she
bolds and sets forth, nevertheless often reflect
a ray of the Truth that enlightens all men. Indeed, she proclaims and must ever proclaim
Christ, the way, the truth and the life (Jn.
14:6), in whom men find the fullness of reli·
gious life, and in whom God has reconciled all
things to Himself (cf. 2 Cor. S : 18-19).
The Church therefore has this exhortation for
. her soos: prudently and lovingly, •a through
dialogue and collaboration with the followen of
other religions, and in witness of Christian faith
and · life, acknowledge, preserve and promote
the spiritual and moral goods found among these
men. as well as the values in their society and

culture.
THE MUSLIMS

3. Upon the Muslims, too, the Church looks
with esteem.11 They adore one God, lhing and
enduring, merciful and all-powerful, Maker of
heaven and earth •• and Speaker to men. They
strive to submit wholeheartedly to His inscrutable decrees, as did Abraham, with whom
the Islamic faith is pleased to associate itself.
Though they do not acknowledge Jesus as God.
they revere Him as a prophet. They also honor
Mary, His virgin mother; at times they call on
her, too, with devotion. In addition, they await
the day Qf judgment, when God will give each
man bis due after raising him up. Consequently,
they prize the moral life,, and give worship to
God especially through prayer, almsgiving and

fasting.

.

Although in the course of the centuries many
quarrels and hostilities have arisen between

Christians and Muslims, this most sacred Synod
·urges all to forget the past and to strive sincerely
for mutual understanding. On bebaH of all mankind, let them make common cause to safeguard
and foster social justice, moral values, peace and
freedom.
THE CHOSEN PEOPLE

4. AJ this sacred Synod searches into the mystery of the Church, it recalls the spiritual bond
linking the people of the New Covenant with
Abraham's stock."
For the Church of Christ acknowledges that,
according to the mystery of God's saving design,
the beginnings of her f;iitb and her election are
already found among the patriarchs, Moses, and
the prophets. She professes that all who believe
in Christ, Abraham's sons according to faith
(d. Gal. 3':7), are included in that patriarch's
call, and likewise that· the salvation of the
Church was mystically foreshadowed by the
Chosen People's exodus from the land of
bondage.
The Church, therefore, cannot forget that she
received the revelation of the Old Testament
through the people with whom God in His inex·
pressible mercy deigned to ~stablish the Ancient
Covenant. Nor can she forget that she draws
sustenance from the root of that good olive tree
onto which. have been grafted the wild olive
branches of the Gentiles (cf. Rom. 11:17·24).
Indeed, the Church believes that by His cross
Christ, our Pea~, reconciled Jew and Gentile,
malting them both one in Himself (cf. Eph.
2:14-16).16
A Pl!OPLE STILL LOVED

Also, the Church ever keeps in mind the
words of the Apostle about his kinsmen, who
have IM'adQption as sons, and the glory and the
covenant and the legislation and the wor.ship
and the promises: who have the fathers, and

from whom is Christ according to the flu/a
(Rom. 9:4-5), the son of the Virgin Macy. The
Church recalls, too, that from the Jewish people
sprang the apostles, her foundation stones and
pillars, as well as most of the early disciples who
proclaimed Christ to the world.
As holy Scripture testifies, Jerusalem did not
recognize the time of her visitation (cf. Lk.
19:44), nor did the Jews in large number accept
the gospel; indeed, not a few opposed the
spreading of it (cf. Rom. 11 :28).0 ' Nevertheless, according to the Apostle, the Jews still re. . main most dear to God because of their fathers,
for He does not repent of the gifts He makes
aor of the calls He issues (cf. Rom. 11:2829)." In company with the prophets and the
aame Apostle, the Church awaits that day,
known to God alone, on which all peoples will
address the Lord in a single voice and serve him
'With one accord (Soph. 3:9; cf. Is. 66:23; Ps.
65:4;Rom.11 :11-32)."
PL&\ PO& MUTUAL LOVE

Since the spirituaJ patrimony common to
Christians and Jews is thus so great, this sacred
Synod wishes to foster and recommend that
mutual 90 understanding and respect which is the
fruit above all of biblical and theological studies,
and of brotherly dialogues."
NOi' A REJ'ECTED RACE

·True, authorities of the Jews and those who
followed their lead pressed for the death of
Christ (cf. Jn. 19:6); u still, what happened in
His passion cannot be blamed upon all the Jews
then living, without distinction, nor upon the
Jews of today. Although the Ch-urch is the new
people of God, the Jews should not be presented
as rejected or accursed by God,,. as if such
views ·followed from the holy Scriptures." All
should take pai.D.s, then, lest in catechetical instruction and in the preaching of God's Word
they teach anything out of harmony with the
truth of the gospel and the spirit of Christ.11
The Church repudiates .. all persecutions
apinst any man. Moreover, mindful of her·com- ·
mon patrimony with the Jews, and motivated by
the gospel's spiritual love and by no political
considerations, she deplores ,,. the hatred, persecutions, and displays of anti-Semitism directed

against the Jews at any tlme and from any
source."
Besides, as the Church has always held and
continues to bold, Christ in His boundless Jove
freely underwent His passion and death because
of the sins of all men, so that all might. attain
salvation.,. It is, therefore, the duty of the
Church's preaching to proclaim the cross of
Christ as the sign of God's all-embracing Jove
and as the fountain from which every ~ce
flows.
A UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD-

S. We cann9t in truthfulness call upon that God
who is the Father of all if we refuse to act in a
brotherly way toward certain men,11 created
though they be to God's image. A man's rela·
tionship with God the Father and his relationship with his brother men are s0 linked together
that Scripture says: He who does not love dot:3
not know God (1Jn.4:8) .
The ground is therefore removed from evecy•
theory or practice· that leads to a distinction between men or peoples in the matter of human
dignity and the rights that flow from it.
NO UUQIOUS DJSCPJMINATION

As a consequence, the Church rejects,11 as
foreign to the mind of Christ, any discrimination
.. · ·. agfilnst rr.en or harassment of them becau~ of
their race, color, condition of life, er religion.
Accordingly, following in the footsteps of the
holy apostles Peter and Paul, this sacred Synod
ardently implores the Christian faithful t9 maintain good fellowship among th.e nations ( 1 Pet.
2:12), and. if possible, as far as in them lies, to
keep peace with all men (cf. Rom. 12: 18), so
&hat they may truly be sons of the Father who is
inbeaveo (cf. Mt. 5:45).
Each and every one of the things set forth in
this Declaration bas won the consent of the
Fathers of this most sacred Council. We too. by
~ Apostolic authority conferred on Us by
Christ, join with the Venerable Fathers in approving, decreeing and establistllng these things
in the Holy Spirit, and We direct that what bas
thus been enacted in synod be published, to
God's f).ory.
llome, at St. Peter'a. October 28, 1965

I, Paul, Bishop of the Ca tholie Church
Theh follow the signatwa of the Fathers..

October, 1983

DOCUMENTATION
ORIENTAT·I ONS FOR CATHOLIC-JEWISH DIA~OGUE
Joint National Commission for Catholic-Jewish Religious ·Dialogue of the National Conference of
Brazilian Bishops ·(C.N.B.B.)

In 1981 a new step was taken in Jewish-Christian relations in Brazil through the setting-up by the National.
Conference of .Brazilian Bishops of a Joint National Commission for Jewish-Catholic Dialogue. The Commission's
aim is to promote study and concrete action with a view to an objective religious dialogue. The Commission is
composed of Catholic members nominated by the· National Conference of Brazilian Bishops, and of Jewish members
- three rabbis, two lay persons - invited by this same Conference. After a year of study, the Joint Commission
drew up the following .document, entitled in .the original: "OrientlZ{'oes para o relacionamento entre cat6licos e judeus",
.and .published in the .official bulletin: "Comunicado Mensa/ da CNBB~ of October 1983, No. 372, pp. 1067-68. ·
During 1984 the joint National Commission is engaged' in a double task: that of drawing up directives for the
teaching of Judaism to theological students and of preparing a booklet which will give further details on Jewish
history and tradition.

1. After twenty centuries of co-existence which
were given a particular hall-mark by the events in
Europe which preceded and accompanied ihe Second
World Wax, a new awareness of the origins and history
of both Judaism and ·Christianity demonstrates the -need
for reconciliation 'between Jews and Christians. This
reconciliation must take the form of dialogue, inspired
by a healthy desir~ for knowle<lge of one another,
together with mutual understanding.
2. It is Indispensable for dialogue that Catholics
should strive to learn by what essential traits the Jews
define -themselves, that is te ·say, as a people clearly '
defined by religious and ethnic elements.
·
3. The first constirutive element of the Jewish
people is its religion, w-hich in no way authorizes
Catholics to envisage them as if they were simply one
of the many religions in the world today. It was in
fact through the Jewish people that faith in the one
true God, that is to say, monotheism, has entered into
human history.
4. It should be noted, on the other hand, that
according to biblical revelation, God himself constituted
the Hebrews as a people. The Lord did this after
having made a covenant with them (cf. Gen. 17:7;
Ex. 24: 1-8). We are indebted to the Jewish people
for the five books of the Law, the Prophets and the
other sacred books which make up the Hebrew Scriptures
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that have been adopted by Christians as an integral
part of the Bible.

5. Judaism cannot be considered as a purely social
and historical reality or as a left-over· from a past which
no longer exists. We must take into account the vitality
of the Jewish people which has continued throughout
the .centuries to the present. St. Paul bears witness
that the Jews have a zeal for God (Rom. 10: 2); that
God has not rejected his people (Rom. 11 : lff); he has
not withdrawn the blessing given to the chosen people
(Rom. 9: 8). St. Paul teaches also that the Gentiles,
like a wild olive shoot, have been grafted onto the
true olive tree which is Israel (Rom. 11: 16-19); Israel
continues to play an important role in the history of
salvation, a role which will end in the fulfilment of the
plan of God (Rom. 11:11, 15, 23).
6. It is thus possible for us to state that all forms
of antisemitism must be condemned. Every unfavorable
word and expression must be erased from Christian
speech. All campaigns of physic.al or moral violence
·must cease. The Jews cannot be considered as a deicide
people. The fact that a small number of Jews asked
Pilate for Jesus' death does not ' implicate the Jewish
people as such. In the final analysis, Christ died for
the sins of all humanity in general. Christian love,
moreover, which embraces all persons without distinction,
in imitation of the Father's love (Matt. 5: 44-48), should

likewise embrace the Jewish people and seek to understand their history and aspirations.

7. Particularly in catechetical teaching and in the
liturgy, unfavorable judgments with regard to the Je~s
must be avoided. It is desirable that courses in Catholic
doctrinal formation, in addition to liturgical celebrations,
should emphasize those elements common to Jews. and
to Christians. It should be pointed out, for example,
that the New Testament cannot be understood without
the Old Testament. The Christian feasts of Easter and
Pentecost, as well as liturgical prayers, the Psalms
especially, originated in .Jewish tradition.

8. A contrast must not be made between Judaism
and Christianity, claiming, for example, that Judaism is
a religion of fear while Christianity is one of love. We
find, in fact, in the holy books of Israel the origins of
the expressions of the great love which exists between
GOO and humanity (Deut. 6:4; 7:6-9; Pss. 73-139; Hos.
11; Jer. 31: 2ff; 19-22; 3.3: 6-9).
9. It is fitting to recall, as well, that the Lord
Jesus, his holy Mother, the apostles and the first
Christian communities were of the race of Abraham.
The roots of Christianity are in the people of Israel.

10. In what concerns the land of Israel, it is well
to remember that, as the fruit of his promise, God
gave the ancient land of Canaan to Abraham and his
The Roman
descend.ants in which the Jews lived.
occupation and successive invasions of the land of Israel
resulted in harsh trials for the people who were dispersed
among foreign nations. We must recognize the rights
of the Jews to a calm political existence in their country
of origin, without letting that create injustice or violence
for other peoples. For the Jewish people these rights
become a reality in the existence of the State of Israel.

11. We should emphasize, finally, the eschatological
expectation which is the hope of Jews and of Christians,
in spite of their different ways of describing it. Both
are awaiting the fulfilment of the Kingdom of GOO;
this has already begun, for Christians, with the coming
of Jesus Christ, while Jews are still awaiting the coming
of the Messiah. At all events, this escbatological
perspective awakens as much in Jews as in Christians
the consciousness of being on the march, like the people
who came forth from Egypt, searching for a land
"flowing with milk and honey8 (Ex. 3:8).
(Taken from a French translation)

DOCUMENTATION
IMPORTANT DECLARATIONS OF JOHN PAUL II

During his recent ~visit to Portugal the Pope gave
new proofs of his r~spect for non-Christian religious
traditions. On May 14 at Lisbon, speaking to a group
of Jews, Christians and Moslems, he atfir'med:
Abraham, our common ancestor, teaohes all of us,
Chcisl'ians, Jews and Moslems, to follow this way
of mexcy and love.

Then, on May 15 at S11meiro in the archdiocese of
Braga, the Pope spoke of Jesus:

Bom during the night at Bethlehem, Mie son of
Mary thus entered into the spiritual inheritance
of Israel - of his people.
These remarks only serve to confirm what Pope
John Paul had already said on Nov. 17, 1980 in Germany
when he spoke to the Jewish community at Mainz, a
few extracts of which discourse we present below:
The depth and richness of our common· heritage
are revealed to us particularly in friendly dialogue
and trusting collaboration. I rejoice that, in this
country, conscious and zealous care is dedicated
to all this ...
· It is not just a question of correcting a false
religious view of the Jewish people, which in the
course of history was one of the causes that
contributed to misunderstanding and persecution,
but above all of the &Uogue between the . two
religions which - with Islam - gave the world
faith in the one, ineffable God who speaks to
us, and which desire to serve him on behalf of
the whole world.

Three Dimensions of Dialogue
The first dimension of this dialogue, that is, the
meeting between the people of God of t·he Old
Covenant, never revoked by God (cf. Rom. 11:29),
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and that of the New Covenant, i-s at the same
time a dialogue within our Church, that is to
say, between the first and the second part of her
Bible. In this connect!ion the directives for the
application of the conciliar Declaration Nostra
aetate say: "The effort muts be made to understand better everything in ·the Old Testament
that has its ow-n, permanent value... since this
value i5 not wiped out by the later interpretation
of the New Testament, which, on the contrary,
gave the Old Testament its full meaning, so that
it is a question rather of reciprocal enlightenment
and explanation" (n. 11).
A second dimension of our dilllogue - the true
and central one - is the meeting between the
present-Oily Ohristian Churches and the presentday people of the covenant concluded with Moses.
It is important here "that Chris-ti.ans - so rontinue
the post<Onciliar dircetlives """."'" should aim at
understanding better the fundamental elements of
the religious tradition of Judaism, and learn what
fundamental lines are essential for the religious
.reality lived by the Jews, according to thei.r own
understanding" (lntroductioo)...
I would like to refer bci.e£ly to a third dimension
of our dialogue. The German bishops dedicate
the concluding chapter o! their declaration to the
tasks which we have in common. Jews and
Christians, as children of Abmham, are called to
be a blessing for the world (cf. Gen. 12:2 ff.),
by committing themselves together for peace and
justice among all men and peoples, with the
fullness and depth that God himself intended us
to have, and with the readiness for sacrifices that
this high goal may demand. The more our meeting
is imprinted with this sacred duty, the more it
becomes a blessing also for ourselves.
(Reprinted from L'Osservatore Romano, English
edition, Dec. 9, 1980).

But the a/locution delivered by the Pope on March 6
is more significant still. The occasion was the audience
granted to the delegates of Episcopal Conferences and
other Experts concerning the Catholic Church's Relations·

with Judaism, who met in Rome from 2 lo 5 March at
the invitation of the Secretariat for Promoting Christian
Unity.
Below is the complete text of the allocution as
translated in Origins, National Catholic Documentary
Service, March 25, 1982.
You have gathered here in Rome from dififerent parts
of the world to ~lore the impo111lant matter of relations
between the Catholic Church and Judaism. The importance of this problem is also emphasized by the
presence among you of representatives of the Orthodox
Ghurches, the Anglican C.Ommunion, the Luthe-ran World
Federation and the World C.Ouncil of Cburohes. I am
glad to be able to greet all these especially and to thank
them for their collaboration.
I likewise express all my gratitude to you who arc
bishops, plliests, religious, Christian la.ity. Like your
commitments in pastoral acrivities or in the field of
biblical and theological researoh, your presence here
shows the degree to which relatrons between the Catholic
Churoh and Judaism touoh on various aspects of the
church and her activities.

necessarily left traces in certain aspects of the church's
institutions, especially in the liturgy.
Certainly since a new bough appeared from the
common root 2,000 years ago, we know that relations
between our two communities have been marked by
resentments and a lack of understanding. If there have
been misunderstandings, errors and even insults since
the day of separation, it is now a question of overcoming
them with understanding, peace and mutual esteem. The
telTible persecutions suffered by the Jews in vuious
periods of history have finally opened many eyes and
disturbed many hearts.
Thus Christians are on the
right path, that of justice, and brother-h ood, when they
seek, with respect and perseverance, to gather with their
Semitic brethren around the common hel'itage which is
a treasure to us all.
Is ~here any need to point out, above all to those
who remain skeptical or even hostile, that such
rapprochement should not be confused with a certain
religious relativism, still less w·i th a loss of identity?
For their part, Christians profess their faith without
equivocation in the universal salvific character of the
death and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth.

Deep Level of Bond
Desire for More ln·Depth Exchanges
This is easily understood.
The Second Vatican
Council'· said in its declaration on the church's relations
with oon.Ghristian religions, Nostro Aetate (no. 4): "As
this sacred synod searches into the mystery of the church,
it recaHs the spiritual bond linking the people of the
new covenant with Abraham's stock." I myseli have
had O<X:asion to say more than once: Our two communi·t ics "are linked at the very level of their identities"
(cf. Discourse of March 12, 1979, to representatives of
Jewish organizations and communities.) Indeed, and I
again quote the test of the declaration Nostro Aetate
(No. 4):
"The Church of Chr-ist acknowledges that according
to the mystery of God's saving design, the beginnings of her faith and her election arc already
found among the patriarchs, Moses, and the
prophets.
The church therefore cannot forget
that she received the revelation of the Old
Testament through this people. She ever keeps
in mind the words of the apostle Paul about his
kinsmen, •who have the adoption as sons, and
the glory and the covenant and the legislation
and the worship and the promhes; who have the
fathers, and from whom is Clutist according to
the flesh' (Rom. 9: 4,5), the son of the Virgin

Mary."

Links Grounded In Covenant
This is as much as to say that the links between the
church and the Jewish people are grounded in the design
of the God of the covenant, and that as such, they have

Yes, clarity and awareness of our Christian identity
arc an essential basis for . achicv-ing authentic, fruitful
and lasting relationships with the Jewish people. I am
happy to know that in this regard you are making many
efforts, by study:ing and praying together, to grasp better
and to formulate more clearly the often difficult biblioal
and theol:og:ical problems raised by the progress of the
Judeo-Onistian dialogue.
Imprecision and mediocrity
in this field do enormous harm to suoh a dialogue. May
God grant. that Guisti.ans and Jews may hold more
in.depth exchanges bared on their own ideot:icies, without
ever allowing either one or the other side to be obscured,
but always seeking truly for the will of the God who
revealed himself. ·
Sucli relation~hips can and ought to help enrich the
knowledge of our own roots and to shed more light on
certain aspects of this identity which we have. Out
common spiritual .heritage fa considerable. Help -in
better understanding certain aspects of the church's life
can be gained by taking an inventory of that heritage,
but also by talcing into account the faith and religious
life of the Jewish people as professed and lived now
as well. Titis is the case with the liturgy. Its roots
have still to be more deeply traced, and above all need
to be better known and appreciated by the faithful.
This is true at the · level of our instrtutions, for they
have been inspired ever since the beginning of the
church by certain aspects of the synagogue's community
organization. Finally, our common spiritual patrimony
is above aM important at t·h e level of our f.aith in one
sole and unique God, who is good and merciful, who
loves men and makes himself loved by them (cf. Wisdom
11:24-26), who is master of history and of men's
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destinies, who is our Father, and who chose Israel,
"that good olive tree onto .which have been gr~ted the
wild olive branches of the gendles" (Nostra Aetate, 4;
cf. also Rom. 11: 17-24).

munity. On May 31, during his visit to Manchester,
Pope John Paul II was welcomed by the Vice-President
of the Jewish Board of Deputies of Britain, Lionel
Kopeloiµitz, who spoke to him in Polish. Following
an address by the Chief Rabbi of Great Britain, Sir
Emanuel Jacobowitz, the Pope replied ex tempore:

Importance of Catechesls

I want to say in the presence of everyone that I
have followed your address with great interest and have
considered the points ·of view that were expressed in it.
My reply will be rather brief and not as rich in its
statements, but I am grateful to you for having included
all those aspects in your speech.1
It is a joy for me this morning to extend fraternal
greetings to you who are the leaders of the Jewish community. In a special way, I extend greetings to the
Chief Rabbi of the Commonwealth, Sir Emanuel
Jacobowirz and all his colleagues.
.
On the occasion of my visit to Great Britain I wish
to express to all of you my personal sentiments of esteem
and friendship.
_,.:: ·
At the same time I wish to recall the deep respect'
entertained by the Catholic Church for the Jewish people
throughout the world.
In the spirit of the Second Vatican Council I recollect
the Church's desire to collaborate willingly with you in
the great cause of humanity, remembering that we have
a common tradition which honors the holiness of God
and which calls upon us to love the Lord our God with
all our heart and with all our soul.
I extend heartfelt greetings to all whom you represent.

This is w-hy you have been concerned during your
session with Catholic teaching and catechesis in regard
to the Jews and Judaism. You have been guided on
this point, as on others, and have been encouraged by
the "Guidelines and Suggestions for Implementing the
Council Declaration Nostra Aetate (n. 4)," published by
the Commission ·for Religious Relations with the Jews
.(cf. Chapter Ill). lrt is necessary to get to the point
where such teaching at the various levels of re1i~ous
instruction and in catechesi-s with children and adolescents
will not only present the Jews and Judaism in an honest
and objective manner, but will also do so without any
prejudice or offense to anyone and, even more so, with
a lively awareness of that heritage that we have broadly
outlined.
F.inally, it is on such a basis that olose collaboration
will be able to be established - it is already making
itse.tf very happily felt. Our common heritage impels
us toward this, our common heritage of service to man
and. bis immense spiritual and ma>terial needs. We shall
be able to go by diverse - but in the end, convergent paths wJth the help of the Lord, who has never ceased
loviing his people (cf. Rom. 11: 1), to reach true brotherhood in reconciliation, respect, and full accomplishment
of God's plan in history.

Words of Encouragement
I am happy to encourage you, dear brothers and
sisters in Christ, to oonrt·i nue on the path you have taken,
giving proof of your discernment and conmdence, as
well as your very great fidelity to the magisterium. ln
this way you proviide an authentic service to the church,
flowing from her mysterious vocarion, and contribute to
the· good of the church, the Jewish people and all of
mankind.

Historic Visit to Great Britain
Finally, on the occasion of his visit to Great Britain,
the Pope twice met with leaders of the Jewish Com-
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And on the following day in Scotland, during the
course of a meeting with various religious leaders, the
Pope included the following reference to its Jewish
community:
I am happy to greet also the representa~ives of the
Jewish ·community in Scotland, who, through their
presence here, symbolize the profound spiritual links
which unite· our two religious communities so closely
together.
1

The Chief Rabbi's speech, although very brief, was
most comprehensive in the way in wh.ich it looked
realistically both at the various aspects of the unhappy
past of Jewish-Christian relations and also at the
warmth of the present situation from the time of Pope
John XXIII.
2
Cf. Nostra Aetate, 4. The Pope's words on these
two <Jccasions have been translated from L'Osservarore
Romano, 1, 2 June, 11982.

DECLARATION
ON THE RELATION OF THE

CHURCH
-TO
NON-CHRISTIAN RELIGIONS
1. In our times, when every day men are being
drawn closer together and the tics between various peoples are being mul~plied, the Church is
giving deeper study to heT relationship with
non-Christian religions. i In her task of fostering
_u nity and love among men, and even among
nations, she gives primary consideration in this
document to what human bein~ have in com·
mon • and to what promotes fellowship among

them.
UNITY OP MANDND

For all peoples comprise a single community,•
and have a single origin, since God made the
whole race of men dwell over the entire face of
the earth (d. Acts 17:26). One also is their
6Dal goal: God. His providence, His manifestations of goodness, and His saving designs enend
. to all men (cf. Wis. 8:1; Acts 14:17; Rom.
2:6-7~ 1 TLDl. 2:4) against that day when the
elect will be united in the Holy City ablaze with
the splendor of God, where the nations will walk
hl Hia light (cf. Apoc. 2_1:23 f.).'
QUESTIONS ALL MEN ASI:

Meo 1~ to the various religions for answers
to those profound mysteries of the human condition which, today even as in olden times,
deeply stir the human heart: What is a man?

What is the meaning and the purpose of our life?
What ia ~css and what is sin? What gives
rise to our sorrows and to what intent? Where
lies the path'of true happiness? What is the truth
about death, judgment, and retribution beyond
the grave? ·What, finally, is that ultimate and
unutterable mystery that engulfs our being, and
whence we take our rise, and whither our journey leads us? •

~

JtEUOIONS OF TH! WORLD

2. From ancient times down to the present;
there has existed among divers peoples a certain perception of the hidden power that hovers
over the course of things and over the events of
human life;• at times, indeed, recognition can
be found of a Supreme Divinity, and of a
Supreme Father, toq. Such a perception and such
a recognition instill the lives of these peoples
with a profound religjous sense. Religions bound
up with cultural advancement have stJuggled to
reply to these questions with more refined concepts and in more highly developed language.
Thus, in Hjnduism men contemplate the
divine mystery and ·express it ~rough an inexhaustible fruitfulness of myths and a searching
philosophical inquiry.', They seek release from
the anguish of our condition through ascetical
practices or deep meditation or a loving, trusting
flight toward God.
Buddhism in its multiple fonn~ acknowledges
the radical insufficiency of this shifting world.•
It teaches a path by which men, in a devout and
confident spirit, can either reach a state of absolute freedom or attain supreme enlightenment
by their own efforts or by higher assistance.
Likewise, other religions to be found everywhere' strive variously to answer the restless
searchings ·of the human heart ' 0 by proposing
"'ways," which consist of teachings, rules of life
and sacred ceremonies.
HEP WHAT IS TllUE

The Catholic Church rejects nothing that is
true and.holy in these religions." She looks with ·
sincere respect upon those ways of conduct and
of life, those rules and teachings which, .:.t hough
differing in many particulars ..!tom what she

boldl ud ICb forth, aewrtllelca ottca rdect
a ny ol lbc Truth lhat caliPtaaa all mc11. hldecd, . . proclaims ud m\111 CYCf proclaim

Oioaca People'• cxodua from the laad of

bc>Jldafe.

Olri9l, rM _,.. tlw ""'" """ tlw 111~ (111.
14:6), la wbom 111t11. bd tile fll1IDess of rdis1- life, &lld ill wbom God bal rccoocilcd all
dliD&I to Himself (d. 2 Cot. S:11-19).
Tiie Cbwdl thcmorc Jw this WlorWioo foi
Iler IOU! pNdelltJJ Ud loYillgly,oa thtolisb
dlalop ud collaboratioo with tho f~ ol
odm rc~<1111, uid ill witness o1 Cbrilt!u f:aith
ud life, acbowlcd,C, preserve ud plOlllCICe
llao epiritull ud moral p>ds round UllOllS lbeae
- . aa well u the val11ca ill their eodcty ud
eukule.
'11111 MUILDll

3. Upon lbc Mlllliml, too, tbc Cbun:b loob
with atecm." Tiiey adore 011C Ood, tM111 Uld
eaduring. muciful llld aJl.powcrflll. Maker of
bcavcn ud earth •• ud Speaker IO JnOD. Tbey
llrlve IO allblllit wholeheartedly to Hil IAscrullble decrees, u did Abrabam, with wbom
tbc blamlc faith b pleased to usociate it.ICU.
Tbollp they do aoc actnowtcdae Jc1u1 u Ood,
Ibey revere Him as a prophet. They also lloaor
Mary, His virgin mocbcr; at limes they call oo
lier. too, with dcvotioa. In additloo, they await
the day of judgmait, wbca God will live cacb
maa bil due after raising him up. Coascqucatly,
Ibey prm the moral life, and live wonhip IO
God apccially throup pta}'tr, alnu&)YIA& llld
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and Augustin C•rdlnel Bee
4rl9hlJ.
Jvo outstanding sctlola,-s - one Jewlth, one C•thollc
who we re the prlnclpol orch l hl:Ct$ of the '"Nostre Aetete"' .
Thlt
docu•ent w11s the Second Yot lcan Covnel I ' ' Clec l oratlon on the
Re lot lons ot the C1H1ol lc Chul"ch to Non-Christian Rel lglonf ,
~roclol1r1ed h
Pope Pa111 VI OI\ October 28, 1965.
eoth 01 thue

Also, tbc Cbwch ever tcepe la miad ihc
'Mlldl o1 thCI Apostle abolll bk klrwaeo, wllo
hav11hi o4optlon "'ions, and the 1/dry oNI IM
l:OYl/111111 Md IM le1lslallon and IM worship
and IM promi.Ju; wlw> "4v1 1111 falllm, and

Ral>b l Abnti1un Joshuo H••cl'lel t l • f t l

t11ln l l y 11en are "o"" deceased.

t_

On Oclobef 28. 1905. U.. StcOf\d V•l•U•n ~ncB lin Rome i..u.a 111ndm111k
IUllemertl t~Cllltd '"NoMrt Ae111e 1 ·tn 0Uot flllnf't'). wrl'lteh ""n<IOltnenlalty
"""'"~ C.1holle·J9with r•litlOnt IOt .,.,. l>e"llllf C..hoollC INC:hlng-. lHI·
booke.. setrnons, INWI liCUrgy wNCh • • nled con••~ 'Of ttle Jew• Of
Judaism hive MM conde:mMed Md tf'I~ 6" KCOtd•nc• with N ,_......
*t)ifit OI ~ Vllt!Un IS docvl'l'let'tl TOCS.y. e Aotl'lan G.tttlol.c l'IUI\ I.ad• the
Nac.on.t """el90Vs 1..a F0tet on S:OV... JitWlry AINftee.n C.1f"ohc• aMS
Jews WOtll togethef on •ucf'I eonc:ernt •• lmlNw••~ end ,~
preveMLng•nudezv ~M.~ lhifCIOOt'end~ ~ w 0tking
k>f raMfKMts llbeoy ard hum.en r~tns. and c0tnba'9n9 hUon90f "h°MI•
MgnifiRnt differences a~I edM. \lllk:Mt I c1Hled a ~ ·~·
wMr• ... can C4'N 900f"* ~ .....,. ~
l"'-1 we ot ¥111•

....

Allhoup la cbc c:ounc of the c:eaturics mu1

quamll ud bostilitin . .VO u'"8 bdw.a
CbrilliU1111r1d Muslims, this m<MI s.:icred Synod
urges all lo forget lhe past and to strive sincucly
for mutual uaderstanding. Oa bebalf of all maakiud, lct them make commoa ~IUC to safeguard
ud foster social justice, morsl values, pcuc aad
freedom.

4. Al Ibis sacred Syaod ocarchCJ into the mystery of. the Church, It rccalla the spiritual boad
linking the people of the New Coveaaat with
Abraham's stock."
For the Church of Chrut acknowlcdaa that,
accordiag to the mystery of God's saviag dclip,
the bcgjoninp of her fiiilb and her election arc
already found among the patriarchs, Moces, aad
Ibo prophets. She profes.scs that all wbo believe
ID Christ, Abraham's aons accordina to faith
(d. Gal. 3':7). are included ia lbat patriarch's
c:all, and likewise that the aaJy3tioa of the
Church was mystically foreshadowed by tbc
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THI! C:llOSl!ll Pl!OPL&

Tiie C1111rch, therefore, caaaot forcct that 9lle
received Ille rCYClatioa of the Old TCll&lllall
tllrouab the people with whom God la His !Kxpreaible mercy deipcd to ~blisb tbe Alldcat
Covcaaat. Nor caa sbc forget that llbc drawa
IUllCllallCC from the root of that good olive llCC
OOlo wbldl. blvc bceo &rafted the wild olive
brandlel of the Genlila (cl. Rom.. 11: 17-2.4).
Jlldeed, the Cburch bcliCYCI lhal by Hil Cl'OU
Chrisc, ow Pesce, reconciled Jew ud Galile,
mw111 them both oue la Himself (d. Epb.
2:14-16) ...
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" ..,..Md 9Plrit•rcru.livlt1 et Nlah
and
lhll.J111wld ~ ef t~ niliN world.
Willi nmp s11nolvon at h1* tide, •ttirbls the
f onMr 11riped llHliforma of lnmala, the Polb.b.
bom Po"tlrr 1pok• with "'~ emo1~ •boilt the
.lt'with •lc-tilnt: -rhty, Uw1 wtre tM 111aJn •tc-.
U..t. i nnocent people lilied for no AUOll uttpt
their rtlla'°6."'
Al BlrkeMu, a mlle from Auaehwttz, tht: PoPt
tlor.M4 hit •ntment.ii int.h e bloc.khot!M whtni the
SS Gnt"e- watd1td ttia victim• ae)ected for the 111

from whom Is Clirilt """"""' lo IM flu/t
(Rom. 9 :4-S ) , the IOD of the Virlia Mary. Tbe
Cbwdl recalls, too, that from the Jewish people
IJ>rUll tbe apolllcs, bcr foundation stoacs aad
plllan, u well os moat of the early disciples who
prodalmcd Christ to the world.
Ila llo.ly Scriptwrc tcstilin, Jcrusaka1 did DOl
NCOlfllze the time of her viliwioa (d. Lt.
19:44), aordld the Jews ia tarcc number ICCCpt
die ppd; ladecd, llOt a few opposed thc
spradiq ol it (d. Jlom. 11:28)." Newniie. . . - - . 10 tbe Aposlle, tbc Jews lliU romaia - ' dear IO God because ol tbeir fatbcn,
lw He docs not repeat of tlle sifta He maba
- ol tbe c:allll He lu ucs (d. Rom. 11:2129) ••• ID COlllplll)' with the propbcU 1114 thc
Apoade, Ille Cbun:b awaila that day,
lcDon to Ood atoac, oa which all pcoplc:I will
address IM Lord ID a liogle voice and 61r111 ltim
'1111111 - - ' (Sopb. 3:9; cf. Is.. 66:23; Pa.
6S:4;Rom. U : ll-32) ...
KM pea wvnw. LOVa

SI-. tho spirltiial pllrimony C0111111011 to
Cbdstiaaa and J ows ii 1hu1 so 1tt•l, tbil ucrcd

'lumbt~.
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PRA1$£ FRO)I SURVIVORS
11ic ~ope-'a forthrlghtnt:11 w11 prtlH d by SolomoM Zynlteln, ptttldent of t he Amertc'11n Fed•
n llon of Jewt.h Fll'hten, Cnmp fnmatu, and
tii'ad Vfetlms. "Po'IM!' loh.o Paul JI doemruulrattd a
DObilUy e>f spirit al Au.ehwita:• ht w.ICI. ~
• lMtr'ily and ebquutni abo.it the lewbh vklfm1

lllUlllll .. UDdcntaadlag aad rcspm which ii tbe
fnlk above alt of biblical aad theoloaical studies,
aad of brotherly dWoaucs."

will bl« rev..-.ralt thl'Olhoul the wwld. h It •
t:nric Irony of hl•IOl'J thttt lhe NHrtou1 lt«den
d urinr the llolon.1Ht were not of th• monl fll>re

NC11 & °'SCTID IACI

wlabol IO fott« and recommend tlial

Tnle, autboritics of the Jews and tbotc who
followed tbclr lead pressed for tho dcatll of
Cbrilt (cf. Jo. 19:6);" still, what happened ID

His passion cannot be blamed upon all the Jews
then living, without distinction, nor upon the .
Jews of today. Although the Church is the new
people of God, the Jews should not be presented
u rejected or accursed by God,18 as if such
views followed from the holy Scriptures... All
abouJd cake paim, then, lest in catcchetical in·
muction and in the preaching of God's Word
they teach anything out of harmony with the
truth of the gospel and the spirit of Christ.11
The Church repudiates .. all persecutiom
against any man. Moreover, mindful of her common patrimony with the Jews, and motivated by
the gospel's spiritual love and by no political
considerations, she deplores " the hatred, persecutiooa, and displays of anti-Semitism direeted
again.st ·the Jews at any ttme and from any
IOUtce.11
Besides, as the Church has always held and
continues to bold, Christ in His boundless love
freely underwent His passion and death because
of the sins ·or all men, so that all might. attain
salvation." It is, therefore, the duty of the
Church's preaching to proclaim the cross of
Christ as the sign of God's all-embracing love
and as the fountain from which e..-ery grace
Sows.

A UNIVERSAL. BROTHERHOOD-

S. We eann9t in truthfulness Can upon that God
who is the Father of all if we refuse to act in a
brotherly way toward certain men,'• created
though they be to God's image. A man's relationship with God the Father and bis rclation1bip with bis brother men are so linked together
that Scripture says: Ht who does not love tloe4
not know God (1Jn.4:8).
The ground is therefore removed from every
theory or practice that leads to a distinction between men or peoples in the matter of human
dignity and the rights that flow from it.
NO aJWQICMJS DISCJUMINATION

As a consequence, the Church rejects,'' as

foreign to the mind of Christ, any discrimination
.against men or harassment of them beeause: of
their race, color, condition of life, or religion.
Accordingly, following in the footsteps of the
holy apostles Peter and Paul. this sacred Synod
ardently implores the Christian faithful to maintain good /tllowship among the nation.r ( 1 Pet.
2: 12), and, if possible, as far as in them lies, to
keep peace with all men (cf. Rom. 12: 18), so
that they may truly be sons of the Father who is
lnheavea (cf. Mt. S:45).
Each and every one of the things set forth in
this Declaration has woo the consent of the
Fathers of lhis-most sacred Council. We too, by
~ Apostolic authority confcrred on Us by
Christ, join with the Venerable Fathers in app~ving, decreeing and establishing these things
iD the Holy Spirit, and We direct that what has
thus been enacted in synod be published, to
God's glory.
·
llome, at St. Peter'•, October 28, 196'

I, Paul, Bishop of the Catholic Church

Pope assails Nazi genocUle
ROME,IJTAl-PvpeJohn Paul II hu....ailed Norum u·a mad
imperi•li~t ukolOKY"' and condemned the alrocitin lhat it bred, in~
cludinit the k1lhng or I.ht Jewith people who were "condemned lo

eaterm•nll'l1nn."

In a n •:osier meuo_ge dehvt~ to more than 200.000 penona in
SI. Ptler's S.1uorc, lhe pope invoked th• 40th anniversa'1' or the
conclusion or World Wer U. lie preiMd •the men and women in tach
counlry whu nO'cred their livea in ucrilice for the right cauae; the
ta.UNI of the d11(nity of the human penK>n.,.
"'Thty faced dcnlh . . defen~teq viclima . offered in Holocaust, or
dtfend~ruc wilh their erms the frf!ot way to lire;'" the pope eaid. -i'hey
foujithl not VI answer violence with violence or hatred with hatred
but to sffirrn u tiRht end e freedom for lhemiselvea and athen, a lto
!or the ..:hilJn:n of thote who were then the oppreuora.
"'For inorc thon five yt:art. humanity h~d lived a horrendoue e :.:·
periencv. Tc:n!ll pf million11

a( people

mauacred, on the battlefronte,

ciltce. m7.cd, ~I ought.er in the elr and on the eea, populations ruined
by hunj{er nnd privation1."
In addition, he Nid, ..other tens ofmi!Hon1ofhuman beings.. were
..declm1t1lcJ and destroyed in the- concentr•tion campe. The Jewieh
people wue. condemned to extermination... .
.
Th• pope oleo sent a Puoover ,reeling in Hebrew to lhe Jowiab
people.
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